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Candy canes and coal for the holidays, pg. 2 
THE BG NEWS 
Vol. S9 Issue 6t) Bowling Green, Ohio Friday, December 12,1986 
Casey gives 
Iran affair 
[testimony 
WASHINGTON (AP) - CIA Director William Casey said yester- 
day he did not learn of possible diversions of Iranian arms sales 
profits to Nicaraguan rebels until he was tipped by a New York 
businessman in early October. 
Casey spoke to reporters after he testified for more than three 
hours before a heavily guarded, closed-door session of the House 
Intelligence Committee. A few minutes later, Casey's purported 
tipster, Roy Furmark, went before the Senate Intelligence Commit- 
tee to tell his version of the story. 
Furmark, a former legal client of Casey's, refused to talk to 
reporters as he entered the closed Senate hearing. But Casey said it 
was Furmark who first raised questions in his mind about transfers 
Of funds from then-secret arms sales to Iran. 
While Furmark testified, Sen. William Cohen, R-Maine, emerged 
[ to report that "be is being as candid as he can; he is answering all 
' our questions." Another source said Furmark apparently was an 
intermediary between Casey and Middle East arms dealers. 
Congressional sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said 
the Senate Intelligence Committee had learned before Wednesday of 
Casey's conversation with Furmark, leading at least some panel 
members to question the CIA director's claim of Wednesday that he 
was unaware of the diversion of funds. 
CASEY DENIED a report in The Wall Street Journal that he knew 
as early as last spring that profits from the Iranian arms sales 
D See Casey, page 6. 
(IM profs discuss 
potential of SDI 
by Ron Coulter 
I chief copy editor 
The Undergraduate Student 
I Government-sponsored forum 
[on the Strategic Defense Initia- 
I tive last night led to strong dis- 
agreement, although the 
I debaters at least agreed on what 
I they were disagreeing about. 
The two professors, both from 
the   University   of   Michigan, 
agreed that SDI would not be 
likely   to   defend   the   United | States' population in the event of 
[a nuclear first strike. The two 
disagreed, however, on the fea- 
sibility of SDI as a nuclear de- 
terrent, as well as the SDI's 
[ long-term usefulness. 
Daniel Azelrod, who spoke 
I against SDI, said the plan is a 
I hoax because it won't defend the 
1 country. He said that even if SDI 
were 99 percent effective, an all- 
out Soviet attack of 10.000 mis- 
siles would allow enough missies 
to penetrate to kill nearly every- 
one in the United States. 
HE ADDED that 99 percent 
effectiveness is more optimistic 
than the estimates of the top 
U.S. scientists. 
Raymond Tanter, who spoke 
in defense of SDI, admitted that 
a ballistic missile defense sys- 
tem would be unlikely to defend 
the United States. He said, bow- 
ever, that it would defend United 
States missiles, which would be 
effective deterrence. 
Tanter added that the threat 
SDI poses to Soviet missiles is 
more effective than the threat 
posed to Soviet cities by nuclear 
weapons alone. 
Azelrod said SDI is not a de- 
fense system. He likened SDI to 
the protective armor worn by a 
Technology graduate student Disraeli Hutton and senior social 
work major Sandra Neidert. president of the Progressive Stu- 
Investments 
Students plan campaign 
V        Alex Horvath 
dents Organization, discuss their reactions to BGSU Foundation 
investments In South Africa yesterday at a news conference. 
spark debate 
Divestment discussion urged 
nee a knight puts on all that 
armor, he doesn't sit around; be 
goes out and fights," Azelrod 
said. Q See SDI Fonun, page 5. 
by Mtzdl Stewart III 
assistant managing editor 
Members of the Progres- 
sive Student Organization 
said yesterday that the group 
will begin a series of "educa- 
tional" measures next semes- 
ter to demonstrate its 
opposition to apartheid as 
well as BGSU Foundation in- 
vestments with companies 
doing business in South Af- 
rica. 
The remarks were made at 
a news conference called in 
response to a series of BG 
News investigative reports 
that detailed the scope of the 
investments. 
Cassie Madden, president 
of the Black Student Union, 
said the aim of the group is to 
further inform students about 
the need for the foundation to 
divest its holdings. 
"Students must be made 
more aware of this issue," 
she said. "Each and every 
day some type of statement 
will be made on this campus 
... until divestment is 
made." 
The Progressive Student 
Organization is a recently-es- 
tablished umbrella organiza- 
tion composed of members of 
several student activist 
groups, including the Black 
Student Union, the Social Jus- 
tice Committee and Women 
for Women, according to 
Sandra Neidert, president of 
thePSO. 
"WE'RE A networking 
type of organization made up 
of people who share the same 
types of beliefs and values," 
she said. 
Neidert said foundation in- 
vestments in South Africa 
help perpetuate the system of 
i. See Reaction, page 6. 
As student groups plan 
demonstrations and other ac- 
tivities in opposition to BGSU 
Foundation investments, 
Dwight Burlingame, vice 
president for University rela- 
tions, said they should be 
more concerned about explor- 
ing the arguments for and 
against divestment. 
If one is opposed (to apart- 
heid) that's one thing," he 
said, "but there's a difference 
of opinion as to how we go 
about changing the system. 
No particular group has a 
monopoly on disagreeing with 
apartheid. The foundation 
board is strongly opposed to 
it." 
He added that student input 
wUl be welcomed to assist the 
BGSU Foundation board of 
directors when they meet 
early next year to review the 
investment policy. 
"Other groups on campus 
have stated a particular view- 
point, and I would be happy to 
forward any information to 
submit to the foundation 
when they review their pol- 
icy," he said. 
Burlingame suggested a 
group such as Undergraduate 
Student Government sponsor 
an open forum to discuss the 
issues siuTounding apartheid 
and divestment. 
"USG MIGHT take a posi- 
tion, have a forum and dis- 
cuss the issue," he said. "The 
forum could address the no- 
tion of the meaning of divest- 
ment. Then you really get into 
how it is interpreted." 
He added that this type of 
event would address the va- 
rious   arguments   for   and 
against divestment and pro- 
' ! See Forum, page 6. 
Downtown stores take hassles out of shopping 
| by Valerie Lonero 
[ staff reporter 
Whether you're buying clothes 
and gifts or getting a watch 
ired, downtown stores pro- 
._™ convenience, a wide selec- 
tion and personalized service. 
Floyd Craft, manager and 
of Ben Franklin, a variety 
and crafts store, 154 S. Main St., 
said there are many elements 
which attract people to shop in 
the downtown area. 
"I think an important factor 
that many people don't realize is 
the element«time saved when 
you shop downtown," Craft said. 
"Students save time and also, 
they will save gas money." 
Craft said that if you have 
repairs or exchanges, It is much 
easier to shop locally because it 
saves traveling time. He added 
that it is much safer to shop 
downtown. 
"You can park closer to the 
stores, even though there is me- 
tered parking," Craft said. 
I 
BG Newi/Pete FaBman 
__ila Catallo. Junior aporti management administration major, and Qeralyn Repesky, senior special education 
Inajor. buy Christmas cardt at Ben Franklin, 154 South Main St. 
"But, there will be free parking 
over the holidays." 
He said that almost all local 
merchants are independent, 
which is beneficial to the com- 
munity. 
"ITS A GOOD THING that 
practically all of the merchants 
are independent," he said. "The 
money that the store makes gets 
deposited into local banks, then 
distributed to the fire and police 
department, and city cleaning. 
The whole business cycle makes 
Bowling Green have a stronger 
local economy and a better com- 
munity. Many cities where 
chains and malls are located 
don't ever see that money." 
"I think the first question 
community people (and stu- 
dents) need to ask themselves 
is, can we buy it in Bowling 
Green?," he said. "You can 
always ask a merchant if we can 
St the customer a desired item. 
e encourage people to shop 
downtown. I don't think you can 
find items cheaper anywhere, 
especially in the crafts area." 
Barb Chappius, assistant 
manager of unlman'j depart- 
ment store, 139 S. Mab St., said 
the convenience of having a 
good selection of merchandiae in just a few blocks is a major 
highlight of downtown shopping. 
The downtown stores nave 
an excellent selection. There 
isn't anything you can't find in 
downtown Bowling Green if you 
need to shop," Chappius said. 
Chappius said her staff really 
makes an effort to know the 
customers. She said another 
service Uhlman's offers is free 
gift wrapping. 
"THIS IS a strong advantage 
as far as servicing the custom- 
ers," she said. "Customers love 
it during Christmas, and it sures 
keeps the staff busy." 
rhanpiiis said other services 
that attract customers are serv- 
ice orders, no-hassle returns and 
free monogramming and laya- 
way services. 
One downtown merchant said 
for students who don't have 
cars, downtown shopping is 
most convenient. 
"Rather than driving 20 miles 
to Toledo for a spur-of -the-mo- 
ment item, like pantyhose or a 
sweater, you can find it in Bowl- 
ing Green," said Cindy Ingra- 
ham, manager of Seasons and 
Styles, a women's apparel store, 
"There are quite a few cloth- 
ing stores in Bowling Green to 
chose from," she said. 
Ingraham added that local 
merchants understand the Bowl- 
ing Green market, which allows 
them to offer very reasonable 
prices to the customers. 
"Plus, our customers get 
more personalized service. We 
are getting regular customers, 
and the salespeople get to know 
the names of people,   she said. 
"In the malls, merchants deal 
with hundreds of people each 
day. I think we (local mer- 
chants) have more in common 
with our shoppers. 
JOHN KLEVER, manager of 
Klevers, a jewelery and gift 
store, agrees that personalized 
service is a special attribute to 
downtown shopping. 
"I think the biggest thing 
about downtown shopping is its 
umbrella of service, (Clever 
said. "Merchants get to know 
their customers, which is more 
helpful and is less of a hassle. 
People take care of customers' 
needs and the ma jority of people 
really appreciate It."     ^^ 
never said he would like to 
know that people will shop down- 
town first. 
"It's convenient especially if 
you need a gift or a watch bat- 
tery repaired. There's a selec- 
tion for everyone," he said. 
Editorial BG News/December 12, 19M 
Newsmakers get ^ 
stocking stuffers^ 
Maury "Steamtrain" Graham recently quit being Santa 
Claus in a Toledo shopping mall because he wasn't happy with 
the violent action figures and buxom dolls the kiddies were 
Par be it for us to contradict Santa. 
We will not give away any Rambos, He-Mans, or GI Joes. We 
won't pass out any green slime. We will not deliver any busty 
She-Ra dolls. No, the editors of The BG News have gone back to 
the basics. Local newsmakers who have been good will receive 
a sweet candy cane. Those who were naughty will get a dirty old 
lump of coal. 
Now to make out that list, so we can "check it twice" before 
the 25th. 
D A candy cane goes to those responsible for all the planned 
improvements at the University, including the addition to the 
Business Administration building. But we send a lump of coal to 
anyone who said the B.A. addition would be started this 
semester. 
D A candy cane to the Undergraduate Student Government 
for trying to deal more with national issues which affect 
students, especially through the establishment of forums such 
as the one last night on the Strategic Defense Initiative. 
L: A lump of coal to USG for waiting so long to have the first 
forum. 
On the subject of USG, a shovelful of coal for those who did 
not turn out to vote in the latest elections, or any elections for 
that matter. 
C And a dump-truck full of coal to USG, for not even having 
enough of its own members show up at important events. 
President Kelly McCoy's state of the University address to an 
empty auditorium was farcical, and we want to know how USG 
can expect student involvement when members themselves 
show no enthusiasm. 
D A candy cane to University President Paul Olscamp for 
announcing in October the idea of building a convocation center 
that would be a bigger facility for basketball and other 
activities. We hope to give another candy cane for the project 
being started, but we're prepared to sling coal if the issue is 
dropped. □ A lump of coal to Olscamp for saying the Escort Service is 
a great way to meet girls. The comment was insensitive and 
defeated the great strides the service has made and the value it 
is to our campus. □ A lump of coal, preferably thrown very hard, goes to the 
morons who destroyed the wind chimes sculpture. Whether you 
thought it was pretty or not, you had no right to ruin something 
that a man worked so hard to create. 
D A candy cane to the Social Philosophy and Policy Center 
for its conferences on the U.S. Constitution. 
D A double handful of coal to the woman who did our state 
proud: Mary Zilba, whose post-Miss America Pageant antics as 
Miss Ohio did her and Ohio no credit. Maybe we should give her 
a candy cane to suck on, though, to help her over the indignity of 
being "robbed" by the pageant judges. 
D A candy cane to the 60 University students who showed so 
much conviction in their beliefs that they joined the Great 
Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament. 
D A lump of coal to anyone in charge of lighting the campus. 
The numerous dark spots just invite rapists or other criminals. 
Before we appropriate money for anything else, let there be 
light. 
D A lump of coal to the University Activities Organization for 
failing, once again, to schedule a decent concert here. 
U A candy cane to the Wood County farmers who banded 
together to send hay to the draught-stricken farmers in the 
South. 
0 A lump of coal to the U.S. government for making new 
student loan regulations so difficult that students had to wait 
months to get their cash. 
O But a candy cane to the office of Financial Aid and Student 
Employment for patiently handling the problems. 
D A candy cane to the University and especially Philip 
Mason, Olscamp's assistant, for fixing the fouled-up phone 
system. 
U And while we're at it, a candy cane to telecommunications 
for cracking down on the problem of telephone fraud, which 
totaled $30,000 in losses last year. 
G A lump of coal to the voters of Bowling Green for failing to 
realize the importance of the income tax increase they voted 
down. A raise of only 0.5 percent wouldn't have put anybody in 
the poorhouse. □ Another lump of coal, however, to the Bowling Green City 
Council for waiting until nearly the last minute to put the tax 
increase on the ballot. More time could have helped convince 
more voters. 
D A candy cane to BACCHUS and other student groups for 
providing a non-alcoholic alternative to bars in the "Dry 
Dock." 
D A candy cane to Bowling Green inventor Albert Calderon 
for getting a $4.9 milion dollar federal grant to develop his 
invention that turns coal into clean energy. 
C A candy cane to the University's Health Center for continu- 
ing to keep students informed about issues which affect their 
health. □ A candy cane to the University athletic department and to 
the athletes who talked to area school children, encouraging 
them to "just say no" to drugs. 
O Candy canes to the Ohio General Assembly and the 
University Board of Trustees for the Oral Proficiency Pro- 
gram, which both encourages foreign students to increase their 
mastery of English and makes the classroom environment 
much more conducive to learning. 
D Candy canes to all the greek organizations who helped 
improve campus-city relations with their many philanthropies, 
but coal goes to all those who were involved in dazing. 
D And candy canes to all the Falcon sports teams who 
provide us with so much entertainment. 
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by Craig Hergert 
Tuesday I mentioned to one of 
my classes how much I enjoy 
watching the open hearings on 
the Iran-contra Jazz. (Since the 
media can't agree on what to 
call it - Irangate? Contragate? 
Iranscam? Irenamuck? - I've 
decided that it's OK for the rest 
of us to call it whatever we 
wish.) 
When I said this, they looked 
at me funny. This wasn't the 
first time they've looked at me 
funny, but usually, I think, it's 
on account of the way I dress. 
This time I'm sure it was 
because I suggested that politics 
can be interesting. 
Now I could, of course, claim 
to have noble reasons for enjoy- 
ing these goings-on. I could say I 
view them as a civics lesson in 
progress. I could say that they 
are proof that, because anybody 
who has a TV can watch them, 
our government proceeds under 
the full view ot the people. I 
could say these things, but they 
wouldn't mean much. 
The truth is I watch them 
because I like to watch good 
television. In particular, I enjoy 
good situation comedies. 
I think it's fairly obvious that 
the Iran-contra Jazz has the 
kind of situation that great sit- 
coms are made of. Imagine the 
plot summary that might ap- 
pear in "TV Guide": "OUie and 
his friends in the National Secu- 
rity Council decide to funnel $30 
million to the contras - without 
telling the President!" 
What makes or breaks a sit- 
com these days, though, isn't the 
wildness of the plots, but the 
charm of the characters. 
"Cheers," " Family Ties" and 
"Taxi" have set awfully high- 
standards here, but I think the 
Iran-contra Jazz is equal to the 
challenge. 
First, of course, there's Ollie 
North. The name, with the same 
kind of ring as "Wally Cleaver," 
is perfect. Sounds innocent, 
doesn't it? And that baby face - 
this is the best piece of casting 
since Danny Devito was given 
the part of Louie DePalma. 
Ollie North looks every inch 
the kind of man who deserves to 
be treated like a hero and be 
riven a ticker-tape parade. And, 
if The LA Times' source Is reli- 
able, he can even make his own 
confetti. 
Then there's John Poindexter. 
One of the most familiar charac- 
ters in the sit-com is the long- 
suffering, soft-spoken male in 
the tradition of Steven Keaton, 
Alex Reeger and Rob Petrie. 
Poindexter has them all beat 
as far as being down on your 
luck goes. This is a man after 
whom the town of Odin, Indiana, 
had decided to name a street. 
The dedication was finally made 
on Nov. 25, two days after Poin- 
dexter had resigned under fire 
from his NSC position. 
To top it off, news reports 
have it, and I'm not making this 
up, that someone in Odin re 
cently stole the sign and is hold 
ing it for $30 million ransom. Did 
you ever have one of those 
months where almost nothing 
went right? 
As for the second trait, even 
Steven Keaton, quiet fellow that 
he is, never pleaded the Fifth. 
How soft-spoken can you get? 
It's this very qualify, though, 
that threatens to put a damper 
on my enjoyment of all of this. 
What if everyone involved in the 
Iran-contra Jazz starts pleading 
the Fifth? How interesting can 
hour after hour of silence be? 
Not very, says I, and so some- 
thing needs to be done to prevent 
Poindexter, North and company 
from making the hearings nave 
all the entertainment value of a 
Campbell Soup commercial. 
Yes, I know these men have a 
constitutional right to take the 
Fifth. And since the Constitution 
is a document I'd rather not see 
shredded, I'm willing to compro- 
mise. What I'm proposing is 
that, from now on, the hearings 
follow the example of my other 
favorite TV genre-the game 
show. 
In the Iran-contra Jazz Game, 
the folks who testify would have 
the right to take the Fifth, but 
only once each. After that, they 
have to plead one of the other 
amendments. 
If, for example, the proceed- 
ings get harrowing and the long- 
suffering John Poindexter 
should desire some relief, he 
could invoke the 21st Amend- 
ment, the one that repealed pro- 
hibition, and have an ice-cold 
beer. 
Then, if Dante Fascell, the 
chairman of the House Foreign 
Relations Committee, should go 
into one of his rambling country- 
lawyer-type imitations of Sam 
Ervin, Poindexter, not to men- 
tion the viewers, could plead the 
Eighth Amendment, which pro- 
hibits cruel and unusual punish* 
ment. 
Of course, the ratings for this 
thing would really soar if Ollie 
North, the quiet, gentle Marine, 
were to suddenly slam his piecft; 
on the table and quietly plead • 
the Second - the right to bear 
arms. 
At that point, though, I think 
I'd be ready to switch to Mr.' 
Rogers. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in • 
the English department, is a '• 
columnist for The News. 
MRS. mtfftUUWM 60T7OPO SCWCIWIrVe M0DT SAM. 
Education, not cable 
by Jay E. Smith 
The following is an excerpt 
from a future campus tour for 
prospective BGSU students and 
their parents: 
"And to your left is Harshman 
Quadrangle, a residence hall 
complex. Our residence halls 
have all of toe conveniences of 
home and more. Various resi- 
dence hall options such as 
weight rooms and computer fa- 
culties are available, plus cable 
television in every room. Yes, 
that's right, cable television in 
every room." 
"Cable television in every 
room." It sounds like an adver- 
tisement for a budget motel just 
off the interstate. Well, the inter- 
state is 1-75. and the rooms will 
be those of the residence halls at 
Bowling Green State University. 
Very soon the University's 
Board of Trustees will vote on 
approval of a contract with 
Wood Cable TV. If approved, 
this contract will result in the 
placement of cable television 
outlets in every dorm room. 
Cable television will be a service 
which students may or may not 
choose. Cable service will, 
therefore, not be an automatic 
cost increase to all on-campus 
students. 
"Oh," you ask, "why not let 
students choose cable television 
if they want it?" My question is 
"How will students benefit by 
receiving cable television serv- 
ice in their dorm rooms?" 
Frankly, on-campus students 
will not benefit. 
Television is not conducive to 
studying. We are familiar with 
the temptation to turn on "The 
Cosby Show" instead of studying 
for that calculus exam. Can you 
imagine what it would be like 
with HBO, MTV and The Movie 
Channel in every room? 
I can already near it: "Are 
you dudes watching Conan to- 
night?" or. "Hey, King some 
brews; we're watching 'Ghost 
Busters' again!" Not only would 
the installation of cable tele- 
vision in dorm rooms be an 
academic disaster in itself, but 
it is also contrary to traditional 
University policy. 
Many on-campus students 
each year are freshman, and the 
University attempts to provide 
them with a "structured envi- 
ronment." The transition from 
borne to college is an under- 
standably traumatic experience 
for many. Traditional Univer- 
sity policy, focusing on the needs 
of the students, provides fresh- 
man orientation, resident advi- 
sors and other assistance to help 
ease this transition. 
A major feature of the struc- 
tured environment policy is the 
restriction of choices. Visiting 
hours are restricted, "co-habita- 
tion" is not permitted and new 
students must live on campus. 
The justification for limiting 
these choices is that such limita- 
tions assist in the freshman 
transition. It appears that the 
Board of Trustees has dollar 
signs instead of students in 
mind, however, when it conmes 
to cable television. 
Statements by the Board of 
Trustees lead me to the undesi- 
rable conclusion that they will 
approve Wood Cable TV's con- 
tract proposal. Applying a cost- 
/benefit test, it is obvious that 
cable television will cost the 
students grades and benefit the 
University coffers. 
How will the University profit 
monetarily from the Wood Cable 
TV contract? Initially, new 
equipment and installation will 
be provided to the University 
free of charge. Eventually, 
Wood Cable TV will probably 
sell cable service in bulk to the 
University at bargain rates. The 
University will subsequently 
raise the price on the service 
and sell it to on-campus studens. 
I wont be at all surprised if the 
Bursar's office adds-a small 
processing fee for billing serv- 
ices as well. What a gold nine! 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Ultimately, if cable television 
is a positive choice which on- 
campus students should be al- 
lowed to make, then why not 
restore other choices to them as 
well. Let's allow freshmen to 
live off campus if they choose. 
Let the boys from Conklin over- 
night at Mac East if they choose. 
These, of course, are ludicrous 
ideas. If the Board of Trustees 
allows students to subscribe to 
cable television in dorm rooms, 
however, it will be implicitly 
stating that students are able to 
make all choices and that they 
should. 
I seriously doubt that the 
trustees feel this way. The 
choice to have cable television in 
dorm rooms is yet another very 
powerful temptation not to 
study. In sum, on-campus cable 
will make the freshman year 
transition more difficult. The 
Board of Trustees should con- 
tinue to focus on the needs of the 
students rather than opportuni- 
ties for profit, and they should 
reject the Wood Cable TV con- 
tract. 
Following is an excerpt from a 
future campus tour for prospec- 
tive BGSU students and their 
parents. 
"i4nd to your left is Jerome 
Library. Our library is one of the finest libraries of any state uni- 
versity in Ohio. Special features 
include a snack lounge, com- 
puter facilities, and over two 
million books. Yes, that's right, 
over two million books." 
Smith is a senior human re- 
sources major from Grove dry. 
Letters 
Stolen backpack 
not appreciated 
To the person who took my 
bookbag from the shelves of 
the University Bookstore on 
Thursday, Dec. 11.: 
Congratulations! You have 
succeeded in securing your- 
self a sweatshirt that was a 
Christmas gift for a friend at 
home, a used book on Latin 
American studies, (which 
you'll probably get $5 for), 
three library books, $3 worth 
of meal coupons and 3 to 5 
pens and pencils. 
In addition, you are the 
lucky owner of my term pa- 
per on Cuba, all of my semes- 
ter's worth of notes for my 
finals and my picture of a 
recent trip to Washington 
D.C. These are all things I'm 
sure you can really appre- 
ciate; obviously you felt that 
you needed them more than I . 
do. 
I an effort not to sound 
angry, I iust want to tell vou 
that I think what you did on 
Thursday was pretty stupid 
and childish, and it makes me 
sad to think that there are 
people in the world like you. 
In any case, I would greatly 
appreciate the safe -eturn of 
my bag with my foil ws and 
pictures at the wrj least. 
These things are beyc dmon- | 
etary value. Oh, and by the 
way, Merry Christmas. 
Kris ten Sandor 
414 Batebelder 
Afore tetters to the Editor' 
will be found on page three. 
by Berke Breathed 
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Editorial should 
consider the future 
I am responding to the edito- 
rial "Court Should Approve Per- 
ry's Full Operation" in the 
December 5th issue of the News. 
The editorial stated that "the 
court should allow the Perry 
Nuclear Plant to operate at its 
Ml capacity," just because the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commis- 
sion believes that the plant is 
capable of safe power genera- 
tion. The NRC believes this, but 
it doesn't KNOW that the plant is 
safe. The article also stated that 
"NRC officials inspected the 
plant and indicated that based 
on past seismic activity in the 
area, its structure would withs- 
tand possible tremors." Based 
go PAST seismic activity - but 
what if there were to be a much 
larger tremor in the future? 
Take the most recent seismic 
activity in January - we cer- 
tainly didn't expect such a big 
tremor, did we? Nuclear power 
plants are dangerous, and we 
don't know everything about 
them or their potential effects 
were a disaster to occur. One 
thing is sure: were a large 
earthquake to occur, the effects 
would be devastating. It could 
interfere with safe operations 
and set off a series of events that 
would be disastrous. The plant 
could contaminate Lake Erie 
and the rest of the Great Lakes. 
This may not seem too impor- 
tant until you realize that the 
rest of our country is experienc- 
ing drought-like conditions, and 
may some day need to rely upon 
the Great lakes for their water 
source. How can this be done if 
the bodies of water were to be 
contaminated by a nuclear acci- 
dent? This is just one possibility, 
not even considering the effect 
on our health or that we will be 
forced to evacuate the area, 
were a nuclear disaster to occur. 
If the Perry Nuclear Plant is 
allowed to continue operating at 
5 percent of its capacity, let 
alone the 100 percent that the 
editorial promotes, it is merely 
a disaster waiting to happen. It's 
time the NRC, our government, 
our people, begin to think of our 
future instead of how much 
money can be pocketed now. 
Wendy Sue Nelicb 
440 Ashley 
Idealistic editorial 
not pertinent today 
This letter is in response to 
Mizell Stewart's editorial on 
Dec. 3, concerning the "hyste- 
ria" surrounding Bruce 
Springsteen and the apathy of 
college students towards world 
affairs. 
Apparently, Mr. Stewart longs 
for those wonderful days back in 
the sixties, when the idealistic 
young college students were in- 
tent on changing the world for 
the good of all mankind. Their 
intentions were certainly noble, 
but unfortunately their hopes 
were a bit too nigh, and the 
events of the next decade effec- 
tively laid waste to all their 
Utopian dreams. 
The fall of Saigon was fol- 
lowed by the Watergate scandal, 
the energy crisis was followed 
by the Iranian hostage crisis, 
and all the while inflation ana 
unemployment reached their 
highest points since the Great 
Depression. 
That's enough to undermine 
anybody's idealism. Obviously, 
this situation improved substan 
tially in the eighties, but recent 
events indicate that even Presi- 
dent Reagan's squeaky-clean 
image might have a few spots on 
The reason Bruce Springsteen 
has such a large following is 
because people see him as some- 
one they can believe in, someone 
who at least acts like he under 
stands their outrage and frustra- 
tion at the apparent deteriora- 
tion of this once-great country. 
This is a general theme in many 
of Springsteen's songs, namely 
the idea that even though a 
person works hard to get along 
in this world, often they still end 
up broken and defeated. In 
short, he knows how to empa- 
thize with the thoughts and feel- 
ings of the common working- 
class people who, incidentally, 
make up a relatively large per- 
centage of the population. 
The far-seeing youth of yester- 
day has given way to a genera- 
tion of hardened skeptics who 
refuse to let their faith be be- 
trayed again. If Stewart expects 
political involvement to be popu- 
lar in this kind of society, he is, 
in a word, idealistic. 
Roger A. McCoy 
312 Mooney 
Integrity questioned 
in NRC Perry decision 
This letter is in response to the 
December 5, 1966 editorial con- 
cerning the difference between 
operating the Perry Nuclear 
Plant east of Cleveland at 5 
percent or 100 percent of its 
capacity. 
First of all, we would like to 
question the integrity of the Nu- 
clear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) who claims that Perry is 
safe from seismic activity. The 
NRC determined 14 systems to 
be unsafe at the Davis Besse 
plant in 1979. Six years later, on 
June 9, 1965, with no follow up 
study by the NRC in that time, 
Davis Besse came close to a 
severe core meltdown when it 
lost valuable coolant from its 
main feedwater system ans then 
lost its back-up system. 
So, if the NRC claims that 
Perry is safe, do we believe 
them? The NRC seems very 
eager to keep plants running 
despite lack ot evacuation plans 
ana continuous radiation spills 
and accidents. 
If there was a water coolant 
leak as the result of an accident 
at Perry while it was running at 
5 percent of its capacity, the 
chance of a core meltdown at the 
plant is much less than if it were 
running at 100 percent. Further, 
the Perry plant has not been 
proven safe under the occurance 
of an earthquake, making the 
chances of a severe core melt- 
down even higher. 
We as citizens should be glad 
that the Ohio Citizens for Re- 
sponsible Energy is trying to 
ensure safer nuclear plants The 
public needs to be more aware of 
the dangers these plants pose 
and the real fact that due to 
negligence by the NRC and plant 
operators we could some day be 
evacuating our homes for a long 
time. 
Jodie Humphries 
Wendy Catalano 
462 High St. 
e» JR VALENTINE'S 
WINTER WARM UP GRADUATION SPECIALS 
1 Two C)4<   Baton iii4  SIUII<I link!   Homofriot 
Tout end Jell, tni Coffee o- Tee! 1W 
2 Two E««t   Choice of B«eon 0' Siutlil   Toil* one1 Jelly 
end Coffee o' Tee! T99 
I   T«e Poncoiet arth Choice of Bicon or Seutoqo 
Hot Syrup end Burter end Coffee or Too! 119 
9 
4   French Toott Served With Choice of Bacon or Soutiqe 
out Coffee or Too! *2.t9 
AIM 1450 E. Wooitor BG 
^jew Across from Harshmon Quad 
■nr-raniH OPEN DAILY SHH 6 a.m.-10 p.m. A 
M  U 1111111111141111 .■IB ,0% off wl,h Slud.nl ID      M   M 
Wishes You A Merry Christmas 
3H2-4497 
Luncheon Special! 
Vi Super Sub 
& 
Chill or Salad 
2.39ck>0d All Day 
No Coupon Necessary 
Free Delivery( 4 minimum) 
PIZZA BROTHERS 
FAMILY DEEP DISH 
ONE ITEM    ONLY $9.99    30 PCS. 
CALL 352-8408 
1 COUPON PER ORDER FREE DELIVERY 
Merry Christmas from PIZZA BROTHERS I J 
^eaion A Ljreeli nai 
A 
*.■%&* 
Strickland's Framing 
125 E. Oak 352-8282 
Come see us in January!! 
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NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR CHRISTMAS? 
SANTA SAYS: "SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO THE 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE!" 
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR USED 
TEXTS AND TOP WHOLESALE 
PRICES FOR DISCONTINUED BOOKS! 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
-£- 
-£- 
1424 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 
9-5:30 M-F      9-5 Sat. 
-,'.-, •^ ^jptl      '^** 
'*"»! 
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Apartment subleases rise 
Students, realtors scramble for spring tenants 
by Erica Heidebrink 
reporter 
It's everywhere you look. In 
the newspapers, on laundromat 
walls, people are advertising to 
sublease their apartments. 
Freshman biology major Ka- 
ren Horvath says she is subleas- 
ing to go home and work to earn 
more money for school. 
"I don't have the money to live 
off campus," she said. "My 
roommates are also subleasing. 
One is a senior and she got an 
internship for next semester. 
The other is a freshman and she 
is also going home to work,". 
Although Horvath started ad- 
vertising two weeks ago. she's 
having a hard time finding 
someone to sublease to. 
Horvath said her landlord 
really didn't want anybody to 
sublease. "She (her landlord) is 
being nit-picky about it, but I 
can understand," she said. 
If Horvath can't find anyone to 
sublease, she will live at home 
and continue to pay for her 
apartment here. "I've already 
canceled classes, my loan and 
my financial aid," she said. 
Apparently the realtors are 
also feeling the crunch. 
Lisa Potter, the bookkeeper at 
Newlove Management Services, 
328 S. Main St., said that New- 
love has about 30 people subleas- 
ing this semester. 
"COME SECOND semester it 
is a little tricky because of peo- 
ple graduating and dropping out 
and transferring," she said. 
Potter has been with the com- 
pany for four years, and she 
thinks that this is the heaviest 
year yet for subleasing. 
"It s not just us. Other real- 
tors are having the same diffi- 
culty,"she saidT 
If a student doesn't sublease, 
she said, he must find out if a 
roommate will take over his 
share of the rent. 
"Since they are legally re- 
sponsible, the students who 
break leases are taken to 
court," she said. 
TUBA     TROMBONE. .'. ffl2M5«M<MW. 
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND 
CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS 
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN ONE OF 
THESE ENSEMBLES CONTACT: 
UNIVERSITY BANDS 
1010 MOORE MUSICAL ARTS 
372-2186 
     PERCUSSION    FLUTE.. CLARINET. 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
HOLIDAY BREAK HOURS 
December 13-23, 26-31, 1986 
January 2-11, 1987 
Center 
Cooper Pool 
Andrews Pool 
LIFT 
Family 
age 7-17 
under 7 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
Noon - 2 p.m., 5 - 8 p.m. 
1 - 8 p.m. 
$3 anytime 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
1 - 8 p.m. (Andrews Pool Only) 
Recreation Center will be closed December 24 and 25. 
ONE ON 
Rocky J*.. Rococo 
-^su"*^- 
!   $10FF   : 
ANY SMALL OR     I 
MEDWM PAN STYLE \ 
\ OR THW CRUST PIZZA | 
1131 Ml 
FREE 352-4600 
176 
E. W00STER 
T"$20FF" 
ANY LARGE 
PAN STYLE OR 
THW CRUST PIZZA 
t#m mm DELIVERY 
TUESDAY IS 99 SLICE'DAY! 
Conda Fernandez, leasing 
agent for Winthrop Terrace 
Apartments, 400 E. Napoleon 
Road, said that Winthrop Ter- 
race is also experiencing a lot of 
people subleasing. 
"It's not really a problem if 
they (the renters) find their own 
people to sublease to," she said. 
"I'VE BEEN here < 
years, and I think there are 
! quite a few 
ttber
more kids subleasing than be- 
fore," she said. "I think more 
kids are graduating in Decem- 
ber and less people are willing to 
rent on a semester basis be- 
cause it is such a difficult time to 
rent." 
Tim Maugherman, Junior edu- 
cation major, said he is subleas- 
ing because he might be 
transferring next semester. 
He said that he is also having a 
difficult time finding someone to 
sublease to. 
Some  people call and say 
BG News/Daw* Ktelmeyer 
Stephen Donnelly, manager of the Student Book Exchange, 530 E. Wooster St., examines textbooks being 
returned by senior nutrition major Chris See. Donnelly said business is up from last year at this time. 
Book buy-backs bring bucks i 
by Judy Immel 
reporter 
sublease." 
35mm Color 
Prims and       i_A 
Slides      >^J 
from the  fck3 MM 
MUX Introductory Offer 
D RUSHm>iwo20npoHteralbofK<xU 
MP Mm for mv J5mm omen. I'd like a 2-roll 
Karltr pack iiwludinf Eaarman 5247* and 
««• Em bard u SI for poop and handLraj 
IOC*. WafecrM* GunMMd 
|  Anoaass 
I   Mail 10: Start!. RlrrMbrU WO !rd A*. W. ■ P.O. Bra 14056, hakim MM  2M0 
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It's that time of year again. 
Deck the halls, sing some car- 
ols, buy a special Christmas gift. 
What? No cash? 
If money is the one item on 
your Christmas list that is lack- 
ing, the bookstores have a solu- 
tion so students have Christmas 
cash. 
Book buy-backs began in ear- 
nest this week as the semester 
comes to a close. 
"The volume of business that 
we're doing right now is the 
usual at this time of year," said 
Paul Purdy, manager of the Bee 
Gee Bookstore. 1424 E. Wooster 
St. "Next week even more stu- 
dents will be selling books." 
The Bee Gee Bookstore buys 
books year round. 
• AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • A 
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Congratulations 
Delta Zeta Graduating 
Seniors! 
Otis Sonnenberg, assistant di- 
rector of the University 
Bookstore, said book buy-backs 
at the University store started 
Monday. 
"We're getting started this 
week so we're ready to roll next 
week," he said. 
The standard procedure of the 
bookstores is to buy books back 
for half of the new retail price of 
the book. The bookstores then 
resell the books at three-fourths 
of the new retail price. 
Sonnenberg explained that the 
bookstores do not do this to "rip 
students off," as is the common 
perception. 
"I HIRE extra labor for the 
book buy-backs to clean the 
books up and reprice them and 
for the whole two-week proc- 
ess," he said. "A business has to 
cover costs." 
He added that used books are 
usually the first to be sold during 
a new semester. 
The manager of SBX, 530 E. 
Wooster St., would not com-^i 
ment. 
All of the bookstores buy textr 
books that will be used in the- 
following semester if they are irt< 
relatively good condition. When, 
the bookstores get as many of 
one title as they can use, they' 
will buy back that title at a; 
reduced rate. 
Books that are not on the list; 
for use the following semester; 
can be sold to wholesalers. 
■ 
Workbooks are not generally- 
bought back because of the pos- 
sibility of missing pages and; 
filled-in blanks. 
Purdy advises students to sell 
their books as early as possible! 
"It helps the bookstores an* 
keeps the students from waiting- 
in long lines," Purdy said. 
SONNENBERG ADDED that 
any students who have questions; 
concerning the books they sell 
back at the University 
Bookstore should talk to him.   , 
Ik Happy HoIidaysA 
from
     J^K^*  352-5166 
l"^Z2G Fm« Delivery ree li  
203 N. Main >y 
Good luck on finals—   4*^7 
» See you In the New Year 
We Will Miss You!!! 
• AZ»AZ»AZ«AZ»AZ»AZ»AZ»AZ»AZ»AZ«AZ»AZ»A 
Christmas 
Cleveland Area Residents 
Work Full- Part-time during Christmas Break 
7.50 Starting Rate 
May continue part-time when classes resume 
Begin work Dec. 20    Hours Flexible 
For interview call (216) 765-0015 
atTO's 
never wears 
you out, 
We carry a 
large selection 
of sportswear 
for everyone on 
your shopping 
Hat. 
TO's CAMPUS CORNER 
902 E. WOOSTER 352-3365 
hours: MON.-SAT.   10-5 
* FREE    ADMISSION    with 
valid College I.D. 
* Two wide screen T.V.'s 
* 19 and Over 
«§, 
OQO A QIA     G,enbVrne Center 
OOZ-IO/O       (Corner of Byrne & Glendale) 
Watch your favorite team play 
The FUNDRINKERY 
19 ft OVER SUNDAY AND 
MONDAY ONLY 
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Stress may produce better work 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
Although stress during 
exam time may result in 
harmful health effects, it can 
also be helpful, according to 
the program director of a 
local stress center. 
Jeff Siebert, program di- 
rector of the Fulton County 
Stress Center in Wauseon, 
said stress can be positive by 
prompting students to work 
harder. 
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, direc- 
tor of the University's student 
health service, agrees. 
"Stress is a normal healthy 
source of motivation," Kap- 
lan said. 
Although stress can cause 
some students to put more 
effort into studying, it can 
also give some students ul- 
cers. 
According to Siebert, be- 
tween 50 and 80 percent of 
most physical and mental ill- 
nesses are stress-related. 
"In general, most effects of 
stress are not permanent or 
long-term," Kaplan said. 
However, some problems, 
ulcers in particular, can be 
serious enough to have long- 
lasting health effects, he said. 
Some students who think 
they have medical problems 
turn out to have stress-re- 
lated problems, he said. 
To combat feelings of 
stress, students should find a 
way to have fun as well as 
exert physical energy, such 
as working out, Siebert said. 
TO ALLAY anxieties and 
prepare for an exam at the 
same time, study in groups, 
Siebert said. 
While studying, compare 
what you know with what 
others know and get a per- 
spective of where you are 
with others, be said. 
"Once you find out that you 
more or less know what other 
people know, that can be a 
comforting thought and can 
reduce feelings of incompe- 
tency or inadequacy," he 
said. 
Ongoing preparation is the 
best method of coping with 
exams, he said. 
"Procrastination always 
increases anxiety," he said. 
After taking an exam, re- 
view in your head how you 
handled the exam, and ask 
yourself how well you pre- 
pared for it, he said. 
"Take that information and 
make a plan of action," he 
said. 
Use what you learned to 
make taking the next exam 
less stressful, he said. 
"I think being a college 
student is a particularly high- 
stress situation," Kaplan 
said. "Most students handle it 
pretty well." 
Kaplan suggested learning 
a muscle relaxation tech ni- 
que to combat stress. 
Such a technique involves 
preparing for a stressful situ- 
ation by visualizing it before 
it happens and then relaxing. 
IF THERE is a medical 
problem, Kaplan said stu- 
dents should contact the 
Health Center at 372-2271. 
Stress counseling is avail- 
able from The Wellby calling 
372-8302. 
Axclrod Tanter 
SDI Forum 
D Continued from page 1. 
He said the "defense" of SDI 
is part of the offensive system: 
"It's the shield behind which we 
brandish our offensive weapons 
... It's the bullet-proof vest 
worn by a burglar." 
TANTER DEFINED stability 
as "not having the incentive for 
a first strike." He said that 
having missiles located in a vul- 
nerable position makes a first 
strike seem more advantageous, 
while keeping the missiles mo- 
bile lessens the threat of their 
destruction. 
Tanter said he would like to 
see both countries move toward 
a mobile, rather than a station- 
ary land-based defense system. 
"When many warheads are 
concentrated in one location, 
you tempt the other side to 
strike first," Tanter said. 
Axelrod concluded by encour- 
aging students to take an active 
stand on their beliefs. 
ciumc^M 
ITOPPEIUJT 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
is TODAY 
WHERE: University Union, 3rd Floor, Fort Room, Open (H) 
WHAT TO DO: Register, schedule delivery, and make your payment 
1 Bed Loft 
$25 
$80 
$10 
LOFT RATES 
SPRING SEM. RENT 
PURCHASE 
ASSEMBLY (Opt.) 
2 Bed Loft 
$55 
$180 
$20 
FREE LOFT DELIVERY 
Register at the Union Fort Room. TODAY  (9anv6pm) 
or call in for a mail-in registration form 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION - 352-3836 (9anv5pm) 
♦ OFF CAMPUS • 
HOUSING FAIR 
TUESDAY JANUARY 13 
UNIVERSITY GRAND BALLROOM 
THERE WILL BE REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
• VARIOUS APARTMENT COMPLEXES 
• RENTAL UNITS 
• THE OFFICE OF OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
• A VARIETY OF STUDENT SERVICES 
AND MUCH MORE 
START PLANNING 
NOW 
FOR NEXT YEAR 
Sponsored By 
Office of Off Campus Housing, Off Campus Student Center, COCO, 
Student Consumer Union, and Student Legal Services 
Wishing You a Merry Christmas 
with Special Savings 
Frl. & Sat. only 
50%o,f w 20%-JU /o 
Entire Stock 
FREE Gift Wrapping 
Open Evenings till 9:00 p.m. 
Mon. thru Fri. - Sat. till 5:30 
closed Sundays 
FREE Parking 
while shopping 
Jne f-^ouvder [ Uff 
525 RJr St. 
Visa 
Mastercard 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS 
What are you 
having for 
lunch today? 
>3&¥%&>- <IA^V 
Many off-campus students have expressed 
a desire to participate in the coupon system while on campus. To 
meet these requests, we are offering meal coupon books to you  Enjoy all 
the dining facilities of Bowling Green State University Food Operations 
How to apply 
Visit the Bursar Office presently located in 
the Administration Building, beginning 
January 12, 1987. 
You must pay for the number of books 
requested at that time by cash, check. Visa 
or Mastercard. 
Who may porch*— this meal plan? 
Any off-campus student enrolled at the 
University for Spring Semester 
What do they cost? 
Coit/Semester 
SI 10.00(1 book) 
S220 OO (2 books) 
$330.00 (3 books) 
$440.00 (4 books) 
$528.00 (5 books) 
$616 00 (6 books) 
$704.00 (7 books) 
$792 00 (8 books) 
$880.00 (9 books) 
Savtnfa        Value 
Do I fct the discount rate If I bay more 
thaa 4 boohs?  
If you purchase more than four books 
between January 12 and 16. the discounls 
will apply on the 5th. 6th. 7ih. 8th, or 9th 
books  Books purchased after that date will 
not be discounted 
Where do I pick ap the books?  
After paying for your books, the Bursar's 
Office will give you an authorization card 
and signature card which you should take 
to Founders Dining Hall between 4-6pm 
daily to pick up your books  Remember to 
take two pieces of identification with you 
also 
22.00 
44 00 
66 00 
88 00 
$11000 
$550 00 
$660.00 
S770 00 
$880 00 
S990 00 
~tUo DeiUv<s S***U^' 
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As Santa's mate, she's well-suited 
BGSCJ employee entertains kids 
by Judy Immcl 
reporter 
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Imogene Krift BG News/Pete Fellman 
Mrs. Claus is closer than the 
North Pole. 
In the printing office in the 
Administration Building, the 
machines whoosh-click in a 
steady sound as a short woman 
with light brown hair and blue 
eyes bustles around. She is Imo- 
gene Krift, manager of office 
services and the University's 
Mrs. Claus. 
Krift has been playing the role 
of Santa's wife tor the past IS 
years. 
"It started when we would put 
on skits during the business of- 
fice Christmas parties," she 
said, peering around a mountain 
of paperwork, an old-fashioned 
lamp, a gold Mickey Mouse fig- 
ure and an assortment of other 
odds and ends on her desk in a 
crowded office. "Someone asked 
me to be Mrs. Claus and I 
agreed." 
Since then, Krift has played 
Mrs. Claus both by herself and 
with various Santas at 
Christmas parties on campus 
and in the community. 
"If someone asks me to do it, I 
will," she said. "I don't do it 
because I have to -1 want to. It 
comes from the heart." 
Krift said the best part of 
playing Mrs. Claus is the chil- 
dren. 
"The Joy is from seeing the 
kids," she said, gently gesturing 
with her hands. ''Their eyes just 
light up and they pat my cheek 
to see if I'm real. 
"They think they are seeing 
the real Santa, not fust one of his 
helpers, because he brings his 
wife - me - with him," she said. 
"And I want to make them be- 
lieve in Santa just one more 
year. I try to live the part. It's 
very rewarding." 
Adults also enjoy seeing Mrs. 
Claus. 
"IT BRINGS out the kid in 
people again, no matter how old 
they are," she said. "People I 
don't even know come up and 
hug me when I'm Mrs. Claus." 
In all the hurriedness of 
Christmas as people rush to buy 
gifts and make preparations, 
Krift wants to keep the tradition 
of Christmas alive. 
"When I do this." she said, "I 
want to convey what Christmas 
is all about. I'm extending 
love." 
WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO 
CALL HOME BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS? 
a) When another hour of cramming for the 
stats exam isn't going to help anyway. 
b) When that Xmas Club money is almost 
gone, and you haven't even started buying 
presents. 
c) When you just keep thinking about 
unwinding after finals with the whole 
family together again. 
>* 
<*** 
<** 
^ 
Okay, maybe exam time 'tisn't the season to be jolly. But a call 
home might be just the thing to bring a little early holiday cheer. 
And there's no more reliable way to call than using 
AT&T. You can count on AT&T's high quality service 
all year round. 
But there's no time like those weeks 
before vacation to talk to your 
parents. It's a time to make plans. «** 
A time to talk about 
gifts you're think- 
ing of buying. A 
time to reminisce 
about other years 
when the family 
came together. And a 
time to warn them that 
bombing out in statistics is, 
well, a probability. 
u"" 
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AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Casey 
D Continued from page 1. 
were being funneled to Nica- 
raguan insurgents, or con- 
tras. 
"No, that's wrong," Casey, 
told reporters who pursued 
him down a corridor in th* 
Capitol after his appearance, 
before the House committee. 
Asked when he learned 
about the arrangement, Ca-< 
«ey responded, "I first 
learned about this when 
Meese told everybody." It! 
was on Nov. 25 that Attorney 
General Edwin Meese dis- 
closed that between $10 mil-, 
lion and $30 million in arms, 
sales profits were diverted to 
thecontras. 
"Before Meese informed, 
you, did you start asking 
questions?" Casey was 
asked. 
"Oh. I had questions about' 
it, yeah," he replied. 
Government sources, who 
spoke only on condition that 
they remain anonymous, said 
Casey told the House Foreign' 
Affairs Committee on 
Wednesday that Furmark 
had word that unidentified 
Canadian businessmen who 
had put up the money for the 
Iranian arms were com- 
plaining that they had not 
been repaid adequately. 
Reaction 
D Continued from page 1. 
apartheid. 
"We're speaking of economic 
interests, and human rights 
override economic interests," 
she said. 
Other members of the group 
expressed their concerns about 
possible student demonstrations 
to protest the foundation's in- 
vestment policy. 
Disraeli Huston, technology 
graduate student, said Univer- 
sity students will express their 
dissatisfaction to University ad- 
ministrators. 
"This is a concern expressed 
throughout the country - we are 
just starting to play a part," he 
said. "Investment has definitely 
caused the University to perpet- 
uate a system that is evil." 
But Kevin Burns, technology 
graduate student, said student 
concern about the issues of 
apartheid and divestment 
doesn't always have to be ex 
pressed in large-scale demon- 
strations. 
"We are concerned that things 
are done in a nature.. .that will 
enhance the dignity of the 
(blacks) in South Africa," he 
said. "Demonstrating doesn't 
require someone to dress up irt 
rags and sleep out in the quaq 
overnight. Don't look in the 
newspapers for some big camf 
pus uprising, because it's not 
gonna happen. This is a positive 
movement, and this is the dii 
tion we want to go in." 
Forum 
D Continued from page 1. 
vide a way to measure studen 
opinion. 
"This way (the foundation1 
board) could get an idea of how 
the total student population feels 
about the issue instead of i 
small minority," he said. 
"I would like to see an out 
pouring of student opinion oi 
both sides," Burlingame said 
Elsewhere 
8. Africa imposes ban 
; Journalists required to seek official approval 
PRETORIA- South Africa (AP) - The eovem- 
; ment imposed severe censorship yesterday, re- 
; quiring journalists to get official approval before 
; reporting on most peaceful actions against apart- 
; held as well as violent unrest. 
An independent Johannesburg daily, the Star, 
; said in a frontpage editorial: "This is just possi- 
; bly the last edition of any relatively free newspa- 
' per you will read in South Africa." 
New rules issued by President P.W. Botha go 
> beyond press censorship. They also bar ana- 
apartheid activists from making "subversive 
i statements" that urge resistance to the white 
! government through many forms of non-violent 
' dvil disobedience. 
Among those are rent, consumer and school 
boycotts; strikes; protest meetings; complaints 
about compulsory military service; and establish- 
: ment of civic associations and people's courts. 
Previous curbs on journalists under the emer- 
fency restricted coverage of violence and actions 
y security forces, but not peaceful protest. 
The United Democratic Front, a multiracial 
; alliance that has organized peaceful protests for 
; two years, said it would challenge the regulations 
in court. 
Azhar Cachalia, the national treasurer, said: 
"The UDF fears that any possibility of a relatively 
non-violent or negotiated transition to democracy 
will now disappear. It is clear that the Nationalist 
government has not only lost control but has gone 
completely mad." 
HIS STATEMENT was issued directly to for- 
eign news organizations and the independent 
South African Press Association. SAPA distrib- 
uted the item, but it asked subscribers 90 minutes 
later to kill it because of a ban by government 
censors. 
By then, the statement had been used in some 
foreign news broadcasts and relayed in print form 
by several foreign Journalists. In response to an 
inquiry from The Associated Press pointing out 
the difficulties of withdrawing a statement al- 
ready widely distributed, the censors said 25 
minutes later that publication could not be per- 
mitted. 
Stoffel van der Merwe, deputy information 
minister, told foreign journalists Wednesday he 
opposed censorship personally, but he said the 
government faced a calculated, well planned 
revolutionary onslaught." 
Two uranium spills close plant 
CINCINNATI   (AP) - Opera- | tions will be shut down for an | indefinite period at part of the 
; Fernald   uranium   processing 
L plant while the operator investi- 
gates two spills of radioactive 
uranium-containing   materials, 
a spokesman said yesterday. 
Westinghouse Materials Co. of 
Ohio, private operator of the 
federally owned Feed Materials 
Production Center, said it closed 
building No.l at the plant after 
Wednesday afternoon's acci- 
dent. The company said it would 
keep the building closed until 
Westinghouse completes an in- 
vestigation of the spills, which 
occurred Tuesday and Wednes- 
day. 
"The plant is still shut down, 
and it will remain shut down 
until we're sure we've improved 
materials handling proce- 
dures," plant spokesman Pete 
Kelley said. 
Employees at the plant, which 
processes uranium tor the U.S. 
Energy Department's produc- 
tion of nuclear weapons, were 
• moving barrels containing ra- 
dioactive materials when both 
spills occurred, Kelley said. 
He said Westinghouse plans to 
improve training for the em- 
ployees on the handling of bar- 
rels. 
"MOST OF the incidents 
we've had this year are from 
handling barrels," Kelley said. 
Employees on duty in the spill 
areas were given precautionary 
tests for radiation exposure, 
Kelley said. He said he was 
uncertain how many workers 
were tested. He said he was still 
awaiting the test findings. 
The Energy Department 
plant, located 18 miles north- 
west of Cincinnati, is a critical 
defense facility because it is the 
only one of its kind in the depart- 
ment's system. 
Wednesday, a worker driving 
a fork lift knocked over a barrel 
containing radioactive uranium 
oxide powder, spilling about 25 
pounds, Kelley said. 
On Tuesday, 10 pounds of ura- 
nium residue collected by dust 
filters spilled when a barrel was 
dropped while being prepared 
for off-site shipment, he said. 
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Call 352-3S51 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizzi 
gg ■■ ■■ ■■ *"• ll-'»-s*HH ■■ ■■ 
MARK'S 
Large 2 Item Pizza 
•5.95 
FREE DELIVERY 
1 
I 
I 
YOU'RE 
WORTH 
GOLD 
$35 OFF OR 
A FREE $50 NECKLACE 
WHEN YOU BUY 14K GOLD 
Reward yourself with a 14K gold ArtCarved ring, 
and we'll take $35 off its price 
or give you a $50 necklace, free. 
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished 
traditional and contemporary styles- 
each backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty. 
/IRT^RVED 
\   CLASS RINGS 
DM. it a 18 10-4 pm Untoraity Bookstore, Student SwvtCM BMg. 
DATE TIME PtACe 
C I9tt WCMO CMS ftngi 
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fitatt DISC 
902 E. WOOSTER • NEXT TO T.O.'s - PHONE: 352-3951 
OPEN MON thru WED 9 to 9 THURS & FRI 9 to 10 SAT 10 to 8 SUNDAY 11 to 6 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
THE FINAL 
SALE 
OF THE YEAR! 
OUR LAST MINUTE GIFT SUGGESTIONS ARE 
SURE TO DELIGHT ANYONE ON YOUR LIST! 
A GREAT DEAL! 
BUY ANY CASSETTE 
~-  A I DI IA A REGULAR 8.98 LIST 
OR ALBUM OUR "C" CODE 
AT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 
AND CHOOSE ANOTHER 
INCLUDES 
THESE HITS 
FROM 
CAPtTOL-EMI 
RECORDS 
• IS 
EACH LPICASS 
UP TO 8.98 LIST PRICE 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU! SALE ENDS 12-21-86 
<~    DURAN DURAN 
Notorious A GREAT DEAL! 
BUY ANY CASSETTE 
REGULAR 9.98 LIST 
OR ALBUM OUR "0" CODE 
AT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 
AND CHOOSE ANOTHER 
SIS 
EACH LP/CASS 
UP TO 9.98 LIST PRICE 
«-     IRON MAIDEN 
SotmwfMrt In Time 
(}£to£     THIS SALE INCLUDES 
THESE PICTURED... 
HITS FROM CAPITOL RECORDS 
• GLASS TIGER 
"Glass Tiger" *n •.«• LIST 
• COREY HART 
"Fields of Fire" **. i« LIST 
• DURAN DURAN 
"Notorious" tog. *.M LIST 
• STEVE MILLER 
"Living In the20* Century"**. *.«• m 
• PAUL MCCARTNEY 
"Press to Play" ■*. *.*• un 
• BILLY SQUIER 
"Enough Is Enough" u%. *.«• LIST 
• IRON MAIDEN 
"SomewhereIn Time"■•« t.wUST 
WI MSIIVl THI tlOHT TO LIMIT QUANITIES - 
■UNO THIS AD WITH YOUI SAU INDS 12-2I-M 
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Israeli press censorship endures   Wondering ends 
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) -While journalists 
In South Africa are contending with ex- 
panded censorship restraints for the first 
time, Israel's local and foreign reporters 
always have had to submit to the military 
censor's blue pencil. 
Surrounded by hostile Arab states and 
having fought five wars during its years of 
existence, Israel says censorship is essen- 
tial to state security. 
The military censorship dates back to 1945 
emergency regulations issued by the British 
in Palestine to prevent publication of re- 
ports about Jewish underground groups 
fighting British authorities. 
The army distributes a permanent list of 
subjects that must be submitted to the 
censors before stories or photographs are 
Eublished. The list is periodically expanded 
i include some specific news events. 
The permanent subjects include military 
activity of any sort, soldiers' deaths, weap- 
ons sales and purchases, nuclear research 
or facilities, oil purchases and immigration 
of Jews from enemy countries. The periodic 
additions include such events as the 1964 
airlift of Ethiopian Jews. 
The censors are responsible for checking 
the reports of Israel's 3,000 reporters, 350 
resident foreign correspondents and an an- 
nual 1.200 visiting journalists. 
for MIA's widow 
Drunk driving crackdown slated 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Drivers 
under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs will be targeted for arrest 
during a concentrated crack- 
down tonight preceeding a week- 
long DUI awareness week, the 
Ohio Department of Highway 
Safety said. 
The stepped-up enforcement, 
part of a national program, will 
run from 4 p.m. today to 5 a.m. 
tomorrow, the time during 
which most DUI-related traffic 
fatalities occur. 
"During these 13 hours, thou- 
sands of state, county and local 
law enforcement officers across 
the U.S. will be on the highways 
looking for alcohol and drug 
impaired drivers," David Ja- 
cobsen, highway safety spokes- 
man, said yesterday. 
"There'll be extra troopers on 
the roads in the areas where we 
know that DUI-related accidents 
and arrests have occurred. The 
local law enforcement officers 
know those areas, and that's 
where they're going to be out in 
force," he said. 
On Monday, GOT. Richard Ce- 
leste will kick off the 5th Annual 
Drunk and Drugged Driver 
Awareness Week with a news 
conference. 
Jacobsen said records show 69 
percent of DUI-related fatal ac- 
cidents occur from 9 p.m. to 5 
a.m., and involved single-car 
crashes in which the drivers 
usually were men. 
TOLEDO (AP) - The iden- 
tification of the remains of an 
Air Force pilot who was shot 
down over Vietnam ends 20 
Sears of wondering about his 
ite, bis widow said yester- 
The Pentagon yesterday 
identified the remains as 
those of Air Force Lt. Col. 
Arthur Warren, a Toledo na- 
tive who was shot down over 
North Vietnam on Dec. 5, 
1986, at age 30, and Maj. Rich- 
ard Butt of the Air Force, 
whose home of record is Nor- 
folk, Va. Butt was 23 when he 
was lost over North Vietnam 
on Nov. 11,1966. 
"We will finally be able put 
this to rest,'' Warren's 
widow, Mary Warren, said 
yesterday from her home in 
Austin, Texas. 
"For 20 years we've lived 
with the thought, a little thing 
in the back of the mind, that 
he was still alive," she said. 
"We will all feel much better 
once we give him a place to 
rest here in the United 
States." 
Butt's remains were among 
the 21 repatriated by Vietnam 
last April. Those of Warren 
were returned to U.S. custody 
in September. 
The remains of the two offi- 
cers will be flown from 
Hickam Air Force Base in 
Hawaii to Travis Air Force 
Base, Calif., today, following 
a full military honors cere- 
mony, the Pentagon said. 
A MILITARY service will 
be held Dec. 19 at Arlington 
National Cemetery. 
$KT 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS NEWLY ELECTED EXECUTIVE BOARD 
President: Bob MM 
V.P. Internal: Brian Bowerman V.P. Rush: Tim Beliakoff 
Secretary: Tim Kirk Treasurer: Jeff Woodard 
AND ALSO ITS NEW CABINET MEMBERS 
Sgt.-At-Arms: Glenn Wood 
IFCRep.: Dave Buck 
Chaplain: Jim Lesczynski 
Comptroller: Ken Sterba 
Spirits & Traditions: Joe Cipriani 
Corresponding Secretary: Michael J. Jelenic, Esq. 
Board Of Governors Rep.: Dave Way 
Alumni Chairman: Dave Way, again 
Executive Advisor: Bill Goldsmith 
Art Director: Jeff Catron 
Steward: Don Harter 
House Manager: Russ Woloch 
Scholarship Chairman Mike Sheridan 
Social Directors: Andy Dorman & Eric Pezzo 
Special Events: Chris Schommer & Rob Romanotto 
WINTHROP TERRACE   ^T^| 
APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS. - FURN. & UNFURNISHED 
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICK-UP, LAUNDRY FACILITIES, BUS TOKENS 
ALL INCLUDED 
2nd SEMESTER LEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
400 NAPOLEON RD. 352-9135 
SEE YOU AT THE HOUSING FAIR JAN. 131! 
* 
j£)  t&  rijj fz* fjjj £&  t£>  £ 
STUDENT CHRISTMAS 
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE 
Sunday, December 14th at 7:30 p.m. 
First United Methodist Church 
1506 E. Wooster Street 
a service of carols, scripture, candles and special music 
sermon meditation SOME LASTING GIFTS" 
especially presented 
for BGSU students 
Everyone welcome 
mm. 
•^^r~ ' ^^k^P* 
LSBSI 
Mr 7 *.#'*fi 
I.O.'s REQUIRED 
UNIVERSITY 
r*     BOOKSTORE     *; 
Student Services Building 
December 8th - 19th    i7«J 
Mon. - Fri    8am-5pm      •A. 
Sat. 9am-5pm 
*ifjf$     1/lcrn,     ClwhlmuJ.   / 
-k C$J>    y'om ,ho Bookstore Elves . . .    c$£s',+ 
'->     Sandy  Dorothy   Loulic  Marge  Caiol (*\3?--'},''' 
i   Virainio, Troci & Donnn 
S'UMPIO FOR CASH? 
SEll US 
YOUR USED BOOKS! 
ROBINSON REMEMBERS!! 
FALCONS vs. O.U. BOBCATS 
This Saturday Night! 
8:00 pm 
ANDERSON ARENA 
•MAC FAVORITE FALCON WOMEN 
vs. 
OHIO U. 
at 5:30 
Gates open at 5:00 - 
come for dinner and 
a hoop doubleheader! 
yes15 
•PIZZA BROTHERS 
HALFCOURT HEAVE 
(win ptizi prues or a 
TRIP TO IAS VEGAS!) 
•FALCON FLYAWAY 
attend and enter for 
an netting trip. 
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Hart Audio 
HOLIDAY SAVINGS 
Convenient Location More Equipment 
THE PERFECT SALE FOR THE MUSIC LOVERS CHRISTMAS 
COME CELEBRATE WITH US 
HART AUDIO GIVES YOU A LITTLE BIT MORE 
HART AUDIO WELCOMES YOUR TRADE-IN STEREO YOUR BANK CARDS ARE WELCOME INCLUDING VISA, 
EQUIPMENT AND YOU'LL GET TOP TRADE-IN VALUES TOO. MASTER CARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS. 
YOU CAN COUNT ON OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT. WE ARE AN 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER FOR ALL THE LINES WE SELL AND WE 
BACK UP OUR EQUIPMENT WITH A LOANER POLICY TOO. 
OUR CAR STEREO INSTALLATION DEPARTMENT IS BETTER THAN EVER. 
YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR QUALITY CAR STEREO INSTALLATIONS 
AT REASONABLE RATES. 
LAYAWAYS ARE  FREE AND  YOU  ONLY  NEED   10% 
DOWN.  THERE ISN'T A TIME LIMIT EITHER.  
OF COURSE. FINANCING IS AVAILABLE INCLUDING 90 DAYS SAME 
AS CASH AND LONGER TERM FINANCING. 
New Holiday Hours 
Mon-Frl lO-B 
tat lO-3 
All oth.r days 10-7 
Hart Audio 
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
248 S. Main 
Bowling Oraan. Oh 
Phona:    352-3395 
♦• 
Sports 
• 
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Holiday ticket 
sales announced 
Tickets for Bowling Green 
athletic events taking place 
during the Christmas holi- 
days will go on sale next 
week, the Athletic Depart- 
ment announced yesterday. 
On Monday, Dec. 15, All- 
Sports Pass exchange for 
University students will be- 
gin. On Wednesday, Dec. 17. 
general admission sales will 
begin to the public. 
Tickets for the following 
games will be available be- 
ginning with those dates. 
BASKETBALL: Dec. 27 vs. 
Davidson 
Dec. 30 vs Canisius 
Jan. 10 vs. Toledo 
HOCKEY: Jan. 2-3 vs. Lake 
Superior 
Jan. 9-10 vs. Miami 
Stakes are high for Ohio gridders 
PIKES • PIKES • PIKES • PIKES • PIKES • PIKES  • PIKES • 
UJ 
a: 
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■ 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW i 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
OFFICERS 
President: 
V.P. Internal: 
V.P. External 
V.P. Membership: 
Secretary: 
asst. secretary: 
Treasurer: 
asst. treasurer: 
Joe Domabyl 
Bob Burns 
John Lunde 
Steve Daley 
Eric Krause 
Todd Will 
Bill Cobb 
Dave Stoyko 
B 
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CINCINNATI (AP) - The 17-year history of the intrastate football 
rivalry between the Cleveland Browns and Cincinnati Bengals has 
been characterized by generally low-stakes battles for bragging 
rights. 
That history will take a pronounced turn Sunday. 
For the first time, the teams are going head-to-head late in the 
season to decide which one wins the AFC Central Division title. The 
escalated stakes have heightened expectations at both ends of the 
state. 
"I think the importance of this game makes the rivalry a little 
more intense," said Browns tight end Ozzie Newsome, a nine-year 
veteran. "I think this game has more intensity, more importance on 
it than probably only three or four other games I've played since I've 
been here." 
The Browns, 10-4, would clinch their second consecutive division 
title by winning Sunday in Riverfront Stadium, where they've 
dropped their last four games. 
The Bengals, ^5, would take the inside track on the title with a 
victory. Cincinnati won in Cleveland 30-13 earlier this season, and 
another victory Sunday would give them the head-to-bead advan- 
tage should they end the season tied with the Browns. 
THIS WILL be perhaps the most eagerly awaited game between 
the teams since their first meeting in 1970. That's when Paul Brown 
took the Bengals team he formed to Cleveland, where he rose to 
prominence as the Browns' coach from 1946-62. 
Brown retired from coaching the Bengals after the 1975 season and 
now serves as general manager. His former association with 
Cleveland was highlighted early in the intrastate rivalry; now it's 
reduced to a footnote. 
"The fact that Paul had an association with the Cleveland Browns, 
helped build the Cleveland Browns to what they are today and what 
they have been in the past, is a known fact," Bengals Coach Sam 
Wyche said. "I don't know that that is going to be needed (as 
motivation). We're going to be about as ready to go as we can get 
without that." 
The Bengals are going into the 33rd meeting of the clubs in high 
gear offensively. 
Cincinnati rolled up a club record 584 yards in a 31-7 victory last 
Sunday over the New England Patriots. The Bengals have more 
than 400 net yards in each of their last five games, and are the top- 
ranked offense in the NFL. 
THE BENGALS are blending their offense well behind running 
back James Brooks and quarterback Boomer Esiason. Brooks 
rushed for a club-record 163 yards against New England and needs 
35 yards to reach 1,000 for the season. Esiason, in his third season, 
has passed for 3,383 yards, the fourth-highest total in the NFL. 
Second-year Cleveland quarterback Bemie Kosar leads a ball- 
control passing attack that is ranked ninth-best in the NFL. Kosar 
has passed for more than 400 yards twice in his last five games, 
totaling 3,350 for the season. 
"If you were to assess the two quarterbacks, Boomer and Bemie 
are probably playing as well or better than any two quarterbacks In 
the National Football League right now," Newsome said. 
Both teams were struggling when the Bengals ground out their 30- 
13 victory in Cleveland on a Thursday night early this season. 
Falcons trounce 
Vikings, 98-65 
Bowling Green's Chris Mos- 
sing scored 16 points in the 
Falcons' record-breaking 98- 
65 trouncing of Cleveland 
State last night in the Vikings' 
Woodling Gym. 
lite Falcons' 98 points were 
the most ever for a BG wom- 
en's basketball team. The 
previous record had been 95 
against Cincinnati in 1961. 
WITH BG leading 34-22 
midwaythrough the first half, 
the Falcons went on a 17-7 
spurt with Mossing sporting 
10 of the points. 
BG led 51-29 at halftime and 
went on to outscore the Vi- 
kings 14-2 to begin the second 
half. The Falcons led by as 
much as 40 points twice in the 
game (80-40 and 84-44). 
Although no Falcon played 
more than 20 minutes, six of 
coach Fran Voll's players 
scored in double figures. 
Besides Mossing, Stephanie 
Coe (16), Jackie Motycka 
(12), Dawn Brown (14), Me- 
gan McGuire (14) and Dawn 
Eastman (13) all scored over 
10 points. 
Mossing also led BG in re- 
bounding with 10 boards. 
Stephanie Powers led the 
Vikings with 19 points. 
The Falcons, now 4-1, outre- 
bounded CSU 62-32. 
BG plays Ohio University 
tomorrow at Anderson Arena. 
PIZZA BROTHERS 
Any Size FAMILY FOLDOVER 
I  at Regular Price—get one 2 litre Pepsi FREE 
CALL 352-8408 
■ 1 COUPON PER ORDER FREE DELIVERY 
Merry Christmas from PIZZA BROTHERS 
We know you're going places 
We are loo! We re Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Northern Ohio and we're right behind you, 
covering all of your health insurance needs. 
We've designed our Student Health Plan to 
meet your special needs and fit your budget 
with affordable rates that are 
guaranteed for a full year. 
Since the Blue Cross and Blue Shield card 
is recognized everywhere, efficient medical 
care and claims processing are assured. 
We've been serving Bowling Green State 
University Students for nearly 20 years — 
we understand your health care needs. 
Stop by the Student Health Canter or 
call or visit our Bowling Green Office. 
(419)352-5981 
315 North Main Street, Suite B   •   Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
^i<i(i«^i«i#^^i«i«i<^i0i«i(i«i«l#^^^i«if 
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CAPTURE THOSE    £ 
HOLIDAY PARTIES I 
ON FILM! i 
FILM SALE 
110, 135, DISC 
1 -   $1.75 
3-   $5.°° 
10-M5. °° 
Uke (O rot hers of 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
P.S. 
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS 
I THIS GREETING WOULD BE BIGGER IF OUR TREASURER WASNT SUCH A SCROOGE l 
♦ Q& Ptotlllfe PaUUSC     in the University Union 
St -ft- 25 The Picture Place will be closed during finals week. -j? 
ft. Good Luck on Finals & See You Next Year. -g 
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Take your corner BG: Browns or Bengals 
Rude awakening set for Cincinnati 
SIDELINE 
by Mike Mc«-«vr« 
tdttor 
I agreed to write this column 
in defense of the soon-to-be AFC 
Central Division champion 
Cleveland Browns on one 
condition - that I did not have to 
Interview Bengal Coach Sam 
Wyche. 
You see, Sam, or "Son of 
Sam" as he is known to 
unwitting reporters, has this 
propensity toward violence 
when it comes to media people. 
Asking something like, "Do 
, you think Boomer will have 
trouble throwing against the 
I Browns' bump-and-run 
'■ comerbacks?   might earn me a | long hospital stay. 
So I wont ask Sam that, or 
; any other question. Besides, I ■ can't believe a thing the man 
says anyhow. With six contests 
left on the schedule, he claimed 
his team would win each game 
and take the AFC central title. 
: Then came a loss to the Denver | Broncos and, of course, a new 
; promise. 
I think Sam said something 
' like "Well, I was wrong. But now 
t I'm sure we're going to win the 
final three games." Some 
> accounts have it that he slugged 
' a reporter from Cincinnati's 
.Princeton High School 
inewspaper for snickering. 
\   But while Sam lashes out 
against the press, his players, 
•although they have shown some 
nt recently, will fail 
to do the same against the 
Browns. 
The rejuvinated Cleveland 
quarterback Bemie Kosar is 
throwing the f ootball better than 
anyone In the league. He will 
riddle the Bengal's secondary, 
using a variety of receivers. And 
running back Kevin Mack, back 
from an injury that made him 
miss much of the season, will 
easily bust through the Bengals' 
sissy defensive line, while 
helping Curtis Dickey to do the 
same. 
The game will be ugly for 
Cincy fans, but then they are 
insults to Jeff and a million 
other writers and comedians 
who still can't think of anything 
original to say and must 
continue to rely on ancient 
Cleveland jokes. 
Sure, our river burned. Yeah, 
sometimes the city looks more 
like Oscar Madison's room, not 
Felix Unger's. And yes, there is 
a nice chunk of crime occuring 
in downtown streets. 
But I would venture to say 
Cincinnati is more like 
Cleveland than either city would 
be willing to admit. There is one 
thing that separates them, 
though. And that is sports. 
The game will be ugly for Cincy fans, 
but then they are used to ugly. Each time their 
team plays, they have to look at those awful 
Bengal helmets, which look sort of like 
Orange-Chocolate-swirl flavored Jello Pops. 
used to ugly. Each time their 
team plays, they have to look at 
those awful Bengal helmets, 
which look sort of like Orange- 
Chocolate-swirl flavored Jello 
Pops. 
Jeff McSherry, who wrote the 
column supporting the Bengals, 
surprises me. I don't know now 
he can root for a team when he 
can't even spell the city it plays 
in. As a matter of fact, I don't 
think anyone, even 
Cincinnatians or Cincinnatiites 
(whichever they're called! can 
confidently spell their home 
town without looking in some 
atlas or encyclopedia. 
But enough of the nitpicking. 
Ill leave the bad jokes and old 
Cincinnati has a decent football 
team and a farce of a baseball 
team. That's it. 
Cleveland, on the other hand, 
has a young, aggressive football 
team; an enthusiastic and 
rapidly Improving baseball 
team; a young and gutsy 
basketball team; a playoff- 
caliber soccer team; and even a 
college basketball team that 
made the nation sit up and take 
notice last year. 
Wouldn't Cincinnati love to get 
back at Cleveland because we 
have it so much better. 
Unfortunately, it cannot. 
Cleveland, the city, needs a 
winner. It will not be denied. 
D See Browns, page 12. 
Cleveland's title hopes will wash away 
SIDELINE 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports repoter 
A little over three years ago, 
in the wee hours of a cool 
September night, I lay In my bed 
trying to eaten some 'Z's' for the 
upcoming day. But it was not to 
be. 
Through the thin walls of my 
dorm room, I beard the howling 
crys of what sounded like a 
wounded banshee in the next 
room. But this was no 
spirit.. not even an injured 
animal. 
It was the dreaded 
CLEVELAND BROWNS FAN. 
It was another human being 
wailing and bemoaning the 
trouncing of his beloved Browns 
by whomever on Monday Night 
Football. Eventually the 
rantings and ravings subsided. 
This, however, was just the tip 
of the iceburg. 
It was a nightmare that has 
never ended Tor me. A rude 
awakening in more ways than 
one. From this juncture on, I've 
had to deal with the neurosis 
that is so common in Cleveland 
fans. 
There's no doubt I've not seen 
all of the complexities of the 
Cleveland fan. I don't want to. 
I've seen enough. 
MAYBE IT'S the city that 
breeds these unique beings. 
Maybe they just can't help 
themselves. It's a city of losers. 
The Indians, Cavaliers, and 
Browns combine to make 
Cleveland the top of the 
professional sports dung pile. 
This is a city where the focal 
Cis a place called the 
linal Tower. What a name. 
Is this place terminally ill or 
what? 
These peoole have more 
excuses for the Browns than a 
are the Los Angeles Raiders, 
Pittsburgh, Houston, Buffalo, 
with the Bengals and San Diego 
left. 
No doubt Cincinnati has the 
tougher schedule. But this is 
where the logic of a Browns' fan 
comes in. This person reasoned 
that playing tougher opponents 
was actually easier and an easy 
schedule would be tougher for 
his beloved Browns. 
How's that again? 
ANYWAY, IT'S time for a 
showdown. With two games 
remaining, the 9-5 Bengals will 
play host to the 10-4 Browns. In a 
The Bengals have too much for the 
Browns just as they did in their 30-13 win 
earlier in the season. Position for position, 
Cincy just makes the Browns look sick. Sicker 
than the polluted water of Lake Erie. 
dictionary has words. Why just a 
few weeks ago, one of these 
peculiar beings told me the 
Cincinnati Bengals had a better 
chance of winning the AFC 
Central Division title because of 
their schedule. 
The Bengals last six games 
include: Seattle, Minnesota, 
Denver, New England, with the 
Browns and New York Jets still 
remaining. Cleveland's final six 
real stadium, nonetheless. 
Riverfront Stadium is a far 
cry from Cleveland's huge 
crackerjack box in Municipal 
Stadium. This stadium, in the 
heart of the city fondly called 
"The Mistake by the Lake", was 
proudly built on a landfill. 
This is the home of the 
Browns. The brown and orange. 
What a combination. 
Their uniforms, from head to 
n See Bengals, page 12. 
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SNOWBOUND 1 
%&s ALPHA PHI CHRISTMAS CRUSH 
December 13,1986 
* 
* 
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C^ieaant J-^c e i f a&Saae 
BACK  BY  POPULAR 
DEMAND 
THINK CHRISTMAS 
LAST CHANCE TILL SEPTEMBER 
MON 
12-15 
IN THE UNION 
TUES WED 
12-16 12-17 
35 
I (5ster 
Prints 
and Slides 
from the 
same foil 
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted 
Kodak's professional Morion 
Picture film for use in your 35mm 
camera. Now you can use the same 
film—with the same microfine 
grain and rich color saturation— 
Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capture 
special effects, too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light—at up to 1200 
ASA. What's more, it's economical. 
And remember, Seattle FilrmXforks 
lets you choose prints or slides, or 
both, from the same roll. 
Try this remarkable film today! 
FRH Introductory Offer 
O RUSH me two 20-expwure rolUof 
Kodak MP film for my 35mm amen. 
I'd like a 2-io0 leaner pack kidudmf. 
Eastman S247* and 5294* Endued ■ $2 foe postage and handling. 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
NAME  
ADDRESS, 
CITY  
STATE. 
J Mail to: Seattle FUmWorlu   2M0 
•a SOOlrdAve.W. 
P.O.Box 14056 
I \ Seattle, WA 96124 
■ K..M WT -J'!** *.L.J—I*.rf la— m K..M C Wfr 
Make it a 
BGSU Christmas 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
from 
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00 
Saturday 9:00-5:00 
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Bengals 
d Continued from pace 11. 
toe, are the epitome of generic 
apparel in the National Football 
League. 
The Browns' video, "Masters 
of the Gridiron", is certainly a 
little more flashy, but only a 
guest appearance by Pia Zadora 
could have made it worse. 
This Sunday, the Browns are 
praying they won't have a 
performance similar to this one.' 
Sorry, it's not to be. 
The Bengals have too much 
for the Browns just as they did in 
their 30-13 win earlier in the 
season. Position for position, 
Cincy just makes the Browns 
look sick. Sicker than the 
polluted water of Lake Erie. 
The Browns thought that by 
hiring former Bengal offensive 
coordinator Lindy Infante, they 
could capture some of the 
Bengals nigh powered attack. 
They got the coach, but forgot 
the players needed to perform. 
Cincy quarterback Boomer 
Esiason far outclasses the 
opposing signal-caller, Bernie 
Kosar. Esiason is the fifth- 
ranked passer in the AFC while 
Kosar is eighth. 
But the real difference is in 
athletic ability. Esiason is no 
Bruce Jenner, but Kosar is a like 
an ostrich in army boots when 
he's in thepocket. 
THE BENGAL receivers, Cris 
Collinsworth, Eddie Brown, and 
Tim McGee are also far superior 
to the Browns' Brian Brennan, 
Webster Slaughter, and Reggie 
Langhome. 
The rushing game also goes to 
Cincinnati. James Brooks, with 
965 rushing yards and 46 
receptions for 600 yards, leads 
the conference in all-purpose 
yardage. The Browns, who had a 
potent ground game last year, 
are led by Kevin Mack's measly 
536 yards. 
To makes matters worse for 
the Browns, the Bengals are 
coming off of their biggest 
offensive performance in 
franchise history. They tallied 
over 600 yards total offense 
against New England last week. 
Defensively, it looks even on 
paper. Statistically, the Browns 
are ranked seventh in total 
defense while the Bengals are 
eighth. But the numbers don't 
measure the strength of the 
competition and we've been 
through that already. 
Cleveland, on the other hand, 
has squeaked their way past 
opponents by three points five 
different times. They have also 
been outscored by the 
competition 290 to 210. 
The Browns are a "terrible" 
10-4 team, so to speak. They 
haven't played anybody, and 
now they have the Inside track to 
theplayoffs. 
EVEN IF the Bengals beat 
Cleveland, Cincy still has to beat 
the 10-4 Jets while the Browns 
only have to weasel their way 
past the 4-10 Chargers. Thus, the 
Browns and their fans are 
praying for a win in the next two 
weeks or a Bengal loss. 
Ill admit I have a wish too. 
But Just one, that's it. 
My wish is to banish both 
Reggie Rucker and/or Sam 
Rungliano as a color 
commentators for the day. 
Rucker.an ex-Brown receiver, 
and Rutigliano, ex-head coach 
at Cleveland, are undisputably 
the worst in analyzing a football 
game. 
But bey, let's forget the talk 
and watch the Bengals defeat 
these Browns. 
Yes, that's right. The Browns 
will lose. 
It's hard medicine for you 
Cleveland fans to swallow, but 
just take a bis swig of Lake Erie 
water and it'll wash the taste of 
defeat right away. 
Browns 
□ Continued from page 11. 
Ill give the Bengals credit. The team played a 
good game last week against New England and 
they have been a decent club all year. 
Sunday's game will be a good one, merely 
because the two teams are so evenly matched. It 
shows in their records. It shows in their statistics. 
The Bengals are ahead of the Browns in total 
offense, while the Browns top the Bengals in total 
defense. 
SOME BENGALS' receivers appear in the 
conference leaders category, while no Browns do. 
But that is because the Browns spread the offense 
around. It is not unusual for Kosar to use 10 
different receivers in a game. 
There is one advantage the Bengals have. They 
won the last meeting between the two clubs. 
But just like all Bengals fans, Jeff will rest on 
past laurels. Because the Bengals made the 
Superbowl in 1961, Bengals fans think they can 
make it again. And because they beat the Browns 
last time, they believe the team will triumph once 
more. 
BUT JEFF and all the other Bengals fans will 
have a rude awakening Sunday. The Browns do 
not rely on their history, they make it. 
I'm through talking about the Bengals and the 
Browns. I promise not to take anymore cheap 
shots. 
"Son of Sam" will do enough of that after the 
game. 
Christmas 
Boxed Cards 
You'll find a special yuletide wish for everyone on your list. 
Dorsey's Drugs 
500 E. Wooster 
"Behind the Tracks" 
352-1693 
MCMLXXXV Amman Grmngt Corp. 
AMERICAN GREETINGS 
MM&! 
See us for your future housing— 
All residents will be granted mem- 
berships to the Cherrywood Health 
Spa which features the following: 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool 
Indoor Heated Pool 
• Sun Lamps 
• Metos Sauna 
• Shower Massage 
• Complete Exercize 
Facilities & Equipment 
Preferred 
835 High St.      RentarDffice 
352-9378      Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30pm 
BG's Motycka MAC 
Player of the Week 
Bowling Green's Jackie 
Motycka has been selected as 
the first Mid-American Con- 
ference women's basketball 
Player of the Week for the 
19e&-87 season. 
The W) sophomore from 
Convoy, Ohio led the Falcons 
to a 3-1 start this season. She 
has scored 75 points in the 
four games for an 18.8 aver- 
age. Included were two 21- 
point performances against 
Ohio and Wisconsin. 
FALCON NOTES 
Motycka and senior Stepha- 
nie Coe continue to pace the 
first place Falcons so far this 
season. 
Motycka is third in the 
MAC in scoring, averaging 
18.8 points per game. She is 
also seventh in rebounding 
(7.3 rpg) and seventh in free 
throw percentage (.840). 
Coe's 17.5 points/game 
place her fifth in the confer- 
ence in scoring. The forward 
is also seventh in field goal 
percentage (.483) and eighth 
in free throw percentage 
(.750). 
BG's Megan McGuire 
ranks fourth in field goal per- 
centage (.500) and 14th in 
scoring (12.8 ppg). 
MAC STANDINGS! WOMEN) 
04 
H 
0-0 
0-0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
1. Bowling Green (3-1) 
2.KentState(4-2) 
3. Toledo (3-2) 
Central Michigan (3-2) 
Western Michigan (3-2) 
6. Miami (2-2) 
Ball State (2-2) 
8. Ohio (1-4) 
9. Eastern Michigan (0-3) 00 
HOCKEY: Goaltender 
Gary Kruzich broke two more 
school records in last week- 
end's series against Western 
Michigan. 
The senior has now com- 
piled the most career minutes 
played (6,363:02) and the 
most saves by a BG goalie 
(2,966). 
Both marks erased former 
BG goalie Wally Charko from 
the Falcons' record books. 
The 1981 graduate finished his 
career with 6,323:29 minutes 
and 2,919 saves. 
D D  D  D 
Kruzich was selected as the 
Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association's co-Player of the 
Week for his performances in 
the Falcons' wins over the 
Broncos. 
Brent Smith, Miami's net- 
minder, shared the honor 
with Kruzich. 
a a a a 
Defenseman Todd Flickers 
string of skating in 145 con- 
secutive games ended last 
Saturday. The senior co-cap- 
tain was forced to sit out 
because of a rib injury. 
Flichel can still reach the 
school's record for most ca- 
reer games, though. The 
mark of 165 is held by Wayne 
Wilson (1981-84), now a BG 
assistant coach. 
D  D  D  D 
The Falcons have not been 
shut out since the seventh 
Ce of the 1981-82 season, 
adds up to a school-re- 
cord of 222 straight games. 
n □ D a 
Two Falcons notched their 
first goals of toe season last 
weekend. 
Sophomore Thad Rusiecki 
scored his first goal ever as 
BG icer and senior Rob Ur- 
ban tallied his first goal this 
season after sitting out 13 
games. 
CCHA STANDINGS 
1. Mich. State (16-2-1)14-24 28 
2. L. Superior (12-5-1)11-4-123 
BG (13-4-1) 11-4-1 23 
4. IU.-Chicago (10-7-1) 8-7-117 
5. West. Mich. (9-9)     84016 
6. Ohio State (5-12-1) 5-10-111 
7. Miami (5-13) 5-11-010 
8. Ferris State (7-13)   4-12-08 
Michigan (4-14)       4-12-0 8 
MEN'S    BASKETBALL: 
Monday's   game   against 
Michigan will feature two 
stars from Canton McKin- 
ley's 1984 high school state 
championship team. 
The Wolverines' Gary 
Grant and Falcons' Anthony 
Robinson led the McKinley 
Bulldogs to the AAA title in 
'84. 
D   D  D  D 
Frank Booker's 14.5 points 
per same places him 11th in 
MAC scoring. The senior 
guard is also fourth in the 
conference in free throw per- 
centage with a .875 mark. 
Teammate Steve Martenet 
also clips at a .875 percentage 
at the charity stripe. 
Lamon Pippin is second in 
the MAC in rebounding, aver- 
aging nine rebounds a game. 
Booker James of Western 
Michigan is first with a 10.7 
average. 
As a team, BG maintains 
the conference's second best 
free throw percentage with a 
.725 mark. 
MAC STANDINGS (MEN) 
1. Toledo (44) 04 
Miami(44) 04 
3. Kent State (3-1) 04 
4. Central Michigan (2-1)   04 
5. Ohio(W) 04 
6. Eastern Michigan (3-3) 04 
7. Bowling Green (1-2)      04 
8. Western Michigan (1-4) 04 
9. Ball State (1-4) 04 
VOLLEYBALL: MAC-mem- 
ber Western Michigan has 
made It to the NCAA's final 16 
teams in playoff competition. 
The Broncos, who swept BG 
in three games twice this 
season, advanced to the 
"Sweet Sixteen" after defeat- 
ing Colorado State in three 
games. They face Illinois to- 
morrow in Lincoln, Neb. 
a □ □ D 
FALCON CLUB: This 
week's Falcon Club Luncheon 
will feature basketball coach 
Jim Larranaga. The affair at 
the Bowling Green Holiday 
Inn starts at noon. 
EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure of... 
SCUBA DIVING 
Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater 
Instructors (NAUl) 
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills 
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification 
Stomps Jan. 12-16,8an>5pm 
SRC Main Office        Cla$s Time: Jan. 20, April 21 
Tins. I Thurs. timings 7-1 Opm 
Swimming Skills Required 
S6 LTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • 
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DELTA<   | 
Delta Zeta Proudly Announces 
Our New Initiates 
Congratulations! 
Robin Barber 
Diane Billman 
Lisa Bramel 
Denise Byerly 
Kelly Chenoweth 
Lisa Evans 
Julie Coebel 
Heather Crunner 
Donna Iwamoto 
Dawn LaFond 
Amy Landfield 
Susan Mancini 
Jenny McClure 
Beth Palumbo 
Marci Rapp 
Chris Romano 
Laurie Rozzo 
Robin Schwarzenberg 
Susan Sekas 
Kim Slusser 
Sheila Walker 
Kim A. Williams 
Kim R. Williams 
Liz Woodruff 
Kim Zellers 
Congratulations! 
DELTA ZETA » DELTA ZETA * DELTA ZETA » DELTA ZETA » DELTA ZETA » DELTA ZETA » DELTA 
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Bowling Green! 
Welcome to 
Bob Evans! 
And Win a Christmas Tree. 
Register with us between 4 p.m. and 
8 p.m., Monday, December 15th through 
Friday, December 19th at the new 
Bob Evans Restaurant in Bowling Green. 
Fresh-cut Christmas trees from KLotz's 
Flower Farm will be awarded to names 
drawn daily. There's no purchase necessary. 
And you can enter as often as you like. 
Plus, all children 12 years of age and under 
can enter the Bob Evans coloring contest 
and get a chance to win a Raleigh bike! 
Get complete details when 
you visit Bob Evans. 
Welcome! RESTAURANT 
New! 
Bob Evans Restaurant 
1726 E. Wooster Street 
Some of the best 
cooking you'll ever have. 
,///?/''?' ewe 8* E«n. <•»«»«£ 
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
NEED A ROE BACK TO BOWLING OREEN 
FROM PITTSBURGH FOR X MAS BREAK? 
CHARTERED BUS AVAILABLE ONLY f 26 
CALL 372-6305 ANO ASK FOR LAURA 
wel pay $50 lor rid* to North Central Florida 
Dae 23 352-4352 
SERVICES OFFERED 
BG News rraettng 'or volunteers- writers arvj 
ohotogrepher*--ev*ry Sunday. B pm. 210 
Waal Hal For further Information call 
3722803 
HELP NEEDED" 
DONATIONS OF BLOOD AT BLOODMOBILE" 
at St Atoyaua Scflool Qym on Sat. Dae 13. 
1986 900am 100pm To schedule cal 
352 4574 Ibatora 5 p m | or 352-4984 (even- 
np»> 
TYP»*3 SERVICES 
■or ai typa* o» papara 
MMhg rjaaanWona 
on Xaroi Mamory wntar 
352-3887 ttom 8 am~9 pm 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Coffoe and  Doughnut  Shop-Lobby  Ed 
Btdg  7 30-noon Graduation Owta on sale 
today! PERSONALS 
Reku during Fraas Waak< 
Tha Monday Dae  15. Woman (or Woman wil 
maat ti the UCF lounge. 7-9 pm  to share 
ideaa and relax with friends AI are welcome' 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: 14K SOLD RING WITH QAR.NET 
STONE, LAST SEEN IN 6TH FLOOR Of 
FENHAUEH EAST BATHROOM BEFORE 
THANKSQIVINO. PLEASE CALL 373-6290 OR 
372-6402. REWARD!! 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
IS AT THE UNION 
TODAYII 
STOP IN AT THE FORT ROOM 
on the 3rd Floor. 9-6 To register 
schedule your defcvery or assembly 
(Jan  13--18) and make your payment 
LOST  18  gold cham on 12-8-86 Sentimental 
value Please return Reward Mary. 352 4420 
LOST DORM KEY KEYCHAIN LOOKS 
SIMILAR TO AN ORIENTAL COIN ABOUT 1 
t 2 M DIAMETER HEAD OF JESUS ON ONE 
SIDE. ORIENTAL WRITING. PRAYING 
WOMEN, AND THE WORDS. FAITH CHARI- 
TY HOPE ON THE OTHER SIDE PLEASE 
RETURN IMMEDIATELY TO CEUNA CHAT- 
MAN. 372 5884. 418 0UN6AR HALL 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
IS AT THE UNION 
TODAYIi 
STOP M AT THE FORT ROOM 
on the 3rd Boor, 9-8 To ragleter. 
achadula your darvary or assembly 
Man. 13   18) and matt* your payment 
RIDES 
EXAM SPECIAL 19 95 PER NIGHT 
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA HOTEL 
Study and relax m the privacy of 
your own room Dae 7-116 Dec   14-18 
Early Ck-ei 6 We ck-out   Continental 
breakfast 6 tree coffee Raav 352- 
4671   Ck m students must show veld 
I D Non-students not eegfbt* 
ATTENTION 
ADVERTISERS: 
Classified & Display 
Deadline for the 
Tues., January 13 edition 
(first publication of spring semester) 
is 
Fri., January 9 
4 p.m. 
THE BG NEWS 
214 West Hall 372-2601 
&&>*^*iAf fm\ *££* 
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Celebrate 
f,%  New Year's Eve 
at Howard's 
:*•     with the 
;>- Organics 
4-       Party     Favors, 
Champagne, 
Noise and Fun. 
Organics will 
also play Jan. 2 & 3 
Happy Holidays 
210 N. Main No Cover 
* Howard's is a designated driver participant 
NATURAL BEAUTY PREPARATIONS 
YOU CAN MAKE 
AMAZING RESULTS FULL DIRECTIONS 
ONLY $2 ANNUN PUBLICATIONS 
2954SF WISTARIA. 
CANYON COUNTRY. CA 91351 
•••UZ ROCKWELL"" 
ONLY I MORE DAYS UNTIL THE BIO 211 BUT 
TONIGHT    THE    FUN    WILL    BEGIN      NO 
"■W" FOR YOU TON40HT BUT THER 
WILL IE PLENTY OF BEER. GET READY- 
LOVt, USSY, JAN ANO ewCHELE 
••RHONDA -DOC" GRAY" 
MERRY CHRISTMAS ANO HAPPY NEW YE Aft1 
Oetore we know It. was be together on thoa* 
days I'm looking forward to putting up the Ira* 
wkh you. Honey' I can't watt until New Year's 
either' The beat gift you've given me a your 
am. You I always be my TOP OUN With our 
MIGHTY WtvQS wel soar together lorever I 
LOVE YOU'" Matt "Gooes"  
ALUSONBLUM 
Tret la II What w. you 00' 
Good kick next semester' Thanks 
•or being such a great inend' 
Love. Jenny 
Alpha Dana Pi 
Alpha MM PI 
Alpha Delta PI 
ALPHA XrS 
HAVE A GREAT VACATION 
ANO GET READY FOR ALL THE 
NEW EVENTS NEXT SEMESTER' 
IPLEDQE ACTIVATION > INSTALLATION 
OF THE NEW OFFICERSH'I 
SEE YA IN JANUARY" 
ATTENTION LADIES OF BOWLING OREEN 
PREPARE FOR THE DELT ADVENTUREII 
SAVE JANUARY 21, 111) OK YOUR 
CALENDAR 
ATTENTION ALL U.S. SSSB 
An Act ol Congress has eataDkehed Dec  13th 
aa National Sue Pom* Day 
HAPPY BtKTHOAY. SUE! 
ATTENTION: ONOY PRICE 
You were once our houeemom and now we 
seldom see you. but we know you've helped us 
"behind the scenes " We are thankful tor your 
support and we wlah you a very Merry 
Christmas 
Love. The Brothers ol Delta Upeaon 
AYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYAYA- 
YAYAYAYAY 
DELTS FOR A CHANGE: 
FLAG AND PIN: ONLY THE BEST' 
IAIY ADRIE and BABY JAYNE, 
Get ready lor the '2nd Annual AIDS MATHER- 
CMOY SOCHA finals blow-out" Thanks lor a 
great semester' Love ya both. CINDY 
BOSU BOXER SHORTS WILL BE AVAILABLE 
AT THE B A BUILDING THIS WEEK STOP BY 
BETWEEN CLASSES CASH OR CHECKS AC- 
CEPTED 
BIG JUL AHSLANIAN 
0000 LUCK ON FINALS AND HAVE A GREAT 
CHRISTMAS BREAK' 
AXO LOVE AND MINE. 
LH'DIANE 
Get excited lor Snowbound on Saturday and 
then our anniversary on Sunday. N'a been a 
greet year and seven monthsl 
Love you tonal 
MM 
COLLEEN COUNT EM" VAUGHN: 
WE'VE FINALLY MAKE IT-GET READY TO 
CELEBRATE' I PROMISE NOT TO PASS OUT 
DURING COMMENCEMENT IF YOU PROMISE 
NOT TO BLOW CHOW ON MY GOWN' 
DALLAS, HERE WE COME I 
FRIENDS ALWAYS, ROSE 
Concerned about finals'* 
Do you need a study break? 
Take RSA'a Hoeday 
CruJae at the Dry Dock 
Saturday. December 13th 
Congratulations 
PAM TUCK ANO LAUREEN PETERSON 
tor becoming Honorary Members 
ol the Month In AMA  Your ALPHA XI Setters 
■re very proud ol you 
DAN (My Michigan Men). 
Fremont. Ohio awaits our arrival 
You and me. together, la the 
key to aurvtvaf-- 
A better tm just cent be found. 
To top the mtamnal Alpha PN 
SNOWBOUNO' 
Merry Ortetmasl 
Love always 
You 1° Ohio State Fan 
DATE PARTY KMO HATT 
Our Gamma Phr-Arctic 
was quee an adventure 
rs reefy too bad 
there's not much we remember 
But through the excaement 
Via erne we had waa great 
Our Gamma Pie-Phi DM combination 
waa eurety first rate* 
Thanks for a terrific fane) 
Love. Punfcy 
Daks Zeta Grsduettng Seniors. 
Corigretuattonel You si have meant so much 10 
ue-w* are reefy going to maw you aft Don't 
forget to come beck and vH ual We love you! 
Love, your OZ Staters 
Deka Zeta New Initiates. 
Thenkl for our new letter*-they look greet! A 
special thanks to Kiwi R. Wan  for ID* 
eeoulHut    song    you    fat**    ue you    sing 
II 
Love, your DZ siaters 
Whatever future years may lefts 
One thmg w* ■» be true 
Lie's greatest gift w. always be 
To have your love and you 
Merry Chrefmas 
DM 
DON'T HAVE A RIDE HOME FOR 
CHRISTMAS? 
R NOT CALL USG DIAL-A-RIOE 
372 7622 
East Marry No 1B nssrdsna 
You guys are kat too cheeeey' 
Msry-0W you pencv rwn m? 
Petty how about a KvHa wee* O S U roed mo; 
Jenrwer-I want that mull I preeent   Ruscy 
Roach-go away" Get peyched tor nur cheeeey 
Chrtatmaa bonanml  Chi seal' and  LoveY  I. 
Eric. 
Fefl semester he* been great because you've 
been here with me. we I end it with maealoa 
and boon at Alpha PN Snowbound, you Ml 
*' 
I love you. hon! 
FREE BUNNY' AN IDEAL < MAS PRESENT » 
WaJ. ONLY GIVE AWAY TO A RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON-NEEDS GOOD HOME! CALL 
LAUPJE OR VAL AT 353-2347. 
GET PREPARED FOR: 
THE DELT ADVENTURE 
COtfMQ JANUARY 21, IMS 
GRETCHEN: 
its bean a pteaaure working with you' Thanks 
tor al your hard work Wel mtaa youl Hop* at 
your dreams coma true with MICKEY"1 
Jen a The Sales Start 
GROOVY RECORDS 
425 E WOOSTER (BEHIND OAJRY MARTI 
MON SAT 11-6 
HAMMER 
Thai la your personal 
Thank you for al you've don* for m* 
II rras* yal Swaartn' 
Hey Lambds Cha" 
Good kick on your earns 
Have s great breet' 
Love. Your Creecent Gala 
Hay Pooch Ziganfooa' 
WAHOO and   Merry   Chnstmas to my craly 
rrjomrrawal Get ready tor a rocktn' vacation with 
the arwneey DC.   and T.K.' The net reeuk e>- 
we're gonna RALLYl 
Love. Igor 
Hoty Cavanaugh- 
Wa hope you have a vary Merry Chnstmas and 
wH New Year Good luck nest semester at 
Daney Wel trass you tons! (Espeoety your 
tret floor buddies) 
Love, the Alpha xa 
ICEMAN 
HAPPY BfRTrlOAYI 
The Breektaal Calf" 
IF YOU NEED A RIDE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS 
OR HAVE ONE AVAILABLE CALL USG DIAL 
A-RCE AT 372-7522 
Get excited cause Alpha Phi data party a hare. 
what a great way to end the year We w. have a 
great tana ornkmg and dancing al night, parry- 
ing with al our might Love your 
Alpha PN Crush 
JASONITPJP, 
Forty-Ova minute* my butt' Hey Jason   next 
tana keep your shorts up 
RoS Nancy 
JEANIRUNO 
Thanks tor being the beat roommate ever I 
hope your 20th ovthdsy la the nappael yet 
LOW, Karen 
JOY OAYLORD: 
Nap* you has* a Isetl.e Christmas wtlh lets 
al JOY. I'll miss youl 
Lor*, 
ate* 
JuieCampbd 
Congratufattona on your Dona Gsmma-Sxjma 
Ft. Epaaon aveeering to Adam Start*' Love, 
your DG sisters 
JUUE DALTON 
Happy 2 HI Birthday (on Sunday) to XI moat 
awesome roommate' 
Love ya. Wendy 
JUUE   SEBO.   MOLLY   SCHULER.   RUTHE 
SCHULER. KIM KUHLMAN. ANO MARY ANN 
STAMBAUGH. 
We al wlah you guys the best of luck next 
semester, and from hare on out' Wel mias you 
al' Love, your Phi Mu Sellers PS  Don't be 
strangers-keep In touch! 
JUNA 
I'VE BEEN TRYING TO LOCATE YOU SINCE 
WE SWAM TOGETHER AT THE PORTAGE 
BLOWOUT LEAVE MESSAGE AT 3S3-S913- 
BOB  
KAREN SASFY 
Congrsrulations    on    your    PI    Pin-Pm    DM 
Lavaaenng to Barry Ware reaty happy for you! 
Love, your sisters ol Pi Beta Phi 
KJRK VrXLBURGER 
Just wanted to tan you how great this peat 
semester has been with you' 
Good luck on finale and gat peyched lor a tun 
break' 
Love you, Wendy 
Krtssy Peterson 
Congratutabona on being tapped nto Ormcron 
Delta Kappal Good job! 
Love, your DG sailers 
I AM8DA PHEE WOMAN 
ALISA MCMILLEN 
Congrats on your Lembchop LevaHertng to 
Sieve Palmer. What will Tim DOUG Clyde 
tasrcvtJo say about the big "L"7 la careful 
writ, that candy necklace. 
Lave. KM WO « AXO 
».l;isttvsr*aa»lcandylnthedutfelbeg?Wa 
can't bllm that you two walkad so long tor 
thlsl Feeeng the need to calabrets wtlh B.K. 
and a safari dde? -OOH-AAHI! 
Laura- 
To tie Lettuce In my BIT' Ham a super 22nd 
Birthday.Love, Tim 
YOU'RE THE GREATEST! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAYI 
LOVE ALWAYS 
MIIIIKF 
UesCurrane, 
I I'd I 
you  neort  semester   The put 4  years aa 
oorntee and rrtonda has bean th* beat I will 
always cherish M the laughter and good 
ttrasel Thanks tor being you and timwlii'. 
A aval la not a best 
uraH N'a been run. 
A song la not a song 
unbT N'a bean sung 
Love Is not put In your heerl to stay 
Lor* I* rat toes until you gM* It aweyl Lore. 
atoyroaa 
Lea. Hootor. and Chdy 
Thanka tor a great semester You guys are the 
beet roomtea and II mkta you so muchl 
Love. Maryrcee 
Loal A tun-fJed Stg Ep 
FouvJ BrenOen Flaherty Dec  13 at the Alpha 
PN Snowbound 
Cant wait to be snowbound with youl 
Your Alpha PN Crush 
Lynda. Chrta. and Pern, 
Where lo began? I juat want you to know -hat It s 
bean a llaat) great semester with you guys! 
Wave had roy (muncrwvj Taco Bel Wave had 
fun (II leave thai up to you) and yet I hope thers 
a more to come Have youreervea a very Merry 
Chrteenee and a torrMc New Yaw. 
Tncy 
PS I dont know what I the* about (a brat 
wuref? Where's my keys? Where's my key*? 
MAMA 
Yes now you're 21 Tan* to party and ataah but 
remember G A D It's gating crowded In ran. 
Hey l rjdn'l mean lo rum you on Yougrvelovea 
bed name Exactly It can happen Get reedy to 
drtnk. If you promae not lo maks a hoapital run 
1 piomaa not to tef on my face Happy Birth- 
day. Wendy 
MARYELIZAiETH- I KNOW YOU LL BE BACK 
NEXT YEAR BUT THAT DOESNT MEAN I 
WONT MISS YOU NEXT SEMESTER YOU'RE 
THE BEST ROOMMATE IN THE WORLD' 
ARE YOU FEEUNQ LIKE A PtSANELLO PIZ- 
ZA71 LOVE   ANASTA1IA (A BLU SABBV) 
RUTH DRAHEIat 
You're temhc bright Bleagenl. athlatK. Inend 
ly. gun ho and finely LEGAL Even though 
you re for CatY*tand--ha. I want to wah you THE 
BEST 21st B-dsy Love ya. Trap 
Michael Csrr 
Marry Chratmaa 
Love. Me 
taanF. 
Guaaa who you're going to have a great t 
with' Your AJpha Pm Crush 
Thanks for s great semester Gel ready to be 
snowbound w*h your favorite Alpha Phi Love. 
Kotrn  
Mom I Dad BOSU *Ji« salahini 
S10.OO-S1295 
Jeans N Things. 631 Rktge 
Open tonne II BOO pm 
NEED A PJOE HOME FOR THE HOUDAYS? 
CALL USG DIAL-ARtOE 
372-7522 
OpenDoora Kay Into OrjprjrturawM 
Apply for en R A   job today 
Studying for ttnafa? 
Need a study break? 
Take RSA'a Hoedey Crua* 
•i the DRY DOCK 
SUSAN CROSTON 
Congrahiatlons on your engagement to Greg! 
What a eurprae  Ware M ao happy for you 
both! 
Love, your eaters of Pi Beta Pta 
Susan Quad 
CorigratuBrttora on a great |ob on the AlPadge 
«.ar' W* an ao proud of your leadership 
•baJy 
Love. Your Alpha XI Satan 
Party wkhRSA 
Saturday at the 
ORYDOCK 
Sweeter Dresaee- Only $25.85 
Jeana N Ttwigs. 531 Ridge 
Open tonne ta 8 00 
Patty 
CorvjratuarOorw on bang selected as a Peer 
Advisor Your roomies an al ao proud of you! 
Mchaaa. Mary I Jennifer 
PN Mu would fta to thank the tosowmg 
natal sal sniinls tor their generous donations to 
our reoent Pancake BrsNcnat: 
'Uptown   Downtown 
Wendy a mtemettoixil 
•Tha Copy Shop 
•The Powder Puff 
' Jeans N Things 
'T.O.'a Campus Corner 
• Lake Erie Sports 
Study your hearts out!' 
PTKAPPT 
THERE IS SUCH  A  THING  AS 
letOntERHOOO. IT MAY NOT ALWAYS 
SvwNE. BUT ITS THERE! ITS POTENTIAL IS 
AWESOME ANO ITS RESULTS WILL LAST 
YOU A LIFETIME. TO THE NEW, SEIZE THE 
OPPORTUNITY, TEST YOURSELF AND 
PREPARE FOR THE EXPERIENCE. FOR THE 
OU), I AWmCIATE THE OPPORTUNITY ANO 
YOUR DIRECTION. FOR ALL. MEMORIES ARE 
EVERLASTING ANO FOR THAT I CAN ONLY 
SMILE ANO SAY THANK YOU! 
AS ALWAYS. 
TEETERS 
PI Phis 
Thanka tor helping to make Monmouth Duo a 
huge sue*** Wi had a Fantastic time  BThe 
TraMon Has BaguntLove. The Kappas 
PL EASE HELP Mtll 
Unrversity student seeking a garage in which lo 
store fee car over the Winter months   w* pay 
cash! Ptoese contact Jeff Davis al 372-8338 
PONCHO 
I'M CRAZY FOR YOU!' 
Hugs and kaeee 
CHEF 
R.A.S sn specal poopk* 
Join our ranks today 
ROIALITA. 
R'a hard to beUeve that graduation fa only 
one a*** away. Queas tturt nvaana we'll hen 
10 party tonight at Howard's with Loved By 
Mwaonsl NO eTuaaLEI ALLOWEDII Good 
taak and nan fun In TEXAS! 
Lore, Kkn 
RSA'S 
HOODAY CRUISE 
DRY DOCK 
SATURDAY 
HOLIDAY CRUISE 
DRY DOCK 
SATURDAY 
RSAs Hoeday Cruae 
at the 
ORYDOCK 
Dae. 13.1986 
Rubber (Alar Jackie laotrcU) 
Happy 20th Binhdeyl 
Too bad you an aUtl not old enough tor the 
"Adult" Night Outl 
tAwaya, 
Th* "Adutts" In Butt Ghetto 
Tens RSAs 
Hoeday Cruae 
lo the DRY DOCK 
December 13, 1888 
Tha Sisters of Phi Mu 
wah everyone a vary Merry Chnstmas and 
Happy New Yeari Good luck on tineas! 
Ths slaters ol Alpha Phi 
wah everyone a 
kleyhoerJay! 
Tha Satws of Alpha XI Deea 
would eke to ccngratuate DEB8Y ROBINSON 
on being aYjr^pfad alto Alpha Lambda Delta 
SchceasK Honorary 
Tha lima la drawing near 
lor    tha    graatsit    "crulh"    of    the 
jeer    -ALPHA PHI SNOWBOUND' 
Chrletmai Cruah IMS 
To al my eaters, friends, cohorts, and partners 
In trail*: 
Though I'm leaving you now for something rjf- 
ferent to find, II never forget th* spaces! people 
I m leevwig behind Time seems to speed up end 
momenta together sap away as that long 
awaited tomorrow a suddenly today You. th* 
friend* I've made here wi be lorever n my 
haart. and the memoriae of the times tad w« 
never depart II maa you al take oar* end 
work hard-arid remember you only get out of 
sometrwig what you put into it Love. Tea 
To My "Curnnl Favorite Fret Boy'' 
Sorry wa rrasssd my date party but the Olym- 
pics wan men fun Saturday anyway. Keep n 
up-lt koape  GEDDIN BETTER." 
Love, 
JMD 
To our SAE Dates: Bob "B.C.", Brad. "Inch", 
Ran, JuMln. Kevin P., Nick. Pat N„ Rick. Rob, 
Stan, Todd. Tom F., Tom J,, Tom s.. Trevor 
Hi th* night baton stwerbound 
snd tha many man of SAE 
an wondering who thee- Alpha PM 
dales oould be 
But fate* no feer the time la near 
gat ready to oasabrat* wtlh 
holiday cheer 
Wa'n wutouBly awaiting 
we hope you Irs loo 
We can't wart to be snowbound wtlh youl 
Love, your Alpha Phi Cruahe* 
TOAD. 
Looks Ms mil 11 the list personsl ol your col- 
lege coteot you lucky buml I can't b*llaea 
fl'e b**n I month* sine* Summer school 
when you actually thought chipmunks ex- 
leted on Has campui! Thanka tor th* BEST 
awawmar of my Ma hope a* have many 
more!! Get ready tor a tremandoui tropical 
tae,TOOAYI 
Lov* you always, BEAV 
PS Thanka everything bull 
Tom (The Sear). 
Happy 23rd and CongratuMbona on graduating 
Know what I mean. Vem? 
Roes and Kim 
Typmg- Traraoriptlons Tax Prep list RSV 
Reasonable Rates Many Typastytaa 10H 
OFF with ad Cal 885-2288 7 day* par week 
anytime 
continued on pg. 15 
RAX WEEKEND 
BREAKFAST BUFFET AND 
FRESH FRUIT BAR 
A delicious array of all your breakfast favorites 
featuring scrambled eggs, fresh baked muffins 
and biscuits, bacon, sausage, 
potatoes and more. Plus a 
variety of the freshest fruits of 
the season. 
Rax 
WiWIRAiVrS 
GRADUATION WH r£ND SPECIAL HOURS: 
SATURDAY -8:«km.41:Gfem. SUNDAY ■ 8«Ja.m.-2fl0p.m. 
'006 N. Main St., Bowling Green 
Rax Oiristmas Gift Certificates Now Available. 
Happy Hobdays! 
Classifieds BG Newi/December 12, HH IS 
- 
continued from pg. 14 
WANTED   Students to m as RAa 
tor tte 198 7 58 school yew 
Apply today 
Congratuteoone on being MM ■ • peer ad- 
vleor lot ■■ Weanoee programl Way to continue 
thte TC laederehkj' 
Low. you DG eatsrs 
WANTED 
1 IMl loommaM tor Spring Me* apartment 
only 1 block kom campua $1S0a month Cat 
353-0205. aek tor Ursula 
I   ternste to ■ film apartment tor Spring 
Simula. Cal Jute 353-4012 atlar 10 p m 
1 mala student to eutHaaee Unrreraity Vflaoe 
Apt Spring '87 aamanar For detest cal 
353-2045 
2 llnialll to eitrteaea tor Spring Semeeter Val 
Manor apertmenta acroaa trom campua. 
363-4806 or 352 2858 
2 tun toman roomtee Spring Samaalar 
Poolslde   apartmant    Chaap   rant     Call 
353-0228 
spado 
Rinilaali apt $112.60 fontn includee all 
utatetee. Ctoee to balk campus and MIL Can 
14*41 or. 
A race, fttoncty. tun-loving tomato roorraa need- 
ed tor Spring Semester Ctoaa to campua, OH C4 
Troup St Cal 353-4800. Debbie. Saly. or 
Mad. 
Can ara task? Oaaparatoty aaaklng a tun-bvlng. 
ternste roomie Cal 353-4800. Daobia. Sat/, 
or Mao Ctoaa to campua 
naaparatotj leeklng 2 famates lo sublease nto 
2 badroom opaftmanl acroaa Irom Harahman 
Quad Al utnaa Induced, except alaclrlc. Cat 
mrrvjdaytolyl 353-2348 
FEMALE NEEDED FOB SPRING SEMESTER 
APARTMENT ON 4TH STREET RENT--$820 
A SEMESTER-WILL TAKE $400 New Carpal 
and tumlturo Must UK1 CAU DIANN AT 
352-0783 
Ferrets roommata lo sublesse apartmant Spring 
Samaator-Val Manor- acroaa Irom KoN Hal 
CM 353-8805 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
FOR LARGE APARTMENT ON CLOUOH 
SPRING SEMESTER-CALL CATHY 354-8900 
GRAD atudant looking for 1 bdrm. apt lor Spr- 
ang Samaator Cal cceecl (218) 544-2852 bat 
ween 8 a lOeventige 
Heat! I tomato to aublaaai Spring 1987 
Fraa gat, haat. and cat* No Depoelt Had of 
the   Oral   rronth'a   rant   paid    Cal   Kathy 
353-0754 
HELP' 2 Inmate roomies naaded 
3 houses from campua reasonable ram 
CM quIcUy 353*308 
LOFT NEEDED 
trVK t*OQOtalt<l pnO0 
CM Bethany or Tracy at 372-5750 
Looking lor female roommate Spring Semester 
Vary ctoaa to campua Naw furniture and 
carpal 510 Ridge CM Joyce 353 5109 or 
372-3428 
MALE NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SHARE ONE-BEDROOM APT SPRING 
SEMESTER ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
$520 PER SEM I ELEC CALL DON 
362-1719 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED  FOR SPRING 
TERM.   HAVE   YOUR   OWN   ROOM!   CALL 
ANYTIME 353 34 I 4 
to aublaeaa apartmant lor Spring 
llirewfai. Ctoaa to campua Please cal 
354-0028, $120 par month includes haat 
Meedld: A mate to lupleaee my apartmant tor 
Spring Samaalar CM-352-2341 and ask tor 
Tan. 
Non smoking male roommate lor Spring and-or 
Summer Own room $157 par mo $eeK..4th 
St    352-2788. evening. 
One non-emokjng roommate needed to sublet 
Haven House apartmant with three mates Spr- 
ing Semester. cM 353-1373 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, own badroom. $150 
per month i mattes 8th St CM 353-4219 
Want to rve with 3 tun females who ara easy to 
gat along with? Than we've got the answer tor 
you CM 353 4800. Debbie. Sety. or Mad. 2 
blocks from campua 
WANTED-OENEtl* TICKET$ 
Any night- Oevetend Coaeeum 
Plica Negotiable-CM Chris 354-7285 
WANTED-Mete to aublaaai apt tor Spring 
Oaiwaatoi. Own room. $140 par month. Mora 
UtormalXi. cat 363-3717. 
Wmlad: 2 mala roornmMai for Spring 
Samaalar. Ctoee to campus CM Brian M 
363-4828 
WANTED: Mate lo lutlmi apt tor Spring 
Semester Only $600 tor rant tor entire 
Mora ailormstlon. oaf 363-1642 
Wanted.   Roommata   needed   for   Spring 
Semester Near campua. $100 par month and 
utfleee CM 352-8815 
HELP WANTED 
Competent. efficient ryptel needed 
Must be a eaw-rnooveted ndMduel 
requklng Ma eupervteion 70 worde 
per minute required maniuiy-ialtajl 
experience preferred Apply at KINKO'S 
COPES. 113RearoedSt 
Campua RepreeerasBve Wanted 
studenta who know their way around 
campua to be KJnfco'a isrjreaerRMhea. 
Flextxe part-time schedule 
Muet be outgoing war. an 
aptitude lor astes 
Apply M 113 Ftae-oad St 
Key Operator -Counterperaon 
BngM. east aaartori wanted tor Ml 
■Od   paVl'aVTW   MfflpOfWy rafJtp IrOni 
January 2nd-Jenuary 31 al May 
develop alto permanent poeflton 
Apply before Dec   12 at KINKOS COPIES, 
113 
ATTENTION 
CLEVELAND ITUOENTS 
Want to earn quk* caah tor the 
hoerjeya? We oner a variety of tght Industrial 
and olarical work to your ana. You ara naaded 
now! For hauler reormaaon. paaooo cM the ot- 
See nearest youl 
HOUR*, INC. 
FJeeuhwooO 831-5854 
•   842 7821 
-33*4080 
Soton-34 8-0750 
Mentor -961-4387 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY7 
Ara you a loving, nurlurfeig person who ervoya 
apanrjng ma with chaorsn? Uvs In lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods enjoy aioaaant 
■ etatlll, benefHs. your own IVtog quartera and 
MM working houre. Your round-alp tranapor- 
talon la provkted One yaw rjotltTositenl 
neceaeary CM or wnte Mre Fhch. Chtooere 
Placamant Service Inc {CCPS). 149 
BuckTrahster Rd   Brookkna MA 02144 (017) 
6444294 ,^___  
DO YOU WANT TO H FAMOUS Matting neat 
a sing and wa need a band- 
« rock. Top 40. and dance musk prater 
red Pliaaa cMLttand Ranee at 372-4374 
Matte hundreds weeks* matang Orcuaaral No 
Quotas' Umaal Ruah eel addressed stamped 
envelops AM MAR 264 Robartaon, Dapt P4, 
Beverly Hfls.CA 8021 I  
Salsa ara upl Dekvery drtvera needed Apply at 
BG Una Caaaafa $3.60 $ rnmnaaekin Must 
be 14 years of age and muat have car and «v 
Seeking Mate Appacann 
who ara wfltog to parrrat Maili at 
Students to perform a genual sxarranaoon on 
tiam. Wfl pay $25 par aaaaton CM Medical 
Ccaagl ol Ohio at 381-4809 
FOR SALE 
NATURAL BEAUTY PREPARATIONS 
YOU CAN MAKE 
AMAZING RESULTS   FULL DIRECTIONS 
ONLY $2   ANNUN PUBLICATIONS 
29548F WISTARIA. 
CANYON COUNTRY. CA 91351 
1974 VW blue super beetle, standard AC 
vary good coral, 73.000 mess $1600 CM 
435-7689 8 am-9 pm  
1977 VW Mver beetle, standard, very good en- 
nation I at owner. 60.000 mess. $2000 CM 
435 7889 Irom 8 am-9 pm 
81 key Caaio electronic keyboard 
6 hand crochet nppte atghane 45 x 60. Coma 
see al 508 S Grove  
71IUG. ittte rust, good coeege car. muat as* 
before break $475 Dave, 372-3694 
COUCH $20. END TABLES $5 PAIR. LAMPS 
$3 PAIR. CAN OPENER $3. SILVERWARE 
$8SET. TOASTER OVEN $10. BON $2. 
POTS t PANS $IEACH HIBALL GLASSES 
$2. BATH RUG SET $3 CALL ELLEN 
352-8498 
Dorm-sued refrigerator, badroom furniture, 
much more   CM 354-1852 
FOR SALE  1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
Blue wrth black top and black interior  Stored 
east 2 Winters' MUST SELL-If ntoreetod. CM 
352-4248 atlar 4:00 p.m Ask tor Andrew 
FOR SALE 10 speed Hdlee Schwm Bicycle 
OU taaraon handle ban and seal only used 
once Asking $125 CM 382-3707 
LOOKOUT! A red house, only one block trom 
campua and the depoetl a) paw). .Sublaaaa for 2 
people at 147S Coeege tor more Information 
cal 372-3878 
SM and caraUgaa tor your stereo Old or Naw. 
wa have them M CM or sand make and model 
infor to HM Needles and Mora. 5318 N High 
St. Suite 44. Columbus OH 43214. 
One-way or round top ticket Toledo-Los 
Angetes leaving Dec 20 I'm driving anyway so 
it's rjn cheap CM 352-2570 or 372-2848 
Pentax 36 mm camera tor sate Aakmg $135. 
ndudee caaa and 50 mm lens Brand naw at 
the beginning of the semester ExceaOnt shape' 
CM Kathy 2-5509 
Single Bed with Headboard, Racanar CtaaT 
Badroom Dresser. Desk $10 each Al 4 only 
$35 CM Joe 352-8807 
FOR RENT 
Lookjng lor I female roommate 
or 
2 or 3 to rant newly turn apt. 
Gaa S nesting included 
CM before December 17 
363-3619 
1 female to toMM 4 person apartment Spr 
erg Samaator Betid Dertera. 362-3027 
I or 2 people to sublease apt on Ean St Ctoee 
to campus CM now. a aaHlla mmedtetery 
352-2357 or 3540922 you pay ateclnc only 
3 December GrsOuanng Sanlon ara ooaperete 
to SUBLEASE tor Spring semeeler a beeutltul. 
apactoua 2 bedroom fumlahad apartmant Fraa 
gaa. haat and water Plain oM NOW 
353-3317.  
A room tor famaaa Dae 15 to August In prtrate 
home wan cooking pnvsegee 353-1014 
Apartment to re-leeae or aublaeaa CM 
354-3533 or 354-1852 
APT FOB RENT IPWINa SEMEaTER 
Furraehed 2 badroom. 2 bath Vary clean, new 
tumrture and carpet FREE WATER, FREE 
CABLE. FREE HEAP ONE MONTH'S RENT 
FREE I confirmed by Saturday. Dec 13 CM 
363-0733 atlar 5 p.m. weelioeye or anytime 
APT FOR RENT aVRaNO SEMS 
Furrsthad 2 badroom. 2 bath Vary dean, good 
mgmt. FREE HEAT' CM 353-0733 after 6pm 
weefcoaya or arryttme weekenda 
DE8PERATEI SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM FUft 
NtSHED APT WITH BALCONY AVAILABLE 
FOR SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER MAY 
RENT PAD FREE HEALTH SPA PRIVILEGES 
CAU 363-1548 
TO AFT. FOR 
TION CAU MARYROM AT 1U-107I 
FOR SUELEASE-SPRMQ 87-FUnNaSHEO 2 
BEOROOM-2   BATHROOM   APARTMENT, 
$370-MONTH 1 UTtL 841 6TH ST.. NO. 7- 
CAU 362-8302 
FtJN,NC«aMALrarataxiklnglo>onerjlMaam 
tor 67 Spring Sirs I Ma i Ctoaa to campua Cal 
Dab 353-9704  
HOUOAY SHOPPING? 
Sutteaaa or Ml browse at RE  Mariagement 
Company.   505 Clough. B15    Tha arvea are 
buay twral 362-9302. 
Houeea and apartments ctoaa to campua tor 
Summer Samaator 1987 and 1987-88 achool 
year 1-267-3341. 
LOOK OUTI Sublaaaa tor two people m 147 
SouaTl Criaege. Ofay one block Irom campua 
and tte deposit la pard tor more Worrneeon 
CM 372-3876. 
Need ferrate to share house   Need mala to 
enars apartment   Four month Haas tor 2nd 
nmillar CM 362-7386. 
Newty remodeled houee tor rent a aaanii ae 
oondamaaair CM 353 1731 sttoreOOpm 
NOW IIOrriNB FOR 17-41 4CH0OL YEAR 
HaajimilD t atolMOM APARTMENTS 
LOCATED CLOSE TO CAaaTIM. SlCtUPW: 
CAMI TV. AM CONDTTIONRia. LAUNDRY 
AND STORAGE FACHJTaH AMD RANONQ. 
RDfl 14 $aa« PER PERSON PER SfMUTM 
mxatiottB ELECTRIC IOASI WITH 4 PEO- 
PIE M THE APAIrTMENT. CAU TM AT «A«F 
APARTlsENTS AFTER I P.M.. »41-71II 
Ona bedroom etacesney taon-amoUng mate 
$190. Exne CM 352-9209 or 372-7743. 
eaktorArfla. 
or can be occupied by two lor 
Cal 363-4626 
MatoW 2 badroom. 1 1 1-2 bath, unfumteh 
ed. free cable. M uttaoss. aaoapt etecalc. 
evaaabte mmeHetery 364-8400 
CHRISTMAS CLASSIFIEDS 
^irf" I    P"^ The brothera ot tUarae Phi Epaaon wteh that tha toy 
of tha Cmstmee aaaaon 
I your haartaand home 
tor now and erways 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
Bke Race-Bare Rece'Bata Race 
Than at only 134 DaysCo 
intl the Den, Upeacm /Lssv 
BlkeRece'       J-SL, 
Start prapadngl TOe^ 
Bfka Race - Bfta Race'Blia Raoa 
¥
^ 
^ 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
t>> 
BO News Satea Statl" 
Thanks for M you've done-   j. 
you daaerve a raatful break' -r^ 
Stsal wa have a record breaking 
Spring! 
Your. AM 
Stetera ol Alpha Delta Pi 
• a safe, raaudng Chrtatmas Break 
L tl-PATA 4* 
 K.D.E.R.  
Gotta love that poem on the pledge board 
Sounds ska a letter you wrote ma once, but 
somehow SH - heppene and things change It 
reefy kas ma mat wa used to be such ctoaa 
Irtanda (aom O U to daahhl Now. agrumenta 
•ed to iMadachaa and Mara u n time to return 
to O.U? Dude. I'm aorry! HAVE A MERRY 
CHRISTMAS and I fun NY E party^ ,. ',t^r- 
•••uae»SejmaPI-" 
Congratuaatee M of thek 
graduabng aanton 
Laurean Nelson • 'Dave Larabee 
Jeff Kateta- •Karen Kowaaki 
Shan Hunt" Pat McFi 
Jatf Otdan- 'Dana Dayton 
•"TonyLuO"*       «a 
Beat wtehee to M of you" 
There'a nothing I'd rather do. than ID be 
SNOWBOUND artth you. I |ual can't wah tor 
thle arkrlar wonderlend date. Wa'n bound to 
"•*• ■ pflMlOfMflaM tlfTHV 
love, your Alpha PN Crush Date  . 
'Alpha Phl'PM Kappa Tan'. 
"JERRY HANSON 
Wan a DM and an Atoha PN 
A greet time you wi see 
Bam Baah was first. 
and now Chnstmae Crush 
Wlh the two of us. fun is a 
So oat exerted because 
Saturday night you wS be 
SNOWBOUND with no one but me 
„ Love. Kety 
21 &  
"KEN WEBS" .y- 
Grab your coat, boots and rrkttsns oecauae on 
December 13 you wl be SNOWBOUND wflh 
MEI Gel psyched to meat your mystery Alpha 
-Congratutatlona- Heether Chase and StevE 
Kapako on your GAMMA PHI-ZBT lavaasring' 
Love, (ha stetera of Gamma PN Beta 
'*  .*■. 
•ED SNOOORASS* 
Tel me again, Kjat how much does a keg ol aght 
bear weigh? I won you the beat of kick with 
your future" Thank you tor being my i 
Mend' Keep In touch. II mate youl , 
^-4  Many CrirlaWaiall LOVE. ANN> 
•HUNTER' 
Thanks tor being hen lor mal 
I hope you have a Many X Mas 
I'm going to mtea you 
. _-, '*«• Low you. ^ar.* 
■6 
PS H you're good, maybe Santa w4 grve you 
48I  
'JEFF ENOSTROM' 
Aa the Fiji's wan snuggled 
M warm to thek bads, 
Vauona ol Alpha Ply dale party 
danced rt Swada's head 
He hed bed a lough week and was 1 
ready topary 
And knew tha time ol hte Ha 
would happen on Saturday' 
'BE PREPARED TO OET SNOWBOUNO'I 
Love. PurJdn 
-JEFFY TURNER* ^ 
*      HAPPY 21STBIRTHDAYII      ~ 
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS" 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEARI 
e, I be Run' you end 11 be 
al Ja. manel' you too'" 
"■jf* LOVE YA BABE   Susan (SMK)   * 
^ 
ADAMION AND PASSOYI 
What a great par 
Congrats' on your 
>i-        Leva, klatenia 
ACS. SHEREE. CINDY, SHELDON i UL BUD- 
DY LAURA- 
THANKS FOR AU THE GREAT STUPORS 
THB SEMESTER--! WaU. NEVER FORGET AU 
THE GREAT TaVaES PLEASE COME VISiT ME 
ruMTSSYOUALU 
You an the moat axaerjble person Ive ever 
come acroaa MM, beauty, tatenl Just want 
you to know you an adrra-ad compuawery 
rteveagreatOirlatrrvM.arKllIbewatclvngyou 
Aatoaalan Oawse atoeel        •_ 
Dotoraa. Jotene. 1 Eaters-     >* 
You guys an tal greateat' TNa rVst limaallr 
has brought merry greet memories    Thaaamoua 
phaanthropy     hlde-n-seek.      come    on    you 
guyar and of oouraa-The Maylag Man' I tova 
you at-heve a graal Cnrayanaal M • 
Love-Kendra nVA 
PS! sanost forgot "Tha Bate Bowl "   ~ 
ATTENTION   JANE 
We dUnt know C D C a sxteted untl you came 
around Wa have had a greet Rna wWi you and 
you've helped ua arartenaMy. Have a good 
Chdatmas break and be  prepared tor rant 
aft Lova. Tha Brothers of Data Upeeon J^ 
ATTENTION   LAUFaE ALLEN      ~Z. 
# * 
You have been a gnat Moml (So tar) Wa ap 
praclata everything you've done and ate 
amount of time you've spent with ua Good luck 
next aameeter and have a greet Chrartmao 
y. Lova. the Brothers of DeS UpaaOn ^ 
LOVE.JEFF 
v*4 
Cato=aan.TV 
^ 
y-1    Congrtlul«aWx>»'CooofBtutttKK\9 
" on your Graduatton 
» 
Lee Anna mm 
(Now make Iota ol nwneyll!)' 
Congratutatlona to 
Jenny Calecod 
Jodl Barnard 
Jule Schroeder 
Cindy Roes 
on their newly elected 
poaNona In the 
Hoapaaaty Managemenl Society 
Ikingrstutetlorie 
Oewn PhMapi d 
OettsSlgmePI « 
Brother ot the Month 
Thanks for M your habl 
Craxy Frsiae, « 
What a Party, ehl 
LooMn' forward to Fraree Fnnzy?     rsi). 
Wa an. Good luck on fkratal vpl 
Marry Chrlatmaa 1 Happy Naw Yaartr . J 
Lova. 
Cakan and Make 
V I LOVE YOUI MERRY CHRWTMASM 
Kendra 
$ 
Dave Jeoouee 
Heve a great Chnatmea 
• lantaahc New Yl 
n e and    A 
earl"       • 
" Love. Becky 
P.S. Here a your first personal from ma, but 
don't gat uaed to nil 
w  Oava SaHaa 
Have a Marry Chnatmea and a Happy Naw 
YearlLova. Late    ± 
PS Sea ye M to Hockey game T  
DEAR BtL BABOON 
* Tie the season to be K*y 
Merry Chrtetmas with lova from your "OoaV" 
AMY ANTONEVtCH 
You're B G a beat LI Stal 
Good Luck wan finals and 
Lova, Ed (Your "radkcaaV coneervatfve" Mgl 
AMY-IYee' The cuorjy ona whoa graOuaangi 
Thte ed a good for one hug! CongraMaatone on 
Y0U-JEMrT?(  .WcMaTwWPrrr) worry, f I LOVE 
AttoHsjn rimstn CM my luurnmate. Jerry. M 
3724404 and wteh lam s Marry Cltraamaa']J- 
^ATTENTtON AU RUNWAY MODELS 
HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS 
I'll MISS YOU JANE' 
LOVE THE STAFF-THANK YOU 
Dear Santo. 
What I reaey wanted for Cnrtetmaa wouMn'l lit In 
my Oaateiate Stocking, so could you kist send 
tea some mteeetoe   I want to hold < over Una)' 
fe 
Lova. Saly &M4- 
Aatenaon Neat Guy (A K A Asm KeMon and-or 
OarW:    #. * 
Trtow«beour3rdOr«1aaaaa ntogetter. 
andlmlovnglt I hope Cincinnati holds a lot ot 
aarJaamenl lor you over Ha hoaoays (not too 
much Ihough 11 tova you honey, buncnee 
Jte    Csach you under tie ■■ilHilce. 
•>* SURPRBEI  4s 
•.**     Many Chrtotmaa!   * 
j^C' ILOVEYOUt 
DEAR X 
Yarns Mom 
DELTA 8IOMA PI 
MARK WELLatAN 
Teacher ol the Semester 
FM 1984 
' +K >«t t-K 
JUTAQUA 
I can t wen lo spend a GREAT 
BMhart I LOVE YOU' 
Amy V 
i'» t', f\ t 
DELTA HQMA PI 
ertenda a HUOE 
THANK YOU 
, to STEVE COCHRAN 
A for al ol tva ha* 
#?5a   M FACULTY ADVISOR 
Vwi      OOODLUCX STEVE! 
Jafaa. Wal tMaa youl 
JOHN CLAUetNO 
Saturday mght • drawing new 
ChraHmaa Cruan la aknoel hare 
So much tun It wfl be, 
•NOWaVDIJWO- rusl you sod me 
Lova. your Alpha Pta Data 
DELTA SKVMA PI 
MARK SHOWER 
aa the" new faculty edwjoi 
Wan gad to tarva you! 
JON ELIOT. 
DONT STRESS OUT ON FINALS. YOUTJ. DO 
GREAT' THEN RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR 
BREAK! 
, MERRY CHRISTMAS « 
.••"^ LOVE. P J ••-. 
Delta Zetas 
Have a great Chnetmes Braakl 
*2    Good kick on al your mala" 
Good kick on male and hove a greet Chrtetmas 
break 
Lova. Mom   l» 
I 1 et Wgha I Amy H 
Have a Marry Chnetmes and a Happy Naw 
Year' Sea ye In '87 Love. 
j, UaalMary 
* *    
M0 
MCCA WALLACE .tt 
Have a great braakl Your H H MM you're feat 
rate! Merry X maa'  
•athW. 
Heppy 21 at Btrthdeyll I'm looking forward to 
eRindeuu Chrlstma, rfth youl * 
JJ; Low.. Whitney      ^fl 
BETH. 
HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS BREAK- 
SL       rU REAUY MISS YOUI 
Go Study" 
The end a> near' 
It***************** 
Don't forget those teat minute 
Chnatmea grtts 
it Bnd special aorrtething at   »   , 
Tha Ftower Beekal A'l 
186S Mato 
KarsMcLam 
Hope your samaater was s good start at BG* 
Sea you over the hoedayai Merry X Mae' Love 
Ye. Debbie* 
Kamna Starts 
Whan an you going to eing Grandma Got Run 
Over By A Reindeer aged? 
x , Many Christmas, Jett,        f 
IE5I Bk3! 
3E 
BIG EVA 
MERRY CHRtSTMAS TO THE B ST IG
eaa. .,      LOVE, UL' KIM 
BOB NELSON 
Conr>ralulBtMns on your December graduation! 
11 mtea you next samaater I can't wait to 
celebrate the hoaoays with ycu at Florida Merry 
Chnatmea! J4V 
Lova. 
BARB 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
would to to wteh everyone a 
Merry Ovtetmas and Happy New Year! 
GOOO LUCK ON FINALS' 
OAMMASCZ: 
Graduenon ■ the 20th ol December. 
Andy and Trevor II mtea 
But there'a one thing I want you lo remember. 
Is s phrsee that goes axe thai   ALWAYSPRO 
00 TO IE A FIJI! 
** 
A purple notktey to FUle everywhenl    * 
Oeofl. 
1 hope you have a wonderfj Cnristmae with 
your lamaV I wten we could spend thte hoaday 
together II mtea you1 
With tova, 
KeatiWaMr 
Marry Chnetmes and Happy New Year 
Ciakjnliaalkaai on graduating 
It wont be the same without you 
Kety. Andrea. Jackie. Use Late. Waaem 
Cant baeeve M tha tun we've had Toledo 
Tom, buttona or not. 6 in tha am . pictures 
galore, hockey game hal chat, butts al mug. 
Mentor roed trtp. Inter - mtra room spats. Santa, 
proficiency, tire dm socials knocking on 
You ail are the greatest Next semester wR be 
even better Have a MERRY CHRISTMAS and 
II frank of you whes I bask in the Gull Coast 
Sunday 
Lova and BE GOOD 
Mom 
 
i 
WAN '*•$.««-•   '*-L 
I AM LOOKING FORV/ARD TO SPENDING YET 
ANOTHER CHRISTMAS WITH YOU. THE PAST 
TWO HAVE BEEN VERY SPECIAL AND THIS 
MAY BE THE BEST ONE YET! MERRY 
CHRtSTMAS WITH LOVE, ANNETTE 
BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA. 
Baal ol kick on mate and have a very I 
Chnstmae and Happy Naw Yaar! Thank you for 
M the oarertedee and fun! Saa you in January! 
Love In DTD. Ears   ,  
Have a Marry Marry Chnstmae 
but be careful' 
Rewtambarl You're gonna maw ma' 
Tha one who takea advantage ol you 
*  
GLENN WOOD- 
tv/V) How rJB you SNOW 
To the Work) s Greatest Big Sa' 
Have a wonderful lime over Chraimaa! 
Lova Your UT. Paula 
'faerr, 
Thanks tor M tha tun and violence this 
semester and tor M the times we taexed Good 
luck wttfi the vtoto lessons next semeeler and 
have a groovy Chrlatmaa Big Buddy ^r 
CARL WANAMAKER: m the pest 3 months I've 
teamed what lova reely means That's tha moat 
precious glfl ot all Marry Christmas. 
Swsemeert' I LOVE YOU. DEBBIE      . . 
a*. 
Cant wan to get Snowbound with you on Satur- 
day! it's going lo be the BEST Bmelll Lova. 
Your Alpha PN Crush "'e,/jfja, 
ClaP'-fr 
Good Luck on Fbiatal  Think poenrvery' And 
rornembor gradaa don'l metier anyway!  v^r 
Chris and Machete 
Good Luck on your mate and have a Beery 
Marry Chnatmea!" , 
Lova. Jennifer 
CONGRATULATIONS!! Beth and Byron and 
Aass and Stave on your Gamma Phi Lambda 
ON aneJertngs Much PKE end Lova. Amy    ' 
CongraMatlona Karta Meede on your GAMMA 
PH-THETA CHI arvaaenng to Mark Machesky 
fPl    Lova. the Gamma Phte 
yvi-^   TJauee I never rok) you 
:
'&l±l>> You BOUND out, 
;,-,-.   rva got a CRUSH ON YOUI 
Love. Your Atoha CN Crush Dale 
Good Luck 
on mala everyone' 
Do your beet' 
.* rJeruatoBsaPltK 
*'   « 
Good Luck loM 
£± HIvIS Members      ^» 
■^ Happy Hoedays       ~ 
GREG WHITEHEAD     j 
Only 24 houra untl we an there 
that greet Christmas split wl 
be In the ak. 4P^** 
Green end red we M wfl be wearing r   , 
a mte of fun and excitement togi 
wet be sharing 
With those Alpha (fun) Pit's 
•fid Bacardi too. 
I lusl can'l watt to be 
SNOWBOUND with you' 
Lova. Your Alpha Pit Crush' 
KM KUHLMAN   MICHELLE STAtsreSKY 
S JUUE SEBO- 
Congnhaatlona on your graduation 
r«OL Wa'n gonna mtea you1 
KRtSTI- 
ALWAYS REMEMBER OUR ADVENTURES 
THIS SEMESTER IT HAS BEEN FUN UVaNO 
WITH YOU AGAIN EVEN IF IT WAS ON TOE 
FARM BEST OF LUCK FINISHING GRAD 
SCHOOL-DO NOT LET THE DAVIOS. PBS, 
AND ELVES OF THIS WORLD GET YOU 
DOWN CUZ YOUR ROOMMATE LOS YOU!./ 
P S PLEASE VISIT IN MAY-I'U MISS YOU' 
33.
lnr«j» 
attte. ^L 
Lambda Chkl 
Thanks for a greel aameeter   Good luck on 
mate and have a great break 
Lova, Ann   -T* 
UL' LOVER 
Cok) B G Ntohta And My P.O.V. 
It Doeen't Gat Any Better Than This 
A   MERRY X-MAS i 
A       LOVE. PI     4% 
Gratchen. 
I may have gotten my present early, but there 
not going to spoil the fun on Christmas -rt's go- 
ng to make » M themon apacat Good luck 
getting through next week, and look forward to 
the Hoedayai Lova. BSJ  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JESUSII 
Thanks   tor   everything     You   ara   THE 
GREATEST. I LOVE YOU! 
From. You Know Who .->: 
t?J ' 
Happy Holders 
Oeltoaigal . 
Good kick on favaa A 
Keep your dan upl        ^*- 
Saa you at Ed's?? 
Hat Toots 
Let's rave a gnat notary break      aJRr. 
Gat ready tor a big prtzol 
I tova you so much' 
Merry Christmas and a Happy Naw Yaar 
Lova. Your Sweetheart 
J Hay M you PI PM 555 
Good Luck on M your flnaat and have ane. 
ceeenl Christmas Break See you M I 1 g87 
HtSELY 1 PAINE. 
THIS SEMESTER S BEEN A SUPER ONE 
AS NEIGHBORS YOU ARE GREAT 
I WISH THAT I COULD STAY THIS SPRING 
BUT HAVE TO GRADUATE1 
THERE'S LOTS OF THINGS I WONT FORGET 
THE POTO AND CAT BEERS 
SUNDAYS WITH THE CLEVELAND BROWNS 
AND PLAYING CHANDEUERS' 
SO THANKS FOR BEING SUCH GREAT GUYS 
tlL MISS YOU VERY MUCH 
BRIAN. GOOD LUCK WTTH LAW SCHOOL 
AND HtSELY. KEEP IN TOUCHI 
_. LOVE. "ONE OF THE GUYS' (CAT) 
I tova you SNOWFLAKE! 
Kety I hope the naw    ij «t 
Ito.^* 
ya. Vexe, Skim 
USA AND DAVE 
■{I Happy Erxjagemont' « 
I wash you a wonderful Me togethen 
Al my love. Monica 
MARCIA ROWDEN 
It's been a great 3 years at VIP 
You've done an ouatandmg job aa my right hand 
Co-chaw (or am I your left hand?) Best wisnea 
snd good kick m the reel world' 
, Jim and the rest at VIP 
,*-a   .4-fc-,**   .a^'i-t    a . 
Matte. Unda. Devon.. Theresa. 
I hops M ol you have a very 
Marry Chrtetmas' .. 
Love. Debbie 7  £ 
    --BC 
Mary Mu scare! Is 
Have a "Mary ttttle" Chnatmaa end a "Rich' 
New Year Lova Lak 
P S Tal Mom 1 Kathy  Ht>"   m%»<%*•* 
4> «>aL*    MARYROSE EVANS ^aiaiM 
Ny Lltlle Pumpkin. 
I'm going to Maa you aa much. School Isn't 
going to ba the same srrthout youl! 8.0 
loss Is O.E's gain!' LOOKINO FORWARD TO 
FALL '17. You've made tha pan 1 1-2 years 
the beet everli No one could aak tor a batter 
SISTER AND BEST FMENOIII I can'l baeeve 
you're leaving ma. whet wfl I do without you! 
GOOO LUCK!' I'U MISS YOU" 
LOVE ALWAYS. 
MAUREEN 
P S DO YOU THINK ITS FUNNY. DO YOU?' 
Merry ChraHmaa KATHY PHELPS \) 
Thanks lor al your hard work We mink your the 
greeted   Lova ya. Pan, Kendra   Gratchen. 
Joe, Poly, Jecqm   Dove  Bob. Jan, Hoty and 
Bob 
MICHAEL 
Thanks tor a lantaebc semester' Looking for- 
ward to some more wad Motown nights, cant 
wa* ta January 12tn You're the beat-I'm gon- 
na mtea you over break Coma vtelt me1 
Greetings from Long akand. Naw York'' 
St* ymt hM you In R. I LM^ 
I would to to wteh you M a very Marry 
Ontemaa and a Happy New Yeer! 
DEAR KsM, ANQ, OEB, SHELL. SHEILA. 
KARLENE, KATH. AND JEANSH 
Thanks for a (p-eat I 1-2 years I know It never 
target any ol you. or ate tknee we've had at 
aa rs people a.a you that make ma Mr* 
twice about leaving I lova each ona of you and 
n mate you M. more elan you know Don! 
. Bn and I wl be up to vkkt LOVE. APE* 
I Vtioo Walter wteh everyone I know a Marry 
Chnatmaa Mr Gordon and al Pholo J mayors I 
wl miss you M next semester Pamt with aght' 
Goodbye lo B G S U and M my beat frtenda ■ 
next IM Keay. Diana. Banma. Tom. Rhonda. 
Tracy. Anna. Lorla. Janaan, Massy, you M 
mean so much to mo. KoeV I hope our roasBon- 
ahip wfl continue to grow, I tova ya. It's bean a 
gnat semeeter Saa ya M again VTnce. Odte 
Storo. Waksr Mate- 
JAMIE HENSUEY 
Matty Chrwtmes to tte moat   wonderful and 
specss guy In tie work) 
You'n tte beat' Gueee Who? , 
PS la ma good enough? 
MM 
Merry Chnstmss" 
Thanks lor making thte 
Hoaday Seaaonao apacat ]J \  j] 
Lova. PATTI I   I 
Some ssy that we are flaky 
Some say mat we are sweet 
But uunHafcaa and augar 
Iwahout the mak) 
Juet reaty ami ccrnptete' 
  Lova. the Darkroom OevM 
A 
Paul Conne« 
Oat Paychad. onty 5 days unn you'n home 
Have a marry ChraHmaa I a Happy Naw 
Ml K ktovar UKJL Tomwty aVadaarrJ 
4 "OH MY 004HI" 
Have a Marry Chrtetmea'Gueee Who? 
Yea. Ma peraonel ■ for you! I want to wteh you 
the beet hoedey eeeaon avert Thanks tor the 
tonteeac aiakand we hed' it mtea you over 
breekl Marry Chnatmaa! I lova you. Chfle-fc 
Roomtesol 148 MenvRa 
Merry Chnatmea' 
3 11        Good ax* on finals' 
Ti\ IbvayouM! 
P S -Bye Jato-YouTbe rrasaad' 
Roy 
Everybody knows It's 1, 
ao grve It up' Marry Chrtetmas! 
Lova, Ma 
* 
TIBM lit "beta*) then sake* Hie MAOJC hap- 
pened" • rwenthe saa You'n the Qilllaall 
Dea'1 get yewr hopes at) fat, then )(■■ 
caae rtotavj en thte. LOVE 01 snd MaKE 
PA TEXAS "ST" be e>enri 
Youve atnoet made I through fksl semeeter at 
coeege Good kick on your exame I'm gtad you 
chose BGSU and Alpha Ml 
JRJ-. MELMSA. I COLLEEN 
(My favonle roommateel 
Good kick on mete and ram a great 
Merry Chrteeraa t Happy Naw Year! 
Love. KMlut 
Have younatr a Fabulant Clttetmsa and a 
* Many Naw VearlLaa 
cor»uTiu4d on pg. II 
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STUDENT 
BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK 
IN FULL SWING 
We pay top prices for used texts. 
We also pay top wholesale prices 
for current editions of books no 
longer being used on campus. The 
simple law of supply & demand, 
indicates that now is the best time 
to sell your used texts. 
Please do not wait until '87 to sell 
your books back. 
Merry Christmas 
The staff at SBX would like to 
thank the faculty and students of 
B.G.S.U. for your continued pa- 
tronage and hope your holidays 
are enjoyable. 
Hurry! Don't Miss Out! 
530 E. Wooster 
Mon-Fri   9-5:30 
Sat   9-5 
VISA 
MASTERCARD 
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V 
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Classifieds 
continued from pf 15 
SMtrlgMMm: 
Thar*a tor a good ■ 
To Jarat. So. 
and Danny to nimt ■ tow- 
VounMbM Manda 
t girl oouM aak tor 
I tow you guya. 
Marry Chraaaaa-fl no 
you 
.1 
Lova Ya. Dacca Si 
Hop* you hare a great break and gal avaryWng 
you want Iron that la! guy m Ira rad «JI I'm 
looking toraard to a graat Spring Samaator 
lo my DO Far*,. 
W«h CMakiaa drawing rear tare la M ol 
reaaona tor ma to ba M ol good chaw, and ra 
bacauaa ol a lamty Mia w-Pak. Rhonda, 
and Wandy-M makaa DO MaMar>pa,K 
wondarki and kua -UTB. Wandy    W W 
To ray FU BroMre 
Thanka tor ma treat 4 1/2 yaare a guy oould 
hare, n maa al of you I You guya are wrat 
makaa   ma   praud   to  ba   a   FU 
Hoktoyal 
SHEP and DragaTMnka tor bang aucn great 
Mandal Qood luck on «naa and raw* a gnM 
vacakon I I tore you bothlLova. QoMftb    * 
SHERRY STROH6-. 
HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRBTMAS AND A 
GREAT IREAKI I "OPE NEXT SEMESTER 
WEIL BE ABLE TO OET TOGETHER MORE 
OFTEN. I LOVE MY BIG! XOJ.OVE AND MUCH 
MORE OF MME. CMreS 
I' L " aW 
*TF*** 
Trewjr 
************* 
To our Sacra* Samaa ol 146: 
Onty ona more day unR you aaa 
Who your Sacral Santa couW ba 
wa'va lad a ore* traaa paat two waaka 
you apolad ua w»i candy and traabj 
wa hopa you hare a great xuaa break 
But gal paycnad tor naat yaar 
Cauaa wa con hardry wan A a. 
Low. your Sacral Sanaa ol l4g*ajP> 
Tac Dare*/, ft* NUk. Bab, Tire, Saa'a Data! 
Oaas 
Wat guya. ra amoat hare.        , v \j 
•Snowbound" a quM naar ■5(1' 
Saluday night wj ba M ol chaar /**> 
Wa a* al gal crazy and VT I 
drtnk tola ol baar. ~1 V—^ 
Oonl Irat ovar Ihaa. wa don't want V .   1   1 
to aaa you pout. 
Cauaa al ua "PNa" are paychad 
tonka you out 
You Ban ta world to ma, and rm ao vary gad 
wa rare aaoh atari 
*Your»-C.S 
PS  Al I want tor Ortakiaa a a par ol cowboy 
rm gad you want to ma Monkaaa wan ma. it 
aaa great! I'm going u maa you mat break, but 
rm lucky to lava you to maa. Hare 
Cnraaraa! 
I Lova You-MKnaal 
-1 
Swaartn 
Congrato and Good Luc*' Rarer kjgal Main 
St., Tha Pond, Fogany. Garaaa. Tha PMa. 
BreaMaat cm. Tha Amuda Narvaa. Engkah. 
and moal ol al our HandataX A* 
*V"I BOB* BO now'   HAMMER   V 
Tha brothara ol Lambda Chi Atora 
wah avaryona, good kick on Irak 
to lava a aaa and happy hoiday \k"\J      hare tare  
V   I|       TkaCaat. 
•       Skatf  hard  on 
are lo 
and 
* 
Lova: Mango. Laura. Laura. Erin. Linda. Sua. 
MB 
TOM BUETTNCT 
Chraamaa Cruah on Saturday ■)(- 
Al 8:00 wal ba on our way * 
Drinking and dancing al night long 
wkh an SAE and Alpha PN you canl 
go wrong -atXar 
So gal paychad to ba BNOWBOUNO  *t*J~ 
w«h no ona butma! * JTJ£*- 
*Lova, Jorj 
atom wja'S a» tnaatcrelt Yoar c 
youl Marry Chtretreaal * 
Lore, yaar kvrertto Alpha Phi « "I 
W WENDY VnUJAMS i* 
Your Hoiday Hannah m gad to hare ya 
'Cauaa aha Hnka you are tha COOLEST 
PS "Rock ma Jarry Lawk)" 
WHITNEY.MERRY 
LOVE YOU! BETH «w*w* 
Happy Holidays! 
BGNEWS 
ADVERTISERS 
Thank 
:• you 
for your 
patronage! 
■ a aJ dk are I aa aka   kaAII   BreaH   4VW aa. wiMWig you tM TIM 
tfWCM Joys Of 
Chnttrrios ono o N#w 
YdQf bright With itOfM 
Christmai brings 
a welcome 
opportunity to wish 
you the best holidays 
can bring,,, peace 
and joy and 
the special 
closeness of 
family and 
friends. 
Have a 
happy 
holiday and 
bright New 
Year. 
From all your friends 
at 
NEWLOVE  RENTALS 
^sisss?. 328 S MAIN 352-5620 
tftts- 
Pines, parties, presents and the meaning of Christmas 
Friday/December 12,MM 2 
Campus Comments 
Friday Interviews by Diane Wonoerly w Friday photos by Karen Lazar 
Campus Comment Question: "When do you open your 
presents, Christmas Eve or Christmas Day?" 
Shoja Nabavl sophomore political 
science major from Shaker Heights: 
"We open our presents Christmas Day 
because we celebrate my aunt's 
birthday Christmas Eve." 
Jennifer Moorman sophomore in- 
ternational business major from Day- 
ton: "We go to my cousins on 
Christmas Eve and open presents. On 
Christmas Day we open presents at 
home." 
Fireworks, parades mark 
Chinese spring fesitivity 
by Meg Hanczrlk 
Friday reporter 
While Americans look lorward to 
Christmas and the new year, the 
Chinese are also looking lorward to 
their new year. The Chinese New 
Year, also known as the Spring Festi- 
val, Is one ot the biggest holidays tor 
the Chinese. Unlike America, where 
New Year's Is always celebrated on 
the first day o( January, the Chinese 
New Year can occur anytime be- 
tween the beginning of February and 
the end of March. 
"This Is the slack season for farm- 
ers." said Ll-Hua Yu. a doctorate can- 
didate In American studies. "Spring 
sowing begins after the festival." Yu 
said It Is a time for the people to 
celebrate the year they had and to 
lust eat and relax. 
It Is government policy to get at 
least three days off from work and 
school to celebrate the festival. The 
time off gives the Chinese time to 
travel and be with their (amllles."Be- 
cause there Is a lot of free time, many 
Chinese people get married during 
the Spring Festival," Yu said. "This 
gives them the time to travel and to 
visit both families." 
Spring Festival Is also a traditional 
holiday that has special meanings 
behind Its customs. Yu said, "The 
people shoot off fireworks not only to 
celebrate, but to scare away demons 
so they can start the new year without 
any problems." 
The Chinese also celebrate Spring 
Festival with parades. In the parades 
the people dress up In traditional 
costumes. Some people walk around 
on stilts and participate In traditional 
dances, such a* the boat dance. 
Yu said her mother always lights 
lanterns. "The reasoning," Yu said. "Is 
to light the way Into the New Year and 
to have prosperity for the entire year." 
Spring Festival Is also a time when 
the Chinese eat a lot. Yu said It's 
tradition to eat a family meal on New 
Year's Eve. At Yu's home, she said they 
eat 20-30 courses, and the meal 
usually lasts from 5 In the evening until 
midnight. 
She said It Is also customary to eat 
Jiao Ze (Chinese dumplings) In the 
morning on New Year's Day. They also 
make plenty of leftovers. Yu said the 
Chinese have a fear of having no 
food, so they make extra food In 
hopes that they will have leftovers the 
entire year. 
Yu said that Spring Festival Is similar 
to Christmas because they both deal 
with traditions and family get togefh- 
ers. One of the differences Is that 
Spring Festival Is not as commercia- 
lized as Christmas. 
In America children and adults 
exchange gifts with each other. In 
China they do not exchange gifts, but 
some parents give their children new 
clothes. She also mentioned that 
adult children usually send their par- 
ents money as thanks for everything 
they've done to help them. 
■ob Ooddard senior theater ma|or 
from Cleveland: "We open our pre- 
sents Christmas morning because my 
parents go to church Christmas Eve." 
DeneNe Jones lunlor lournallsm 
major from Huber Heights: "About live 
years ago we started the tradition ot 
opening our presents Christmas Eve. 
Since all ot us stayed up late we 
decided to open them on Christmas 
Eve Instead ot Christmas Day." 
Candle celebration: 
part of Jewish holiday 
by Karen Lazar 
Friday reporter 
For many people, the holiday 
season evokes visions of wreaths 
and Santa Claus. People of the 
Jewish faith, however.see meno- 
rahs and candle-lighting rituals as 
the essence of their celebration. 
Hanukkah Is a holiday which 
dates back 2,000 years. The story 
Involves the lighting of the meno- 
rah, a candelabra with nine hold- 
ers. The normal amount of oil which 
fueled the lamp always lasted 
seven days. This time there was 
only enough to last one day. The 
oil, however, lasted an entire week. 
This miracle started the Hanukkah 
tradition. 
The major focus of Hanukkah Is 
the candle-lighting tradition. The 
menorah Is lighted using the cen- 
ter candle, the shamash. Since the 
holiday Is eight days long, a can- 
dle Is added each night. 
For Jewish students at the Univer- 
sity, this seems to be the favorite 
part ot Hanukkah. Karoi Rubin, 
sophomore biology major, said. 
"At home we have five menorahs 
and It Is very beautiful, although 
when I was little my hair caught on 
Are." Bruce Kottler, psychology 
graduate student, agreed "It Is a 
fantastic festival of lights." 
Kottler and department friend 
Rick Warren stressed that the Ha- 
nukkah cuisine Is a very Important 
part of the holiday as well. 
This meal Is characterized by 
potato pancakes or latkes. These 
have been served during Hanuk- 
kah lor several centuries. Latkes 
are significant since they are fried 
In oil, in appreciation of the mira- 
cle of the lights. 
A special treat for Jewish chil- 
dren Is chocolate coins, or gelt. 
This originates from ancient times 
when poor people received 
money from rich people to make 
their holiday a little better. 
This holiday may sound like a lot 
of traditions and rules, but there Is 
also a lot of fun. There are Hanuk- 
kah parties at the synagogues and 
among friends. Children sing songs 
and play dray del. A draydel I* a 
top-like toy with Hebrew letters on 
the sides. The letters stand for the 
flrst Initials of the phrase "and a 
miracle happened there." The ob- 
ject of the game Is to land on each 
letter to win a prize. In addition, 
there Is a gift exchange on each 
night of the holiday. 
The gift exchange Is not as signif- 
icant as that of Christmas, but It Is 
still anticipated. Steve Rubinstein, 
first-year graduate student In Popu- 
lar Culture, likes to give and re- 
ceive presents, but admits that he 
likes to light the candles, too. 
Jewish people seem to enjoy 
Hanukkah as much as Christians 
enjoy Christmas. Both holidays are 
filled with tradition and bring fami- 
lies closer together. In the words of 
Lisa Langholt. Junior social work 
major, Hanukkah Is "awesome." . 
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Exploring Christmas meaning 
by Kay Fisher 
Friday reporter 
We normally celebrate a birthday II 
Iff our own, a relative's, or a good 
friend's. But would we celebrate a 
birthday of someone we didn't know, 
someone we might not ever think of? 
Christmas Is known as a birthday 
celebration based on the Christian 
belief that Jesus Christ, the ton of 
God, was born In Bethlehem of Judea. 
But Christmas Is celebrated In many 
different ways by people: for some It Is 
Indeed, the celebration of Christ's 
birth, but for others, It Is simply a 
special celebration. 
Bart> Matt, a staff member of Cam- 
pus Crusade for Christ, quotes the 
Bible In telling her belief of the true 
meaning of Christmas: "John 3:16 
toys, 'For God so loved the world that 
he gave his only begotten Son, that 
whosoever believeth In Him should 
not perish, but have everlasting life.' 
To me, Christmas Is the beginning of 
lite, the celebration of Jesus' birth," 
she said. 
For some people, Christmas may 
simply mean opening gifts, visiting 
family and friends, or roasting chest- 
nuts over an open fire. 
"I celebrate Christmas because It's 
tun," said Rick Strlckladen, senior 
genetics major. "Christmas Is a holi- 
day that has been dated by Chris- 
tians In celebrating the birth ol a 
Jesus they believe In. But It originally 
started out as a Pagan holiday — a 
type of mid-winter celebration." 
Strlckladen says he celebrates the 
same as everyone else, but without 
the religious tie. "I do the typical 
things, like go home, have a family 
dinner, have some drinks, and open 
presents," Strlckladen said. "It's a fun 
holiday." 
Christmas Is alto known at the gift- 
giving season, but giving out presents 
Involves receiving as well. Do we 
celebrate Christmas In greed or sel- 
fishness? 
"Man It more selfish than giving, 
Commercialism vs. Christianity 
by Kay Fisher 
Friday reporter 
Christmas It traditionally considered the holiday of |oy and merriment. 
Santa Claus, Christmas trees, candy canes and present* remind us of 
what It coming, and help to build our spirits up for the occasion. 
But do we get carried away with these Christmas catches? Or Is It lust 
simply what Christmas hat now become? 
"When Christmas gets here," said Rev. Paul Conrad, of the Bowling 
Green United Brethren Church, "we forget what It's about. During past 
years, other gifts have become so Important that people have neglected 
to think about the greatest gift ol all." 
According to Conrad, merchants are making a profit from Christmas 
and the American people go along with It. "There's a few people who 
honestly feel that Christmas Isn't just gifts, but not the majority," said 
Conrad. 
"A lot ol department stores and other business people are behind the 
over-commercialization of Christmas," told Christopher Smith, senior 
Journalism major. "They usually play music too early and put decorations 
out too early, to get ready for the big buying season." 
Smith says that the effects from commercialization aren't necessarily 
negative. 
"It's a little against good values," said Smith, "and kids can disasso- 
ciate Christmas with how many toys they get, Instead ol the religious 
aspect. But It's up to parents to teach the Ideal values so they can realize 
the differences." 
The commercialization of Christmas exists, but what a person makes of 
Christmas In spirit and attitude is up to the individual. 
One sophomore elementary eduactlon major said, "We can have fun 
at Christmas with things like Santa Claus, Rudolph, and gifts, but I think 
mosl of us can look past these things to the deeper meaning of 
Christmas." 
and Is more llkelv to think of himself." 
Matt tald. "I think that someone who 
celebrates Christmas with the true 
meaning In their heart, (Christ's birth), 
thinks about the love and Joy felt at 
Christmas year round, whereas those 
who don't, only think about It once a 
year." 
Anne Karcher, a pastoral associate 
for St. Thomas More, tald, "Gods gift 
of Jesus Is the greatest gift of all, and 
the tame spirit Is tell when we give 
presents at Christmas time." 
According to Karcher, It Is easy to 
get carried away In the commerciali- 
zation ol Christmas. 
"It becomes frustrating at times, 
seeing Christmas commercialized," 
said Karcher, "and It can become 
easy to lose sight of your values, but It 
doesn't always dominate In the true 
meaning of Christmas." 
One prevailing attitude during 
Christmas time seems to be the de- 
sired feelings of peace, good will, 
and warm feelings amongst family 
and friends. 
"I think that a lot of people think 
about the true meaning of Christmas 
while celebrating," Karcher said. "But 
others still seem to have that sense ot 
hope, love and justice, and that Is 
good." 
So. even though Christmas Is tradi- 
tionally thought ol as the celebration 
of Christ's birth, the true meaning ol 
Christmas seems to He within one's 
heart. For some, It serves a very signifi- 
cant religious purpose, and for others 
It It simply a good lime tor celebrat- 
ing togetherness with someone who Is 
close to them. Still, others may find it a 
lime lor themselves, to relax and 
celebrate their own private peace. 
Happy Holidays 
\ from 
Meadowview Courts 
Housing Openings for Spring Semester 
On* bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
includes utilities 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gat heat, 
shared electric 
Efficiency 
$200 / mo. 
Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas 6 electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6** and High St. 
352-1195 214 Napoleon Rd. 
V..1" 
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Bashes begin New Year 
by Meg Hanczrik 
fruioy reporter 
It wot to be the perfect New V«ar'i celebration. We 
were going to end 1966 and start 1967 rockln' with the 
Michael Stanley Band. The only problem wa» that my 
sister bought our tickets tor New Year's Day Instead of 
New Year's Eve. Since my plant have drastically 
changed, I have decided to (Ind the Ideal New Year's 
bash to attend. 
Lynn Zweldlnger, senior scientific communications 
major, (eels the ultimate New Year's celebration would 
be to have a quiet dinner In New York City and then "go 
to Times Square to experience the 'Apple.' " 
But Instead of experiencing Times Square on New 
Year's Eve, Zweldlnger Is going to experience the Flats, In 
Cleveland. "Lost year I went to Cleveland to visit some 
friends," Zweldlnger said. "They took me to the Flats, and 
we had a blast. The bar was right along the (Cuyahoga) 
river, and It had a Nve band that was excellent. A good, 
live bond Is a must." 
Since the Flats are not too far from my house, I could 
tag along with Zweldlnger and her pals. The only 
problem with her Idea Is that the bar she wants to go to Is 
tor those at least 21 years old. I needed to find someone 
else to party with. 
I decided to join Brian Maas, junior English major, until 
he told me his Idea of the perfect celebration. Moos 
would either like to eat a romantic dinner In a skyscraper 
restaurant overlooking the city, or go to New York and 
"stand In a crowd like a total Idiot and freeze." Maas 
would alto like the crowd to have "plattlc herald 
nortemakert." 
I would tag along except tor the fact that I've spent 
most of my money and can't afford to go to New York. I 
can't go to hit romantic dinner because I would feel at 
though I were Intruding. Alter all, three's a crowd. 
Well, there are a few really good plans that I won't be 
a part of. I managed to stop Joel "Mace Thomson" 
Fahnert, freshman radlo-televltlon-fHm major, from hit 
Huey Lewit Imitations long enough to find out hit plant. 
Fahnert said the best way to celebrate the new year Is to 
have a "big party with a lot of friends and a tot of 
drinking. It It a very social occasion, and therefore, H 
should be very social." 
Although drinking would make the party Interesting, 
Fahnert said It isn't necessary. "At long at you're with 
your triendt, you'll have a btaet." 
Fahnert't party sounded great but I would have to 
travel long distances to attend N. 
Walking to one of my classes, I decided to take a 
chance, and I stopped Janet Ensor, junior American 
Studies major, to find out her plant. "I plan on spending 
a quiet evening at home with my parents and boy- 
friend," Ensor said. 
Holiday programs: 
Media brings spirit 
of season to all 
by Christopher Smith 
Friday reporter 
Many signs point to the Imminent 
arrival ol Christmas, the most obvious 
and concrete indicator being the 
calendar. There are alto more subtle 
signs, such as fall semester finals, 
department store holiday circulars 
and colorful lights dotting neighbor- 
hood fronts 
Look at this week's TV listings and 
yet another Indicator reveals Itself - 
Christmas shows Now is the time of 
year thai millions of kids (and grown- 
ups) acroM the country are settled In 
front of (he tube In anticipation of 
another Christmas movie clastic. "Ru- 
dolph the Red-nosed Reindeer" wot 
already aired this week and another 
classic, "A Charlie Brown Christmas." 
airs tonight. Then there's "How the 
See Jpec/o/f page 6 
MARK'S 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
'4.00 
IN-HOUSE ONLY 
Call 352 3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
TO ALL OF YOU 
FROM ALL OF US! 
downtown, inc 
BG's FAMOUS GATHERING PLACE 
162 N. MAIN 
BOOK REFERRAL SERVICE 
ALL FORMS MUST BE 
RETURNED BY 
DECEMBER 12,  1986 
Undf yadutf Siudw Qovf nm»nt 
FOLD AND MAIL TO: 
(VIA CAMPUS MAIL) 
405 Student Services 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowing Green. Ohio 43403 
(419)372-8324 • 
•     The  BOOK REFERRAL SERVICE is  a program 
to help students buy and sell books 
excluding the costly middleman.    You 
simply fill out the book description 
and send it through the Campus Mail to 
U.S.G.    We will then compile a master 
list of all books available to all 
students when you return in the Spring. 
Pieaee Hit book* for sale. 
BOOK DESCRIPTION 
Department and Course Nuraber_ 
Title        
Author 
Your Name. 
Phone 
Friday /December 12,198* 5 
U.S. tradition contrasted with Spain 
by Cathy Hoehn 
Friday reporter 
There just Is no Santa Claus — at 
least, not in Spain. 
"Santa Claus is not part ot the 
tradition. You see some Christmas 
trees, but no St. Nicholas." said Anto- 
nio Buron ol the Spanish department. 
According to teaching assistant 
Pllar Ortega, a native ot Spain, 
Christmas trees have begun to be 
popular In Spain within the last 15 
years. However, because the trees 
are rare, they are bought with the 
roots so that they can be planted after 
Christmas. 
Christmas traditions differ greatly 
between the United States and Spain, 
according to Buron. 
One ma|or difference Is the cele- 
bration of the nativity in Spain. Fami- 
lies set up the nativity scene In their 
homes, as opposed to the American 
Christmas tree. 
Another change which .Ortega 
found shocking when she came to 
America was the lights put up around 
big feast on Christmas Eve. In northern 
Spain, where he came from, baby 
lamb or kid goat are popular dishes. 
For the Ortega family, who live In 
southern Spain, the main course for 
Christmas dinner is turkey with al- 
mond sauce. "I can't wait to go home 
and eat (It)," Ortega said. 
Dec. 25 Is not a day of celebration, 
according to a member ol the ro- 
• mance languages department. "It's a 
day for families to be together and be 
thoughtful of Jesus and God... It's not 
a festive time," she said. 
On New Year's Eve, thousands of 
people collect around a big clock In 
Madrid, similar to New York's Times 
Square, Ortega said. A major tradi- 
tion tor this holiday Is to eat 12 grapes 
at midnight, one at each "bong" of 
the clock. Each grape represents one 
of the 12 months. "It's funny, usually no 
one finishes," Ortega said. 
The main day ol celebration In 
Spain, however, Is Jan. 6. This day Is 
called the Epiphany in the Catholic 
religion, and Is the day the three kings 
brought the gifts to Jesus. On this day, 
the children receive their gifts In their 
the homes. "I was not used to that," 
she said. 
She also could not get used to the 
early preparations. 
"(Americans) start right after Thanks- 
giving ... I could not believe they got 
ready a month beforel" she ex- 
claimed. 
She said that In Spain, Christmas is 
not nearly as commercialized as It Is 
here. "Decorating starts maybe a 
week before, but you don't notice," 
she said. 
Another difference between cul- 
tures are the stories derived explain- 
ing the distribution of Christmas gifts. 
The traditional Spanish story Is of the 
three wise men who come and put 
gifts in the children's shoes that have 
been set out. The shoes take the place 
of the stockings hung In America. 
In Spain, Christmas Is celebrated 
from Dec. 24 to Jan. 6. Because Spain 
Is mainly a Catholic culture, Ortega 
said, families gather on Christmas Eve 
and go to midnight Mass. called the 
"Mlsa del gallo" Afterwards, the 
young people often go to the bars. 
Buron said It Is tradition to have a 
shoes. A parade called "Callolgatas 
de Reyes" weaves Its way through the 
streets. This procession Includes 
clowns and three men representing 
the three kings, according to Ortega. 
Presents such as candy and small toys 
are thrown to the crowds. 
On this day, the Ortega family eats 
"Roscon de Reyes," a huge cake 
"like sweet bread," Ortega said. The 
cake contains pieces of paper with 
numbers that, If extracted, wins the 
person a small prize. 
One tradition that Is practiced in 
both America and Spain is the giving 
of coal to bad children. Ortega said 
she was exposed to this. She remem- 
bers waking up one morning and 
finding coal In her shoe. "I was so 
upset, I cried over three hours. I went 
under the bed ... I will forever re- 
member," she said. She explained 
that her grandmother came later and 
told her the three kings had stopped 
back on their way home and 
dropped off her presents. She went to 
her shoe and found her presents. 
-"And I believed her. It made sense to 
me," she laughed. 
HART AUDIO 
HOLIDAY SAVINGS 
n   Wondering what to get that music lover for Christmas this year?   jjj 
*      See our full page display ad in THE BG NEWS today. 
^Stereos    Equalizers   Tapes   Turntables   Cassette Decks^ 
jjt Receivers and more | 
jj Come Celebrate with Us! jj 
$    VISIT OUR OTHER STORE IN LIMA, OH (1355 N. Cole St.)    /; 
New Holiday Hours 
MON - FRI   10-8 
SAT    10-5 
ALL OTHER DAYS 10-7 
HART   AUDIO 
I In- Component Spcctalisi' 
248 S. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
Phone: 352-3595 
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Specials con't from page 4 
Grlnch Stole Christmas," and a host of 
other shows yet to come. 
Some of these shows (like "Ru- 
dolph" and "Charlie Brown") have 
been around long enough to be- 
come something of a family tradition. 
What really makes these movies such 
an enjoyable, Intrinsic part of 
Christmas goes deeper than the won- 
derful animation and cute charac- 
ters. It's the message behind the 
movies capturing the Christmas spirit. 
Take "Rudolph the Red-nosed 
Reindeer." With his nose so bright, 
Rudolph Is labeled an outcast and 
gets booted out of "buck training 
comp." Then there's Hermie, the ell 
who doesn't like making toys and who 
would rather be a dentist. Together 
they travel to the "Land of Misfit Toys," 
which has defective gifts like a polka- 
dot elephant, a flightless bird that 
swims, and a gun that squirts jelly. A 
hopeless lot, right? Of course not. In 
the end (forgive me If I ruin It for you) 
they are all accepted lor what they 
are. 
Tonight comes the story ol 
Christmas as shown through Charlie 
Brown. Here the oft-hapless Brown 
becomes disenchanted with his role 
as director of the school Christmas 
play when he can't control his cast. 
He decides they need a Christmas 
tree and cheerfully leaves with Linus 
In search of one. His cheer becomes 
gloom when they bring a metal 
Christmas tree. Everything Is too com- 
mercial — everything, that Is, except 
a lone, sickly sapling that Charlie 
Brown takes to heart. When his tree 
can't even support a single bulb and 
his friends put him down lor picking a 
lousy tree, he reverts to depression. 
After Snoopy comes to the rescue 
by decorating Charlie's tree, Linus 
then recite* the story of Christ and 
reminds everyone that Christmas Isn't 
glittery lights, but a holy holiday. 
"The Grlnch," narrated by Boris 
Karloff, tells much the same story. Set 
In Whovllle, It's the tale of a mountain 
meanle who carries out his plot to 
"steal" Christmas and keep It from 
arriving. With the help of his devoted 
dog, he takes every gadget, toy, tree, 
and bit of roast beast In Whovllle. This 
done, he waits In his lair In gleeful 
anticipation of the outcry to follow. 
Much to his surprise, that doesn't 
happen. Instead, all the Whos down 
In Whovllle still sing and en|oy 
Christmas, rt turns out that the Grlnch 
should have grabbed a Who to ruin 
the holiday, for the Whos don't need 
the material goods, just each other. 
That's the high ideal of Christmas. 
While not all Christmas shows are 
quite so Idealistic, they do have a 
part In the Christmas tradition. 
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Not all jolly this season 
by Cindy Socha 
Friday reporter 
Snow It falling. Shoppers bustle from store to store. 
Relatives make plans to be home lor the holidays. 
Decorations adorn city streets and homes everywhere. 
The season we call Christmas Is upon us again. 
As I prepare to meet with friends at one ot the local 
pubs back home, to celebrate the holiday season and 
reflect on the crazy year gone by, I can't Imagine 
anyone not enjoying and anticipating the Christmas 
holidays. The caring, the warmth, the festivity — who 
could ask lor more? 
The truth Is that there are those who dread the coming 
of the Christmas season. 
"Holiday depression" affects people young and old 
alike, and Is basically characterized by feelings of 
loneliness. Jim Sartaln, director of counseling at The Link, 
said, "The biggest characteristic of those 'holiday de- 
pressed' Is the loneliness, especially the anticipation of 
being alone at the holidays." 
"Holiday depression" Is caused more by situatlonal 
factors, rather than by an Internal, Inborn characteristic. 
Its basis Is disillusionment. 
"Christmas Is very hyped In our society, and people 
anticipate the positive. .What people have to realize Is 
that the positive excitement of the holidays they felt as 
children can't be experienced In the same way." said 
Sartaln. 
Sartaln also sees this holiday disillusionment as very 
similar to the disillusionment experienced by college 
freshmen. He stated, "Students come to college with all 
these grand thoughts of good friends, beer, parties, 
great times. They then become disillusioned and de- 
pressed when they find that at times it is not as positive as 
It first appeared to be." 
Calls that The Link receives concerning depression In 
general, come from two groups ot people: college 
students and the elderly. But more Important and Interest 
Ing than who calls Is the number of calls. 
One would think that there would be an Increase in the 
number of calls received during December and Jan- 
uary. In fact. Sartaln has noticed no such Increase. This, 
he believes.ls due to the fact that depression Is a process. 
which can lead up to severe depression during the 
season. 
"As a matter of fact, we get more calls In November as 
people anticipate being alone tor the holidays, and In 
January and February when the disillusionment after the 
holidays sets in," Sartaln stated. 
For those feeling a little "blue," never fear, "holiday 
depression" can be overcome to an extent. Sartain's 
advice: Don't look to external sources for your happiness. 
He added, "The change has to be internal; don't neglect 
yourself during this time. Use It as a chance for reflection 
and personal growth." 
Groups aid in 
providing goods 
for area residents 
by Denelle Jones 
Friday reporter 
To help support the less fortunate, 
certain groups and organizations are 
lending a hand. Giving is what is 
Important during the Christmas holi- 
days. It does not moke a difference 
how much you give — even some- 
thing small could make a differ- 
ence;|ust giving some canned goods 
or clothes would help. 
PI Beta Phi sorority is adopting a 
needy family In the city. According to 
junior Jenifer Donaldson, PI Beta Phi 
members are donating 50 cents each 
towards a Christmas turkey dinner tor 
the family. In addition, the sorority will 
be donating diapers, old clothes and 
toys. They try to help out by giving 
things the families cannot afford. 
Sigma Phi Epsllon fraternity Is also 
See Charity page 8 
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Real 
trees 
risky, 
fake 
no fun 
by Kelly Vaughn 
friday reporter 
Watch what you deck the halls with - this 
year neither artificial nor real trees are al- 
lowed In dorm rooms, and only artificial ones 
are allowed In the lobbies. The reasoning 
behind this, according to Dan Parratt, man- 
ager of Environmental Services, Is the flamma- 
billty of evergreens. The Decoration Safety 
Guldellnestry to avoid congestion In dorm 
rooms. Also, metallic trees can produce elec- 
trical shocks If they are touched by lights. 
This policy may be revised In the future 
Parratt said; they may set a height limit on 
artificial trees In dorm rooms. They would also 
limit the number of lights and decorations, but 
"not be Scroogeous." 
Cheryl Ptetferle, junior speech pathology 
major from Fremont, prefers live trees be- 
cause "they're prettier and look more 
'Christmassy. It's nice to have a tree that looks 
different each year." 
Many other students prefer live trees for 
their homes over artificial ones. Diane Rltzert, 
senior International business and marketing 
major .from Sylvania, said, "I prefer real 
Christmas trees because we've always had 
one, and It wouldn't be Christmas without our 
house smelling like pine." 
The favoritism for traditional blue spruce or 
white pine trees Is the reason why there ore 
many successful Christmas tree farmers, and 
why about 32 million live trees are sold an- 
nually. Sophomore geography major from 
Flndlay, Doug Brown said, "We have a live 
tree at home every year because the smell 
goes all through the house, and it takes just 
that much more of the commercialism out of 
the holiday." 
Charity con't from page 7 
lending a hand for the holiday sea- 
son. According to junior Matt Blank, 
the fraternity sponsors a family In the 
Bowling Green area. 
The fraternity Is giving up a meal in 
order to be able to give to the needy. 
Instead eating at the fraternity house, 
the members are buying their own 
food. In addition to this, the fraternity 
members are all donating 50 cents 
and canned goods. 
Another fraternity that Is getting 
Involved with charity Is Phi Beta 
Sigma. According to sophomore Ar- 
thur Fowler, the fraternity Is working 
with Rax Restaurant to buy Christmas 
baskets for the less fortunate people 
In Wood County. 
DEBBIE BIANCHI 
Congratulations 
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A Lifelong Gift for an SRC Member 
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Blood Pressure 
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Faculty/Staff-$20.°°    Pre/Post $30.°° 
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(additional option which indicates cholesterol level 
—For Members Only) 
Fitwell Assessment will only be done 
Jan. 5-9 during break 
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For more information call 372A . 
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• HOU. VWOOO THt OtfT 
OF   LAUOHTtrt   Or >   X tna 
iCAF-TTOL  
OlMM€AI 
M*A*t'M 
■aFW aVOftTaKXNTM 
fTMCI MOVK **H   "R Hap 
•anaa1     At    Tha    War*a •    Fair" 
11*631    El.,.    FnMtav.    JM- 
Otnan   WM, utunf cara of a 
• MOV* **** "H'B A 
VVendarful UN M946i Jamaa 
Si.r-.a-i Oonna Raad CoNnaad 
varatan of Ftank Copra ■ hoaaa*/ 
daaan o* a man amoaa Ojuarosan 
artaai drvaria hart from imoiaa and 
ahoara lam amat Na homotoam 
■ouid ba aka if ha arara navar 
aarn 
CtTN) WFIESTVING 
• 30 
• • FI¥3aTTY THE SNOW- 
MAN Ansmatad Tha anntarbma 
atatua lvo»ea ay Jookia Vamonl 
•vi m tha bwtton ayaa comaa abva 
aihan a young bo* ptaoaa a map»c 
hatonnahaad Iflig 
• 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
"Tha Raturn of tha Efcott Wava 
Thaorv Guaat aa-tw pL**a»*a. 
Robart Praohtar 
• 00 
tB 0 DALLAS An umrrMatd 
ouaat at tha annual Ew-ng baraa- 
cua raaaala tha butt, about Waa 
Farmakaa • SttM Q 
tFROFiaSIONAH 
MIAMI VlCf Craokan tnaa 
ia eta* tha rvama of an snmoto 
tchsxkaaa to dw by ssactrocutjon 
taatarao 
0 DAOS LOUM ■ partaroad 
•rt-m a-* annoa an ataractlva 
aai. M iha nouaa for aW—   Q 
«o<xrroF.WMO 
WALL STR1ET Wf« 
WITH LOUaS RUMlSSW: 
TME NCW TAX LAW ANO 
VOU Lot— Wafcavaar and a panaf 
af aaa aaannara ana ■n.aatn'isjiit 
bom Charaa Chaaan la Wsaa, Ai 
Ian: hootaa1 ay Caral Swmatl. Dam 
OaLwaa. Jack Laaaysan. VVattar 
Matthau. Rscfwd Pryor and turt 
Rayttotoa (Part 1 of 3) 
10:2ft 
OJOURNAL 
10i3O 
m EUROPEAN TELEV18*ON 
SERVICE 
llvM 
{•••••NEWS 
SNEAK  PREVIEWS Hoar. 
Jatfray    lyona    and    M<cfitai 
Madvadiook at amat inawH tha 
I DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Moat    Joan 
■Mara    Soha»Ald   aCaar   Jamaa 
Wooda. comiRan Rloh Ha*   an 
raria-na- Patar Aaan. In aaarao 
(TMCI     MOVrE     *H        Naral" 
M98 n Katva •arpar. Jaan Ftarn 
Aumont   A baauOU and aiamjl 
proatttuta   putt   har   appaaranoa 
and body to ma to baooma tha 
toaat of tha town. It' 
11:S0 
• MOV* **H LogandOf 
Tha War a - oT ■ (1976) Patar 
Cuahsng. Ron Moody Whan a 
group of PHaantJ m attacaasj by 
arorvaa. onky a araat boy aurvtwaa. 
• OOOO ROCKIN TONfTE 
ktsarvatwa anth Btty Joal. Ttta 
Spoona and Ward Al Var» ovu 
vtrBMa by Tha Fat Shop Soya. 
OMO. Itmbaa 3. ftrwoa Sa-nga 
Man and Ran; lUnm; Latjajaai irrv 
• TONfOMT Heat Johnny 
Caraon. Irtiaah-id: Mm er-aca 
ftagjar   laran   and   Oana   SaAal. 
■M aHacta bath Wrga and rjmal 
Cnavy Cnaaa  la atarao. 
• NtOMTLINe 
Call us for that 
Christmas Hair Cut 
First Edition Hair Design 
and Tanning Studio 
434 tWooster 354-1477 
Mo—lay and Tuesday 
SPA0HCTT1 (al fM aM art) 3.49 
CUm (* yta car. art) '4.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PEW* (al yw - •«») 1.49 
Thursday add Saturday 
mm (al R> *ta art) 1.49 
m* (al fM aai art) *5.99 
*H off Mtr mm urn mi srmtr * 
Across from Harshman Quad 
•    ■ 
'i   Da 
PurceR!s 
ptl<F oiina     LA DSrlC OTIUF* ojJJrt 
Winter Biles Storage 
'14.99 
PureeIT* 
15% On M r#9wsny pnetd MiYCnMaM 
SE.E»aiw 
131 E Wooalei 352-6264 
■ MvarwYi  »«•«. ft» 
aa a MM* Marpla A PodMIM of 
Rya"   A   ehAd*a   naraory   rhyma 
10       Hiram   TAB OABdi of ** 
raWM. and Ml orjy oh* ■ ■ 
n*MU of ryo foood Ml tha Mod 
■BfrptoM .Mnixag 
■ WOHTLY 
■ WtM COOKING MOW 
1:SO 
■ ■ COU.EOf BASKIT- 
IMi AnMno 01 GAJUBAr*" 
(Ml 
• OUHmTYTINNUl 
■ AMHtlCA'S TOP TIN 
• ■ THIS OLD noum 
No- Roar** •    BBBBl itwof 
MM S—*■» locrofY orhteb 
mmdmUMm ■n 
• MOV* •• -l "TM ■>■• 
TW Earth Mo—*   ll»7al Jar*. 
_   OOOO   HtALTH   PROM 
JANf    BROOY 9   KITCMiN 
Man ; Stoam croohaa a party «i 
MM •MRTHMrnR 
11:M 
0 MOCK N ROLL IVf- 
MNO N€WI SchaiaAad ~. 
AABJMBBIOB s* Wat an MatJi 
■ laailim OKA My JM. ««S 
aAd Oia Oafllald. now band fob- 
haTafO *■   ln#   3a*TVTnaWMW     VI •HT' 
ao. 
t2rOO ■ JaMMV MKIrl'l PEO- 
PU 
• TWUOMrZONt 
■M   PaPL   OAAAE OF TMf 
■kM 
**H    "Ssraafti. 
(1971) Bans Oav- 
• Tadl 
• FRIDAY NKaWT VKXOS 
AkcAaal Tarbotl ana Saundra San- 
aago ol anam v*a rrATOduoa 
walaea     by     BruCA     SpnngatBBn 
1 Wo I Don Jahnaon CHaar- 
BHba **•» I. Mlary LAaaa ft tha 
Noara (Mar to Ba Souara ) Tr/a> 
Tamar u- Paop4a I and Dary 
Hal I PooAah An* I. In alarao. 
■ MOV» **» 'Sanaan 
CaAAAA" (IM4I Mot. RXAAAAI 
Anaaony MrchAol Maa. 
•TM JUDOE 
■BPNI WORLD CUP SKKNO 
Grtnt    Slalom     bom 
aVaAry. N.HIR) 
SATURDAY 
MOMM* 19, ItM 
1 
AFTfflNOOH 
12:30 
JSKIBAS* 
ONE ON ONE 
NR. KXJTBALL P.ttMA.gr- 
Siealai II t**w York J»ii -Ml 
tPUTTlN' ON THE KIDS 
VrCTOWY   OAAOCN T*e 
on cnotwng the rtptrt C-Vwirrug 
M«. * tour of tra r\**.ii Rhodo- 
dandron Truet.  a net-re ftar* COf- 
iKt-x Htmi vopcai 'an fOT**t 
in Haw Plymoutti. New Zealand 
m OMtO OUTDOORS 
CSHf, COLLEGE K50TBALL 
NCAA Owa«on II OMnv*onahip. 
from ftarenoe. AH. (Ural 
(TOCI   MOVIE   ***     Om»- 
•on    11960) QtW«i Ford. Mara 
Scfaa. 
1:00 
0)   GUNS   Of   Wflll.   BON- 
NiTT 
OJ AMERICAN SAND- 
STAND 
m FRUGAL OOUHMCT Pork 
and aauerfcreut. mat* arrtr. ©efarr 
root, and pork roaat arrth tvapee 
■ra pniparad k. «*r*o 
OJ MOVK   **   "Thav Carna 
From MMM" .1878. Pad Hamp- 
2.-00 
tLANOSSCA 
THI STATLIRS' 
CHfMSTMAS PfWSiMT Tha 
Sfari oalabraaa *m hoada*/ •*• 
ton waa. paaata OM AW*V. 
OvM Gavto. Marta Haggard. 
Carol l*-*ranca and rtogar MMar 
raw   "Wphno Chnai- 
Sl 0 WOOOWFIIGHT S 
SHOP Makng a MSI eaimga 
and bavowai ara Baawona-'aaad -> 
*» btaanrvt" ahop at Coaanad 
2:SO 
iLANOSSBA 
HOMETrMC   fVjmoMng a 
fooda from tha body ■** *• SBS> 
cal NtJStS Wtttm SM pnwtrv 
aon ol colon canoar and hardan- 
n| gl M   •.«•>■*•   Ouaatt:   Or 
Jararntah Surraar. 
IC9TNI       1SSS      MEISMAN 
TWOPMV WIN NCR PftOFLE 
«:O0 
• •NFL POOTSAU. Waan 
mgiort FVadduna at Oan¥ar aVon- 
coaO.fv.1 
0 NEW TAX LAW: YtA*- 
ENO STRATEGV Audw and 
fawnoaf oapan Conrad TaMal aa- 
paara tha now ua torn'* mtc* 
on an atdrwduol'a ISnoncMl ptarv 
r»ng and anawara qu«wi 
poaad by a atuoko i 
m   Movsi   ** 
Hoamao    In    Oraaaad   To   KS" 
M946I    taal    Raahcona.    Najal 
true* 
UPfrl TENNIS MuMl SanaM 
Grand    Maatara    CKanx-on-Np 
from VVaaama laMnd. '■» (Tap-* 
4:20 
■     WIDI     WOULD     OF 
STOUTS US   va. OtM *t ama- 
tmM baamg. from UAa Charm. 
la   tlival 
• A CRICKET IN TIMES 
SQUARE   A—naiad   A   cnOM 
• HtS HAW Co-hoai Flaba 
MoEnUra QyaaM Lorana Lynn. 
Fat ioona. Ho* St-oaa 
• MUFFEIB 
• SOLID   GOLD   SchaStdad: 
parformancaa from (ha pool by 
Fack Naaaon I Tou Know What I 
Maan't. S.E.O. »paa-*«n*Bon 
I Can t Fadtt Thai Faahng"). 
Haart C Sarrac%m*a I. tha FVatand- 
ara I "MiddM of lha Rood"!, Sryan 
Adoma. St»«>p and Taara for 
Faara. In ttarao 
I OUT Of THE FURY FUR- 
of tha aSJaj houaa and rapfaong it 
ardh an avaah door aho hoar to 
hang an attanor door on hingaa 
• VfCTORY GARDE N At tha 
aoutharn gvdan. tha taat hariaat 
al aha aaoaon aj gatharad; hofcdav 
ortt auggaanona for gardanara; a 
«aM anth Faul Ecka. a pomaotaa 
ftybridunr andgro—ar 
MO 
• 8RORT8WEEKEND 
Schaduatd- World Cfc* Skang: 
Woman'a Doavnhd). from A/oaa 
SvMaarland: Ski Jurrtpatg. from 
T>ttftdar Bay. Om.; Man'a Doam- 
ral. from Vol Gardona, ItsV 
"Vaaajd Raooit    on World C<4> %- 
8<Topad) 
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Rogar McGwnn parlor ma aoowahc 
•araNma of many of Tha Byrda' 
Ma aa wai aa aoao mataratt: KMa 
Wort oa>ga lova St navnajna'* 
and   GavaYowaadroiw*." 
• FRUGAL QOURIAIET SC* 
kopa an garkc Mow to*ad park 
and Ante Clmomg Up t MS- ara 
praparad In ttarao. 
• MOVIE * * vt "Gpdnla Vi 
Tha T>-ng IIB64I Afcai Tafcara- 
da. Yur*o Hoara. 
• MOVIE ** 'Th. Smurtt 
And Tha Mag*. Ffuta ' n >83> An- 
imated 
ITMCl MOVIE ***    McCaba 
And M«»   M-t*    119711 Warran 
Baairy. Juha Chnatai 
3 30 
• • NFL TODAY -toatad by 
Brant Muaowgar 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
DaPaul at Lovav-to (L<»a) 
S KENNY AND DOLLY: A 
CHRISTMAS TO REMEM- 
BER Kanny Rogar* and DoNy Far- 
ton blond tha* talantt in an hoi* 
of hohday aong and daixa that ,-v 
cludaa tha duo patyaig hoot to 
hoop*takaad krda. a akatch aat •> 
World War II Ertgland. a chwch'a 
SBSBWI of tha Notwrty. and a 
oMKy of produoatg -w-ti But • 
Moan 
8:00 
f BIX LIVES 
DANCIN- TO THE HITS 
Muarcai   guaati:   GanaraJ   Km 
('Crack   Kaatd   Aprdadaak').   In 
• STAR SEARCH 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMC)    MOV*    *»H      Tor 
Haavan t   Sakd"   HtftOI   Ckfton 
Wabb. Joan Sannan 
8 
S:S0 
• 227 Sandra arrftaa a rauraphv 
naval that awfcrdaa cha-act*. 
t«aad on   har okaaa traanda.   In 
• SLEDGE HAMMER? 
SWdga bacornaa a 0 
SUtaDAY 
14,18 
8:30 
MUSIC CITY USA 
SNEAK F*EVIEW« 
MOVIE * * 1    Tha Wom- 
m Graan    (1S4BI Baa- Reth- 
bona N>gal Bruoa. 
• DREAM GIRL U.S.A. 
ffSPN)   CALIFORNIA   BOWL 
San Joaa Siato -»   M.am.-OiVc 
from Fraano. Cok*. ILnra) 
EVENING 
8:00 
I SATURDAY REr»C*T 
I NEWS 
YOU     WRITE     THE 
SONGS 
• Al_L CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
• THROB Ma-aduh attampta 
to find a data for Sandy. Guattt: 
Donny Cwnond. Jomaa Browm 
• STAR TREK 
8:30 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
• NBC NEWS 
■) PUTDN' ON THE HITS 
ffi IT'S A LIVING 
7:00 
• NEWS 
O WE DONT KNOCK How- 
ard gooa to a Japanaaa taigmg 
bar at Toronto. Shawn hnda out 
what rMOpia m Varwrjuaar dank 
about Canaokan TV; Howard it 
tand* Ntcfca* Oayt ai Trwmpaon. 
NACCFromri ival ■ 
to Mm. Cwrai. an oaarnaw of tha 
raawtta from ongoing auanaftc 
con^tura about tha natura of 
rraHaka g 
• MOVE *** Foayanna 
MBBOl Haylay Mali. Jana Wy- 
man. A VS-yaar-ofd orphan worka 
a apacaal katd of magic and 
aproada ray to tha mafcontanta of 
a Naw Eradand town A Won 
oarhi World of Daanay" ■FaaBBB 
« MAMA'S FAMILY 
WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII Daa. Shaiav and Nadma 
And aBBBBBBB aarandad m an 
atoknad rraiwntaat cabwt aflar St— 
kty'a car braaka doam. 
(TMC) SHORT   FILM SHOW- 
7:80 
• • SMALL WONDER 
Jam* and hat fnand RaggM ttart 
amokatg to -"iiata tha oktar guya 
atocheal IR) 
0 FRONT FAG* CHAL- 
LENGE 
• ONE BIO FAMILY Brian 
(Mrchaat DaLuaal dacrdaa to run 
for ttudant councd praaiBant. (R) 
• WHAT A <XX>NTRYI 
(md MOVIE *** "Aa* 
planar MBBOl Roban Hoya. Juka 
Hagarty M thai apoof of dawatar 
fama, an atknar'a craw auccumba 
to food poaMtang and a raavoue 
la mar war pdot •• oraaaad mm 
tarvtoa. PG 
BBOO 
• • DOWNTOWN Tha 
dtath of a aanator awda Fornoy to 
a modarn-day Svangah 
O NHL HOCKEY Boaton 
Brian* at Montraal Canacfcani or 
Fmaburgh Panguaia at Toronto 
MapVa laaf*. (Iiv*l 
• FACTS OF LIFE Andy* 
grandmothar piagavaiaa a *tory 
that waa wrrttan by NataM In 
ttarao :j 
■ SIDEKICKS Run tnaa to 
patch up ha* ralationahaj) with hit 
rrtothat.Q 
• OLDE ENGLISH YULE- 
TIDE DINNER 
B STINGIEST MAN IN 
TOWN GarMd Ftoyd. Jama* G4 
and Chark* Bryan ara faaturod m 
thd Corumbai Workahop Tha- 
atra a mutrcal production baaad 
on "A Chnatmaa Carol" by 
Chartaa OaAana 
• HOLLYWOOD CHRIST- 
MAS PARADE Mwkay Mouaa 
arvd Mm* Mouaa ara tha grand 
rrwjrahalt for th* BBth annual pa- 
rade faaturng Aoau. aguaetnan 
urute rraarchtrvg band* anttqu* 
car* and antartaawriant caatot'taaa 
on a thraa-rnaa routa up Hoay- 
wood and Sunaat boulavard*. 
Host*' Bob Eubank*. L*a 
Marrwathar. 
CSFH) COLLEGB SABKBT- 
SALL Vaaanova at CaraaKiapat 
8JM| 
BjdJO 
• • Movie **H "Tha 
Wad. Wad Waat RaakWkad*' 
(1S7BI Ftobart Conrad Roa* Baar- 
tan Two I9ttr-c**wury go«rarn- 
mant aganta ooma out of naBra- 
mant to aaa whathar elona-kaa 
praatrMfcjr* have baan auitatrtuktd 
for aorna world leader*. (Rl Q 
• GOLDEN GIRLS Ro*a 
,akMt^<apwrAon*adbui.rnuch 
atarao. Q 
« HEART OP THE CITY C? 
MOVIE ***** MonC- 
ckj" MBBBI Jecauae Tea, Jjaan- 
Pavra Zola. Mr. Hutai mafcaa an 
aaAarard attempt to IBBaBBB hi* 
aaaar* that th*y don't raaty naad 
al th* kNaat aardancaa to run 
the* hcuaahoW 
• MOV* **** ft* A 
Wonderful L*t*' (1848) Jam** 
Stawan. Donna Read Ccaorlaad 
vworon of Frank Capra* hrjferJay 
ciaae* of a man whoa* guardian 
angM drvwti fwn from et^ode end 
ahowa fern what hi* homatown 
would bo kka if ha war* na-rar 
bom 
fTMO MOVK **H Scare- 
crow MB73) Gana Haabnan. Al 
Faono A gruff e. con and a fchr- 
abla a»-aaaman da .atop a freand- 
ehao -i wfwch both laam about kfa. 
Iowa and canng. R' 
MO 
• AMEN Fry* arwouragaa RoBy 
to N* • phony paraonal mpty law 
eurt In atarao 
10:00 
• HUNTER Hunt* and McCaR 
try to locate a rich mduatnehrt'e 
mia*Ang wda. In atarao. 
• SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Spannjr mv*at>gataa tha *tr*ng* 
n>ghtm«r** of • 12-year oM Sa- 
l*m. Maaa . grl. Q 
• MOVIE ***'i MaiM, 
m St lou*' M84B) Judy Gar- 
land. Tom Drake. Oieappomtrnent 
rargrv* aa • St Loud farrMfy rka- 
covar thay muat moua to Naw 
York iutt bafor* tha World e Far 
•a about to opan 
• FORGOTTEN CHILDREN 
OF THE EIGHTIES 
10:30 
(ESPN)   KARATE   KM*   Boimg 
from I aha He*en Fla I Taped) 
11:00 
• ••NEWS 
O NATIONAL Q 
• MTV. TOP 20 VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
• COUNTRY EXPRESS F*a- 
tured Willie ffalton. Vmc* Gel. 
Nitty Gritty Oat Band. Earl Thom- 
aa Conkty. a Holy Dunn aitarvtaw 
and video ("Two Too Many"). 
• 8T06 
CThK)   MOV*   **     Plw*** 
(1990) Paul Mrchaal Glaaar. Su- 
aan Hogan. A group of mental pa- 
eanta ara murdered acccrkng to 
thee aridrvtdual rear*. R 
12^0 
If SPORTSCENTER   S TO- 
DAY 
■ MEETING PLACI FkW 
Bk*a CM dial jlRuain at a*. 
yKaa from Faraat HBa Unned 
Church at Robert Kemp Turner t> 
•mantary Stnool - HeWa.   N S 
I MEET THE PRESS 
NOVA A belaid the aoanee 
took at a ktam ol aaaacat Jiilgn 
ara ByMg to bwad a bKAracafly *u- 
aanar taat capable of aMrwang 
back tha Arrawica'a Cup atom the 
AuaaaJkana,g 
• CHRtSTMAS WITH THE 
MORMON TABERNACLE 
CHOM AND SHIRLEY VER- 
RBTT* 
• MOVIE *** ' I WonaBr 
Who* Kaalng Har Now* M847) 
June Heuer. Mart Steven* 
• FAME Everyone rakwna for 
the new yew Chit* m III II < 
vahan ha draarne don't eamo true 
n 
12:20 
• • N FL TODAY Hoa*ed by 
eVant Muaburgar. 
• NFL 'SB Hooted by Bob 
Cowtaa. 
• PORTRAITS 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OP WEEK 
1*00 
• MOV* **• The Maty 
Maguaaa M870) Sean Conrary, 
R.chwdH*rne. 
O COUNTRY CANADA 
Schadulad: takirJiouae ckBakaja In 
Brraah Q*«nb»a • owvaang farm 
at Lrtton, B.C. 
• NFL FOOTBALL San Fran- 
eaco 4Bar* at Naw England •"•art- 
BMtkaJ 
• NFL FOOTBALL Regional 
oovarage of Buffalo Baa at IraBan- 
apota Corn or Ckyvaland Browne 
at C*nrjnnati BengBH. (Lraa) 
8 COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW p 
• THE NUTCRACKER Mr- 
khari Barytthrakov chevaographad 
and ttar* at tha acclaamad 1877 
production of tha Tchaatovaky 
r>okdey claaac. parlor mad by Vat 
Ameracan Be**t Thoater with Gar- 
eey Krtland at tha 'oat of Cur* 
mi 
KSPN) TENNIS Nabraco Maa- 
tara. doubt** firal   from London. 
(Taped) 
TOO MOVBi *** "Shool 
Tha Moon" (1882) Albert Fatnay. 
Daana K eeton 
1:30 
O HYMN SING SakKtrona av 
ckjda:    Prepera   Ya the Way. 
Gabnal'a   Miaiiga     and   "Do 
You Hear What I Hear > ' 
• SANTA CLAUS IS COM- 
ING TO TOWN Arwrvetad. Fred 
Aetaa* a th* narrator for a rnaat- 
cM look mio tha myaianaa and 
myth* of Kra Knrtgkt, aka* Santa 
CkJu*. 
• WALL   STREET   WEEK 
The Return of th* Eaott Wave 
Theory Gueet; adrW-pubkahar 
Robert PrachMr. 
2:00 
O NEXT OF KIN A young man 
the   eon daw gave   m ■ 1 
Nome ywjri ago   Akw aura Bwoa 
Fa*fcanendSrvertFeak*n 
■ SING-IT YOURSELF 
MESBMAH Tha San Frandaeo 
Conaarvaaory of Muaac BBBBBBB 
accon^panaa an ewdkanea of Bay 
Area mu*« iovwt aa dvay parfarm 
conductr 
49 MOVIE ** Vi Norwood 
MB701 Gun Campbed. Km Oar- 
8*. 
MO 
• RACCOONB Ankyattad 
FWph. Maaaaa and San Farmon 
hop* to atop Cyra Snow from d* 
aanyatg a* aka aae* In Ewwyaan 
Foraai Nanaaay: *a»i un,. 
Sono. by PataCaaUAB anal Par 
■ T>« AWOWMAW Ananai- 
ad DpaMI ■oana avpoaVjeaa AHa 
taw ol a Mb boy «AW gala an 
»i»»iran ajprtaa aW> Wa ley 
a  bAOB   by   Raymond   ***    M 
■Ma* OW ■aa 
• QBANO CU CHPIirt- 
MAS Gary Caana. Mafy Ann 
McAl.i and a* ila ia»m Clancy 
Haam noddy, tha VWlaa and 
Cam Goodava for a hoMay oab> 
braaon. faaaufad Aenaja InekiolB 
"0 Coma Al Ya PaMnW," My 
layorna Tnaio*." "Hava YoaraaP 
a Many LnHa Qvwimaa 
•   MOVK   ***•   "KB A 
WOndorM   Ula"    1194a)    Jamaa 
Stawan. Donna Naad. 
aMOVW *••» TnaMoa- 
p.>.   (1971)0001. C Scon. IV ■■ rat- Ma 
a     YOU     WRITI     THI 
SON OS 
B JUGOLt" 
rma MOVW ** »   oa«»»- 
(19681 JaohA Qlaaaon. Oroucno 
Man. 
aa* 
a NR. FOOTBALL MavaMota 
Wunoja at Houaton Odara ILHal 
a    KaOS    OP     MORA** 
STPieiT      Sopnal   Minda   tna 
Storo" 
a   NFL   FOOTBALL Kaoonal 
covaraga ol Kanaaa Oty Cnajh) at 
Loa AAaaAM Ra^ara. Mam DtA- 
plana   at Loo Angalaa Rama o> 
Soordo SoahaaAa at San Oajgo 
Craaoora (Lryal 
~l STAR KAMCH 
I CAPITOl JOURNAL 
MOVIE ** H "Tha Buay 
Body    11967) SMI Caaaar. Robon 
Ryan 
■9PHI COLLEOE SOCCER D» 
wbon    I    Mono'    ChAiiipMnarap. 
bom Taoomo. Waah. (Tapaol 
aae 
a MAKING OF ANNE OF 
GREEN GABLE*AEoland-lha- 
aoanaa look at tha Nmmg of the 
lali mnp production of Loey 
Maud lAontoomorv'a daaaa: noy- 
•v (Ri g 
a BW3 TIN FOOTBALL 
BOWL 
a MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
6:00 
■ apmiT BAY Man amyaa at 
Span  Boy to  yaAt  har oouam 
May*   and to   arrna   an artda 
1 
C^aJ^ 
o* i<* 
* Printing 
Typesetting 
Word Processing 
• Screen Printing 
• Trophies * Plaques 
Wedding Stationery • Flyers 
• Raffle Tickets • Booklets 
" Photocopies SC   • Programs 
Brochures ° Envelopes 
• Labels • Postcards 
' Ad Specialties ° Business Cards* Posters 
"BJBA; Happy Holidays "JP 
W' 117 EAST COURT STREET      *% 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Frida) 
Phone (419) 3H-4068 
GO HOME FOR 
THE HOLIDAYS 
WITH A GREAT 
NEW LOOK 
from the 
(■HAIP GALLERY) 
143 E   WOOSttP   PEAP IN1RANCE    HOVAING GKIN OHO d3A02 
WITH THIS AD 
rag.'IO *8 Haircut 
WITH LEAH OR SUE 
("fiAIL fcAlltfy) wishes you a 
Happy Holiday Season! 
352-HAIR 
dBnt i 12/21/86-■■ 
OPEM: 
MoiL-Ttaai. Vm>)fm 
Fri.S^nvlOpm 
Sal. oim-IOnm 
Son. 8am 9pm 
latlS.bujA 
BaailkblGfTA&OUa 
352-0123 
(aaSttoVaVaa^UBAl) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buftet 
plus choice ol potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352,0123 
iff O AMO MAUTY 
I • inimii w TK 
vat a* ■> I ■ iim «»«■ IMfWOlOafT 
MM LaWkfl 
■ INKILM 
»  JO 
■ KMSON TWINS Chmfl ■ 
• MMWWW TIN- 
ATM Pwstae* flipwir- 
Leak* « new a Cats**. Mmw. 
L**> Qrsoe • team *rk*n tar 
|t*r*l bea. oontaareng fwksan S*- 
ma of har paat. re atokan. (Pan t 
**TMQ 
0 NESTOR,  THE LC-NO 
IAMD CHRISTMAS DOH- 
KIY   Bvrdanad   —tr.   owsssd 
forked asek to dowse far weeer. 
• CMBllIMAI EVERY 
DAY Aiwrtoaed On Otrwtmas 
Eva. a maaKftf faav erjdrnodter 
ma* a. a otaldo wean ooma »m 
(TMQ MOV* **Vt '1r*jnw 
Msts" I IMS) Oanrw Cwsad. Ua- 
« Gossan A. 
•■00 
O SHERLOCK HOLMES 
AND OH. WATSON 
• NEWS 
■ ■AMI 
■ COUST1AU OOYSSSY 
0J AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE A Matt, of PrvKrcAV' 
Alan MM and MM Den* Mar 
-> Iha) humorouo ttory about a 
poor Vapna t*rr*t- el 12 vrteaas 
hokdsr osktbration •• tnr***sn*d 
by B*a fattier a refuaal to buy • 
Chnaimaa Iraa. Q 
m TED KNIOHT flHOW Hen- 
ry. Menroo. Mured and Mr*. Bkev 
eon 'Pat Carroll warn to help a 
V ivtnerns** r*n*tY nod in* Arnsn~ 
canQraam.m) 
• STAR TASK 
HWJ WORLD  CUP SKIING 
Men's 60 Motor Armp. *om Lake 
Pleiad. N v (Taped) 
S:S0 
« HOTLINE 
CHECK   IT   OUn Cow i 
bowing team m ona oarne away 
•Tom •vBvmig if oory Edna doesn't 
•to* 
TrOO 
tO) 60 MINUTES 
TOLLER CRANSTON 8 
TRUE GIFT Of CHRISTMAS 
Bafana. who long ago raftatod to 
help ih« Magi. ■"• *aati ourRv and 
tttrcriaa fhe world for the Wise 
Men and tft* Chad K*tg   Along 
Cranaion and a hoet of auBeretar 
i testers who duatreto the Chnat- 
! maa taganda. (ftl g 
OUR MOUSE Qua wet- 
I oomaa hi Bret tamay Chnatmaa at 
\ yean, but Moty ohooaea not to 
».g 
MOVIE    'The   Chnatmaa 
I Star    (Prsmrsrsl Edarsrd Aanor. 
Rene   *y»er|anoi.   A   fwoksWs 
plana   to   uea   two   cMdran   aa 
| pewna to rotrsrv money redden 
n a dapartmant atom's Chnatmaa 
I emamama   take   an   ynaapacted 
I mm. A    Davtey Sunday MoMa" 
Mentation. Q 
I WONDERWORKS "Asia 
I PIKO" Megan Foaowa atara aa a 
I M-yMf-cM    pat    whaaa    anger 
MS'    aaparaoon 
■oak   ard  from   a 
«-i«.g 
JULIE      ANDREWS 
SHE 
■SPN) SKI WORLD 
ITBJa MOVIE **H "1616" 
(1666) Warn ConwjraaRoB- 
em. HaAs Fossa Oiaaig Bat fatal 
year ot World War l tfta nhaot 
anta of a ateapy Ta*as town Bfttt 
tttae own war agaatat Vet 6u ep>- 
damc 
OBN 
01 01 MURDER. 
WROTE Jeoece 
whan an eckeet t understudy 
dropo dead on operang r*ght. g 
01 MOVIE ***H Anna Of 
Green Gabtaa 11666) (Pan 1 of 
2) Megan Fotowa. "c-wfl Fante- 
worth Emmywmrwig adaptation 
of Lucy Maud Montgomarya nov- 
el about a farm couple who. efttr 
edopt. manakenfy 
an   rnaKfeewoue   orphao 
Smtg 
VALERIE In itereo g 
NATURE The ecimuee of an 
afcrami famakt leopard are traced 
ovw a two-day panod on the hot 
plane of Africa metereo.Q 
01 EVENING AT POPS Tha 
Vrenrte Soya Cho* end tha Tan- 
Qtewood Foattoel Choruo nv> con- 
ductor   John   Wtoamo   and   tha 
■oaion Pope Orchaatra to perform 
CtVaHmaa rnueK. Songa fncfuda 
Adaata Frdalaa.      Saant Nrght 
and   ThaLmia Orutnmar Soy." 
«LIMELK1MT 
YOU     WRITE     THE 
SONGS Gueet   Stavw Wonder 
In atarao. <R) 
■EM) WRESTLINQ 
M0 
01 EASY STREET Tha laadar 
of an Cansbean >tMnd nation ot- 
ter* Quanta* a no aa ho faiacial 
eoVreer Maiereo 
01 PUTTIN- ON THE HIT* 
Lejvtynced a-he'a ' Take on Me.' 
fta and Tavj Turnara Proud 
Mary, tha Seech Soya' SurtaV 
U.SA." ki atarao. 
0*00 
01 01 MOVW P.om*a 
fjhomairal Avnaa Garner Jamea 
Wooda After rw» mother draa. a 
rraddhvagad bachelor fulMa a 
promaja made yoara ttafora to 
take reaponerbdrty for the cere of 
lao manuey aanurbid brottter. 
docovarfng with drrYcwJty at thai 
auch care amass A Hakmart 
Hal of Feme'- praaentabon g 
01 MOVIE *#* '48 HRS 
MSS3) hack Notts. MBS! Murphy 
An unorttrodoa pofece daaactrve 
tasme wdh a tamporaray rarssaad 
convict to *nd a fugNhre murdar- 
ar Btig 
01 MOVIE A Smoky Mountain 
Chnaarnea'' (Pramoral Doly Par- 
ton. Leo Mayor*, tauon runaway 
BrOO 
WITH LUCIANO PAVAROT- 
Tl Tha Maa op often Opera afar 
•arasj 'Aua Maria," O Hofy 
NajM and other Chnatmaa Oaa- 
n from <ha No** Dame Catha- 
fM <n Monttaal IB) 
01 MOVIE * H "stood Bash" 
OS74) Harva Proanaf. Oona lot. 
era. Quests at tha horns of a hor- 
ror mowa producer rekm wjnoua 
cf-fcng udaa of tha macabre 
01 WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII 
KSPNI COU-EOE BABKET- 
BALL Gsorgai T*ch at LouaMna 
State (Live) 
{TMO MOVIE ** Amancsn 
Natal M9I6) Mcheel OArdhoff. 
Stava Amee. Stetaaned m the 
PhSc*w*B*. a Gi takaa on rwiai 
wamor* to woe out a corrupt 
weapona daafar. R' 
OtOO 
01SANPORO AND SON 
IO:O0 
«CSC NEWS Q 
WAR     AND     PEACE 
"Souno* Of War' On the eve of 
Nepofaon a mea-on. tha Roatovt 
era mak«>g merry at Moacow 
• JAMES OALWAY'S 
CHRISTMAS CAROL Fhrtrat 
Jamaa Getwey. tha Boysl Phartar- 
morK Orchaatra. tha Ambroaatn 
S^gara of London, and the St Al- 
ban'a Abbey Soy Crwrartari par- 
form ttadn«nat Chnatmaa carofa 
from St Aftan'a Abbey «i Han 
fordafwe England In atarao 
• WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:3ft 
O VENTURE 
10100 
O KENNETH COPE LAND 
11:00 
«OEB)«VJNEWS 
SISKEL A EBERT A THE 
MOVIES Scfujdutad >■■■)■! 
Cnmaa of tha Heart IDsna 
Kaeaan. JsaiKi Unga. Ssoy Spa 
cekl. The Three Anugoe (Chevy 
Chaaa. Steve Menat. Martai 
Shon); The Goldan Chad (Edd* 
Murphy! 
BV GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Baryahnrkov on Broad- 
way'' MAhsf Baryshrukov. Loa 
MawaA and Nefl Carter porform 
aongafrom OUahomal/' Cabs- 
re*." "A Cherua Lme" and "Aai't 
Majbahawn' ' m ttaa trAute to 
Broadway portion* of whrch wars 
broadcaat by ABC at 1BS0. 
• PLEDGE .WEAK faagurarty 
•chaouwd   programrrung  may  be 
delayed due to pkBdoa brsaka. 
0    TALES     PROM     THE 
OARKEBDO 
EttPW SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO MOVIE ** V, Skatoo" 
(1SBB) Awfue Gaaaaon. Grouoho 
Mar. An as-**! man « ahfad by 
hs) daughaar and hsr tow* chaV 
drsn" tnanda at aacepig a pow- 
arhi mob boas who'a out to gat 
htm for not carrying out a con- 
tract   PG' 
I PM MAGAZINE John For- 
th*   (   Oynaary I. Uortard *h- 
oy tafka about   Bear Trek IV." 
| AOAM SMITH'S MONEY 
: 
NIGI 
S 
• MACNEfc / LEHRER 
Nf^VSHOUR 
01 • OtPP'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) 9PORT3LOOK 
S:SO 
■ CSS NEWS 
■ NSC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS rg 
m NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
« GET SMART 
PACTS OP LIPE 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS SOROS 
7:O0 
• CBS NEWS 
0 A RIGHT TO READ 
I WHEEL OP PORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
I HT Intannaw with ectreat 
CrawylLsdd 
I NEWLYWEO GAME 
MACNEA / LEHRER 
NEW8HOUR 
■ MOVIE ** Vj Ths Froht- 
•ng Pmee Of Ctonagal" 119661 
(Part 1 of 21 Peter McCnary. Su- 
•an Hampahaa tn tha 16th cen- 
tury, a young prince ■» taken cap- 
tive by tha 6»Mh when ha tr>aa to 
umts ths Uana of katend to label 
agamt    Engkah   oppraaofon     A 
Wonderful   World   of   Oteney" 
praaantamn 
S GIMME A BREAK! 
M-A-S'H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:SO 
01 PM MAGAZINE Fa* 
lured John Foraythe ("Dynaaty '). 
Gnd iron C*i - * chaarlaadar 
turnsd Wide Recerver. Rooorl He- 
gy*a ( Cagnay ft Lacay"); Leon- 
ard Namoy 
O BABAR ANO FATHER 
CHRISTMAS Arwneted To 
pleaas th* chrtdran at tha land of 
Cahitaewa*. Kaig BaOar the ele- 
phant agraaa to track down Fa- 
ther Chrajtmaa. g _ 
HJOOPAADY 
I TAXI 
I DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
PORT Hanry'a Me « tNestsnad 
when he'a tha orsy a»swrtnaaa ■> 
arobbsry 
0j> THREE'S COMPANY 
afSPN)     NFL     FrLMB    PRE- 
SENTS 
fTMCI      MOVaf     **H Iha 
My.ia.ioua Soangar" IIBS2I 
Chnatopher Mafcapaaca. 'tod 
Qwynoa A oavd>*arn>ng Mtaaouri 
boy fan can an encounter with an 
angel of dubroua orsjat at BasSSBal 
Auetne 
OBM 
• 9 KATE A ALL Hi ABa 
fala heed OUST heate at EBB wdh a 
former tootbel pajyar. g 
Eat MOVIE **#H "Anns Of 
Green GabkM (1SS6I (Part 2 of 
2) Megan Fotowa. Richard Ferne- 
wonh. Anna a Ms on the farm 
i a. i 
appaara M Bob CratEhM Also fa* 
ewsd at da short auk an a. 
■ ar* Goofy   DsnsW Duck. Janira/ 
Cnaam   end   Mewse   Mausa.   In 
MM n 
m  MACGYVER Counwrtanar. 
aajA • daaotuaa actor and Ma fcav- 
Swda.g 
DAY    THE    UNrVERSE 
CHANGED:    A    PERSONAL 
VEtW BY JAMES aYURKS A 
rsMaar of Bts sysaame of bsAsf 
of new knowteega and a look at 
how paraspoon nasa the aruttt. g 
0 WONOfMWORKS "Anns 
of Green Qabtsa" Oaaprta hsr sf- 
lorta at tha Chnatmaa Bel to am 
hai affacixii, Anna and Qaoart be- 
come brttar rrwAt fParl 3 of 4) g 
0 YEAR WITHOUT SANTA 
CLAUS Ammsted A weary San- 
te aurpnaaa BaBRRasI whan hs ert- 
nounca* that hs won t be wonung 
on Chnatmaa EM VoaMaofMrck- 
ay Roonay Shrtay Booth 
OJ MOVBl * * "it Came Upon 
Tha M.*voh! Ossr" I1SS4) 
Mrckay Roonay. Scott Grtmee. A 
ret*ed Naw York datsctrM c-aa 
before he can MM fas Chmtmaa 
promaie to ha> orandaon. ao ha 
•**ea a ' hsavanfy bar own" to 
return to Earth 
(ESPN) MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS A look at eonte major 
■porttng events of <S7S wtth a 
feature on former tenma greet Ar- 
thur Aeha 
MO 
B El M Y SISTER SAM Sam 
and Petti epand a couple ™ght» at 
tha* w*osrn*aa cabat before put- 
ttno it up tor eafc). g 
(ESPN) MONO AY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A prsverw of *> 
raght'a gam* botwaen the Davot 
Lama at Chcsgo Beera 
B:O0 
0 0 NEWHART Dtok and 
Joanna hva e ternporary mM to 
fd m for «i*#sd Staphsnia. g 
0 YEAR IN THE LIPE Drama 
tracing tha avaa of a 62-y*sr-otd 
SiatHi plaetKa rrujnsger, hva wde 
and t ha- four grown cftacksn To- 
raght- Cfwiatrneataria bmga prooV 
gal eon Jack home to borrow 
money; daughter Li day a prsg- 
nam with hsr fast chad Stay* 
Rchard Kaay and Ev* Mane Sarnt. 
(Pan I erf 3) to itwao 
I TO BE ANNOUNCED 
MAKING OP A CONTI- 
NENT Thai overwaw of CeMor- 
ras'a geokhsca* hwtory tracee tha 
affects ot conteyental drdt from 
th* 1B4*dattousryof gafd to the 
potent** danger a rnsfor earth- 
quake poaaa to the eteM'e r*s>- 
dama. (Rig 
ICOUSTEAU OOYSSCY 
MOVIE ** Goal- Coco 
nuts' (19761 Denny and Merle 
Oemond. Tod CssBrSy A mfusbki 
nscklacs found by amgatg atar 
Mam Oemond plaoaa hsr and har 
brothar Denny m dangerous artus- 
Oona whea vscsoonatg at Hswrdi. 
(ESPN, SWIMMING 
McOoneklt U.S. Open Chsmpt- 
onetap. bom Ctlando. Ra. ITapacO 
1TMC) MOVIE *** MoCab* 
And Mrs Mas*" (19711 Wsrrsn 
OEM 
0 0 THE CAVANAUQMS 
Pop hiss to rrfateh Na ckrueha* 
—th a EBB***** Imt* Laasua 
bwaaaaSoaech 
1OtO0 
0  0   CAGNEY   »    LACEY 
C**nsy akasjara* a kemtar SJBSJBSJ 
who'a being tnad for murdsr   IR) 
S NATIONAL tj 
CANDLE IN THE WINO 
That Ben ssaay. from It 17 to tha 
srssam, ubkass rare *sjBA*J foot 
oge raw before aaan at St* West 
to trace Bis rasaam of the Sovwt 
govsmmanta ohVaB poamon on 
rakgron at tha USSR and aaavtv 
ate marten rights leeueo ansctatg 
Soviet Chnaasna. Jews and 
Muakma John Canada*) narrstas 
0 NUCLEAR LEGACY Thra 
look at the problem of rao^oeceve 
waate dspoaal focuaaa on ths 
•vents ktadatfl to today a craaa 
! ABC NEWS rg 
NkQHTLV SI IBM! MBS R*V 
tha o*v*lopm*ni of nudaar w*ep- 
ono and energy. 
0NEWS 
10:2S 
0 JOURNAL 
10: SO 
0 HONEYMOONERS 
HfOO 
IB00NEWS 
OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
(DARK SHADOWS 
LATE SHOW Host: Awn 
Rnsra SchaoUe* aatgars Amts 
Baker and Gaorga Ouk*. at aaarao. 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN) SURFING Prpafrn* Ma* 
Mrs. horn Oahu. Hawsa IR) 
IIM 
fTMCI MOVIE ***H Arrjsr 
On Th* Ram" (16701 Chertea 
Bronson. Jd Hatand A rapsst Is 
rapeal wdh e ahotgun bsaat horn 
f*a vietan. PG' 
11 SO 
(TAXI 
SIMON A SIMON A mask 
arrvmokoMl iwea Ota Satiorte to 
prove that he'a not a rroeortouo 
wwatrhajl   (Rl 
0 BEST OP CARSON From 
Auguat 1966. actor Chuck Nome. 
coma: ecttosa Victoria Jackson 
and country anger Gam Cempsal 
B3*t host Johnny Carson In tssr- 
SO. R) 
0 NATURE Th* scovmae of an 
asasrva hmtaki -ropwd ars ■rsosd 
oust s two-day panod on tha km 
plats of Africa In atanto. g 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0 LATE SHOW Host: Joan 
Fkvrs Scheduhtd: amgara Arate 
ka Instwao 
NTER 
0 FACTS OP LIPE 
«SPW NBA TOOAY 
(JMa   MOVBl   *** "Cbtvjr- 
ron" (1660) Ohmn Ford. Marls 
Schaa An ewjisgrsnt #1 and s 
and rnaks a 
rd affon 
tanurtg prvnrtwe Amencd. kt aksr- 
70O 
{ CBS NEWS 
COUNTRYP 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   Intarvatw   wdh sctteeo 
GhmnCioea 
« NEWLYWEO OAAeE 
MACNEA    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 MOVE ** W "Tha Ftght- 
mg Prate* Of OortagaT (1666) 
(Part 2 of 2) Peter McEnery. Su- 
aan Hamcdhae kt the 16th oen 
tury. a young pnncs « takan cap 
ova by th* Bnbah when ha tnee to 
un.ta the dans of Ireland to reM 
at**nai Engkah rjppraaaron A 
vVoMlarhs World of Ostnay'' 
prsaantatirjn 
(GIMME A BRCAKI 
M"A*S*H 
ASPH) SPOPrrSCENTER 
7:JO 
0 PM MAGAZINE Feetunw* 
NFL hot ahota: rnovte mad man: 
Vratnam Vet; Kafct Tdk. 
0 SHELLEY 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAX1 
0 DATING GAME 
0 TOO CLOSE   POR COaA- 
- PORT Henry gats s new BBS for 
Coertwc Cow   thinks to a story 
about a slog wtth emnitst 
0 THREE'S COh*f»AN Y 
aSPN) SKHNG EcturtebM FernkY 
Osskene*. from Vol. CoM. (B) 
SAO 
0 0 WIZARD Srmon at- 
lampts to prasacl •   12-v*ar-otd 
1
 wok gst' horn chSaratton. 
0 FrFTH ESTATE Ian Parssr 
aauvnaaw ths esss of Ottawa s 
Frsdancfc Ruddsft. who has apant 
'0 I 
► PM MrslaBsSJBeJ MK pho- 
paphar    PM    r uckat.     Jam/ 
fMATLOCK m atanto 
WHO'S    THE     MOO? 
Tony'a sfrtad thai Na (aassSWBI 
0*1 lor Angela won't cornpar* to 
hsr boyhwnd s aapanakra ersssm. 
0 0 NOVA An iiamlnssun of 
th* raaaona for leprosy's cont*v 
ued ■ssaasBBI dsapNs tfta feet 
that a cure for th* cases** haa 
bsan known far ovar 40 yoara. g 
0 COLLEGE aLASKETBALL 
Of-o State at D*y1*n (Lhsl 
0 NBA BASKETBALL Do- 
eon Parson* at Adams t steaks 
llBl 
IESPN) NHL HOCXEY Montr— 
Cenedkane at St. Louse Blues Awo) 
The Arrangement 
3524101 
352-4143 
Darcy 
181 (B)S. Main 
oiRraDg Oiocn 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
expires 12/20/^6 
_—' '     '     Mi i     .. 
'35iib 
906 Napoleon 
353-8381 
"Christmas 
Wonderland 
in 
Bowling 
Groan" 
Hours: Fri. 6-8pm 
Sot. 8-4pm 
Sun. noon-4pm 
Have a 
Wonderful Holiday 
from 
Churchill's 
1141 S. Main 354-2526 
hours: 6am-lam daily 
• (SHOWING PAINS flan 
bring* home a vagrant get for the 
MO 
• • MOVIC ** 1 n/> 
And MM" (19B6I Jeeka Gkae- 
•on An Carney In the 1»20* 
two ea vaudevaaane btcomt Pro 
tuornon agent* and fmd Ovate m 
the world of apaafceae aa and 
bootagger* (RJQ 
Q HE SHOOTS. HI 
SCORES Parre a confidence and 
determination nan (he hockey 6) 
naki -Hit an unfaganabM day 
• YEAH IN THE LIFE Grend- 
aon David pea* Joa for a 
marathon bcyda raca Anna eu* 
pecta lhai Glan a havaig an affe*. 
Lindkty coniampUKaa converting 
10 Judaram Siara Richard Kaay. 
Wendy Pt*N* ond Scott P**n 
(Peri 2 of 3) In aiarao 
m MOONLIGHTING CJ 
S NOVA A bahmd-tha-acanaa 
took ai a team of aadboat deafln- 
er* trying to bu40 a techmeaay to 
pa>io> boat capabW of wvtneyg. 
bad> tna America • Cup from tha 
Auattaaana Q 
fat MOVIE *** Batata 
Stonewall' (19841 Narrated by 
Rtte Maa Brown Archrval Hm 
footage and mterwewe with haio- 
rane and gay ectrv»»l* rughfcght 
fammaker Grata Scndar'a portrait 
c4 the American homoeeiuei com- 
munity prior to 1970 Q 
(TMCI MOVIE *** Shoot 
Tha Moon 11982) AeJert fmnay 
Diana Kaaton Tha cortapa* of an 
uppa> middto claaa couple • mar 
nag* and »• affaet on tha- lot* 
daughter*   R 
10:OO 
8 NATIONAL Q 
JACK ANO MIKE ... k - 
write* a itory about a man who 
riakad ha fcfe to aava a erne* boy. 
but find* that he** refucteni to 
tee. with hat Q 
ISGUNSMOKE 
10:1B 
f9 SPORTS P.EPOP.T 
10:2B 
Q JOURNAL 
10:30 
0 © RAPE: THE BOUND- 
ARIES OF FEAR Thai eaptorkv 
i.on ol how (ha fear ol rap* haa 
conttnctad woman a kvee *v 
ctudaa a look at na effect* on par- 
tonal deoaame and waya toma 
woman ara attempting to copa 
with Ihi* hightan-ng epectre Q 
©NEWS 
11:00 
lOtSODOi NEWS 
BOWLING     QREEN 
FORUN 
9 DARK SHADOWS 
83   LATE   SHOW   Moat    Joan 
Rrvara   Schadutad   amger AI Jar ■ 
raau   Loa Angefcae Rama rootbal 
ptayar Enc Dicker eon In atarao 
d WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
fiSPNi    NPL    SUPERSTARS 
Profiled    Gaorga     Papa   Beer" 
HaMa 
11*M 
(TMC, MOV* **M Scaro- 
c«ow (1BT3I Gana Meokman AI 
Pacino A gruff aa-con and a tov- 
abla aa-aaaman davatap a fnand- 
ahai at which both haam about "fa 
ttva and canng R' 
11:30 
• TAXI 
■ HOT SHOTS aVodenok aa- 
•agne Amanda. Jaaon and Parydha- 
ton to covar a murdar-myatary 
S' 
0    TONK3KT   Hoat     Johnny 
Carton  In atarao 
(NIOHTLINC 
MAKING OP A CONTI- 
NENT Thra overview of Cokfor 
ma a gaorogrtal rvatory tracaa tha 
effect* ol conimantal dnft from 
tha 1848 dacovary of gold to tha 
potential dangar a major earth 
guaka poaaa to tha atata'a raet- 
danta (RIQ 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0 LATE   SHOW Hoat   Joan 
Rivers    Schadutad   amgar AI  Jar 
raau. Loa Angalai Rama footbaa 
pteyar Enc Dicfcereon. In atarao 
"ESPN) SPORTSCSNTIR 
WEDNESDAY 
DECEMBER 17, IBM 
cawa- • i aaa i v DM M 
EVENING 
MO 
OO00NEWS 
0 PM MAGAZINE A look at 
10 boat taking toya   Marro An 
<*atn and hit aona 
0GED 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CO © OIFF-RENT STROKES 
(ESPN! SPORTSLOOK 
B.30 
0CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 NIGHTLV BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS 
7:00 
0 CBS NEWS 
O DATELINE: ONTARIO 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Intannaw with Jana Fon- 
da. 
0 NEWLVWED GAME 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 MOVIE *** Amy 
M9B1I (Part 1 of 21 Jenny 
A got tar Barry Newman In tha 
early 1900a. a woman laavaa har 
oppraaanra nutband to davota har 
Ma TO taachmg daaf chtdran A 
Wondarful World of Daartay" 
praaantation 
« GIMME A BREAKI 
M»A*S*H 
IE8PN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMC I    MOVIE    * * Vi    "For 
HVaavana   Saka     (19501   Chfton 
Wabb. Joan Bannati   A paw of 
angala mafea an aSTaWl vrart to a 
producar and hai actraaa wifa >n 
order to ancouraga tham to ba- 
comaparanta 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Faaturad 
Santa a top tan. racmg naatrvaa - 
tha Andrafb famdy. Bathroom 
Journal. Saran at tha ntavai 
O DANGER SAY Grant and 
Jonah dtacovar that Grant ■ ok) 
mand haa atokan ckaaarhad aitar- 
matxm from tha Aguanum. Q 
S JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
« DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Monroa a 'athar   paya a 
W«MI and ha* hrgh aapactaoona for 
haiaon 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)    NFL    SUPERSTARS 
Prohaad Bud Grant 
MO 
0 0 OR SCU8S HOW 
THI GRiNCH STOLE 
CHRISTMAS Anrmatad m«»- 
cal Bor.t Kartoff narraaaa ma tto- 
ry of a rraaarty Gnnch who tnaa to 
dapnva tha tavy vilioa of WhowBa 
of Chnatmaa IR) Q 
0 NATURE OP THINGS An 
mvatiigation w>\o tha drownmg of 
10.000 car.000 at Limaatona 
Fata. Labrador, m IBM: a knaa 
oparatron uamg a nawty davat- 
opad artificial kgamant mada of 
naubtalahon Q 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
A Naw York journahit loaaa ax 
(Btth in humanity durmg trta hob- 
day taaton In atarao.'. J 
0 PERFECT STRANGERS 
Homaaro* Baku yaarna to cafa- 
brata a traditional Mypoa Chnat- 
maa. 6 
0 0 DIE FLEDERMAU3 
Tha corrac baaat. choraographad 
by danca lagand Ruth Paga and 
baaad on tha Johann Sttaoat 
oparatta taaa tha atory of a man 
who aaaka vangaanca for a prach- 
cai |oka playad on rum by placing 
tha roka a parpatrator HI an aguaf- 
i> ambarraaarng tituation Princi- 
pal dancari uxfuda R-chard Oe 
gun. Vaaary Panov and Gabna 
Panova In itarao 
0GUNSMOKE 
0 MOVIE ***> Yand 
119831 Barbra Shavand. Mandy 
Pat ink m From laaac Bathavn 
Stngar a ahon itory in turn-of- 
tha-cantury Eaitarn Europa. a 
young woman Aagmaaa haraaf* u 
a man m ordar to puraua tha ado- 
cat ion tradition airy forbiddan to 
Jawah woman 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
8:30 
O 0 'TWAS THE NIGHT 
BEFORE CHRISTMAS Ani- 
mated Joal Gray narrate* thu 
muatcal adaptabon of Clamant 
Moore a traditional hokday varea 
(Rig 
0   HEAD   OF   THE   CLASS 
Charla'a a» gathand evaluate* 
ha taachiig tkiH* Q 
9: CO 
0 0 MAGNUM. P.I. mg- 
gaa uaaa haa army akiHa to tram a 
group of juvanaaa from a pnaon 
farm 
0 MARKET PLACE How to 
comp*a.n affactrvafy: updaua of 
paat itonaa and taat raaufta 
0 YEAR IN THE LIFE Aa an- 
other Chratmaa apprpachaa. Joa 
maata tha myitary woman who 
won leal apnng'a bacyda race. 
Kay taaanta tha Gardner* mtrJ- 
a*on mto har waddkng piana. attar 
tha bath of thar daughter. Jan 
and Latdaay attampt to kaap thaw 
ratauonatup fraah. Start Richard 
Kaay. Dana MuKMur. Amanda 
Pete.ton and Morgan Steven* 
(Part 3 of 3) In atarao 
0 DYNASTY Samm* Jo Warn* 
that aha a not program. Michael * 
•aattionaha? with Amanda contm- 
uaa to ba a aora apot for AJaaia 
and Blake Q 
0 0 MARK RUSBCL1. 
0 MOVIE **#H ThOf- 
oughfy Modern Make" 119671 Ju- 
k» Andnrwa. Carol Chanrang A 
paa of newTComare to Naw York 
catch thaar landUdy runrang a 
whrta atava nng. 
(ISPNi SUPIRBOUTS 
Hrghaghtt of Marvm Haglar'a 
knockout* over Thomae Haama 
and Moatafa Hamaho 
fTMC) MOVIE * * PtteaM" 
[19801 Paul Michael Gil ear. So 
»ai\ Hogan A group of mdhtal pa- 
tientt ara murdarad according to 
thaa noYwduaf taara   R 
B:30 
0 MAN ALIVE A took at tha 
feat Canadian SOS. Chaotan a 
Vraaga burft m Nova Scota. 
wfwch care* for chalrjten who 
can t (derate or ed-oat to foatar 
homaa :j 
0 0 FLAPPER STORY Ar- 
chival Mm footaga mtervawa 
with tarmar fleppere and tha n» 
arc of tha Jan Ago hrghkght thu 
portrait of tha 20th eantury a hrat 
emancipated woman, tha flapper* 
whoea frivokty and ^a*tunc» of 
convantional Behavior epnomire 
tha Roaring 20* Q 
10:00 
O O EQUALIZER A davaa- 
latad mother tuma to tha Eojuaki- 
m whan har newborn ton >* ab 
ducted 
S NATIONAL Q 
HOTEL A dom-neanng father 
puahaa hia ton to excel in baakat- 
baii Guaet ttart exhida John 
Back and Sabrma LaBaauf Q 
0 0 GOOOSYE. MR. 
SPEAKER Marking tha concb- 
«on of Houaa Speaker Thomae P 
ONil Jr a 34 year career on 
CapitW H*\ tha larawal tnbuta 
faaturea aacarpta from tha 1078 
cinama vanta portraii "Mr 
Spaakar A Portrait Of Tip 
O Neal and a racant eitarvaw 
conducted by journakit Joa Day 
(ESPN) BODYBUILDING AAU 
Mr Univarta Championtrup. from 
Tucaon. Aril  (Taped) 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10:30 
ONEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE ** American 
Nm* 119881 MKhaal Dudaott. 
Stave Jamaa Statamad ai tha 
PtMkppinaa. a Gl take* on rwt|B 
warrior* to wnpe Out a corrupt 
weapon) deakar   H 
11:00 
Q CD (fit2) NEWS 
I ART BEAT 
I DARK SHADOWS 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)      KARATI     NAKC 
Bodwaaar Laarty Claaatc. tram 
Madkaon Square Garden at Naw 
York   (Rl 
TMORBDAY 
DECEMBER 1B. 1BBB 
oamaM • ttM T v OMK 
EVENING 
6:00 
«0 0 0 NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Joa Bar- 
bara   praaidant of Hanna-Barbera 
Production*   bodybuakkng matruC- 
lor G.I JanklowK.1 
0OED 
I! 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 0 CUFF RENT STROKES 
CSPN) B«)PlTa».0OK 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
« GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
CSPN)   FISHING:   BIST   OP 
•BJ. DANCE 
7:00 
0 CBB NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   inter vaw   with   actraaa 
Makaaa Gaoart. 
JNEWLYWED GAME 
MACNEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 MOVIE **W ■Amy" 
I196D i Part 2 of 21 Jenny 
Agutter. Barry Nawman In tha 
early 1900a. a woman laavaa har 
opprataive buaband to davota her 
kfa  to  leecrMng  daaf  children    A 
Wondarful    Work!    of    Ditney 
preaantaten 
O GIMME A BREAKI 
© M"A*S-H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **V,       Enemy 
Maa    (19851 Denna Quftd. Lou- 
a Gotaett Jr   A space ptat and 
hi* haff human. haM-raptrkan ena> 
my muat put ae-Oe tha* drffaranc 
aa m ordar to turviva on a daao 
leta planet In tiarao   PG-13'Q 
7:30 
O  PM  MAGAZINE  Faaturad 
yabba-a-dabba Dad. Amy Grant. 
vol on whaala. chaf Barnard 
Q WAY WE ARE Q 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
IS TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Mann/'e fathar paya a vwt 
with ha future bride a woman at 
har 40* who a pregnant with ha 
ch4d 
©THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
6:00 
0   0   TWILIGHT   ZONE A 
crjaege teacher, who avc-dad tha 
draft   by fktaaig   to Canada,   a 
haunted by a ghattfy apparition 
O WHALESONG From tha 
Vancouver Aojuanum tha cultural 
event calibrate) tha whate with 
partarmancaa by tha Vancouver 
Bach Che- tha Vancouver Sym- 
phony Orohaaba. opera emgare 
Judith Fatal and Mart Pad-on, 
and three kaar whaa*a. wfach 
amrt aounda and danca m ra> 
aponaa to tha muatc. Nanatad by 
Knowdon Naah 
COSBY SHOW in atarao 
*>, I OUR WORLD Highkghu of 
Auguat and Sapiemoer of 1967 
include tha Sputn* launchaig. tha 
teaavuron pramare of "American 
Banoatand.' and tha Broadway 
oparwtg of Waat SKB» Story . 
tail wrth Little Richard and Carol 
Lawranca Q 
0 LIVING PLANET: A POR- 
TRAIT OF THE EARTH A/, ,. 
•rranabon of human influence on 
tha anwonmant. awkMfcng a aur- 
vay of tha affacta of KM} raai and 
tha daphmon of ram taraata   IRI 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE Naw 
ftorjrmg a maiafcao: a low of tha 
Swadah factory arhach manufac- 
nraa tha do-rt-youroaH Rooting: 
tha e. tenor a pawled. Q 
(GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE *** ThaGraari- 
eet Story Evar ToM" (1BB6I Mas 
•on Sydow. John Wayne For 33 
year* Jaoua Chnat wafca Ear* aa 
a mortal man ur«4 ha a oruomod 
ontfacroae 
CSPNI FISMIN- HOLS 
6:30 
0   0   SIMON    6   SIMON 
Kick, hoaprtaaaad with toneaaraa. 
wrtnaaaaa a murder a» tha racov- 
eryroom. 
0 FAMILY TIES MaHor, be- 
come* upeat whan har mother 
and • naw acquaintance bacome 
feat frande. In atarao Q 
0 WOOOWRIGHTS SHOP 
Makeig a cannon carnage and 
bayonet ara damonotrakad *i tha 
backamith ahop at Cotoraaf W*- 
liamtburg 
6:00 
0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
0 CHEERS Dana traa to make 
it aa a pnma baaaraa. In atarao. 
0 THE COL6YS Jaaon learn. 
that Connie haa da appear ad. Ko- 
lya recarvee tragic nawa from ha 
titter in tha Sovat Uraon Q 
0 MYSTERYI Agatha Chne- 
ttt'l Maa Marpkt A Pocketful of 
Rya" Maa Marpla. knowing tha 
murdarar will atr*a aga-n at 
tempi* to prevent tha death of 
tha next victim (Part 2 of 2) Q 
ffi) LIVING PLANET: A POR- 
TRAIT OF THE EARTH An a. 
oloration of tha wildlife found on 
•Blande. where mutual apacaa 
develop m aoUtron (R) LJ 
O MOVIE *** Yand" 
(1983) Barbra Straaand Mandy 
Patinkm From laaac Baahavn 
Snger i thorl atory. In tum-of- 
tha-cantury Eaatarn Europa. • 
young woman daguaaa hereaff •• 
a man at ordar to puraua tha edu- 
cation tradibonalty forbrddan to 
Jawah woman. 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Colorado at Tuha (Lival 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Aa- 
pUnal' (1980) Robert Maya. Juke 
Hegerty In tha ipoof of otaaatar 
Nma. an aaknar'a craw auccumba 
to food poiaonmg and a narvou* 
formar war paot a pre aaa d BMO 
eemca   PG 
6:30 
0 0 DESIGNING WOMEN 
Mary Jo agree* to chaparono har 
daughter a ekumber party. 
O THE WAY WE ARE 
0 NIGHT COURT Naw Year a 
Eva «n   the courtroom And* tha 
judge daaknp, wrth a taapatad Mr 
1987   and   an   aacapad   conwet 
who *   trying   to   gat   to   Ttmaa 
Sguara 
10:00 
0 0 KNOTS LANDING LaV 
mae hnda druge at Okvia a car al- 
tar tha accident, but hadaa tham 
from rha poke*. Q 
( NATIONAL Cp 
L.A. LAW Becker aek* for 
troubkt whan ha apanda the nrgM 
with the wife of a chant ho a rap- 
reeenlmg >n a divorce coee In 
atarao. 
» 20/309 
MASTERPIECE     THI- 
ATRS Parawaea Poaaporad 
Leak* a new • Ca**rkM Mawaar 
L ady Grace « taaaat when har 
awal boa. oontaawaj raddan aa- 
orota of har paat. a aaoaan. Part B 
Of 11) 9 
0 MYSTERYI Agatha Otfmv 
t- 1 Maa Marpfct: A Pocketful of 
Rya"    A    chad'*    nuraary   rhyme 
wha 1  Ne. 
to  mveatigete  tha   death   of  Ram 
Forkeacw*. and ha only due K a 
handful of rya found ai tha dead 
man a pockat. (Part l of 21Q 
0NCW8 
- 10:26 
OJOURNAL 
10:SO 
0 HONEYMOONER8 
11.-00 
0O000 NEWS 
0 TIME OUT 
0 DARK SHADOWS 
ffiWKHP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN) DRAG RACING IHRA 
Pro Stock Shootout, from Bratot 
Tenn  (Rl 
rTMCJ MOVIE *** Shoot 
Tha Moon (1982) AJban Fmrvay. 
Diane Kaaton Tha coiapn of an 
upper midcaa-claa* couple a mar 
rage and ita affaet on than four 
dawghtara. R 
11 30 
0TAXI 
0 NIGHT HEAT Gutft-nddan 
0 Bran bacomaa datarmmad to 
hunt down a awed kaar. <R) 
0 TONIGHT Hoat. johnny 
Car awn Scheduled at treat Jana 
Fonda, aatgar Amy Grant. In atar- 
ao 
SNiGHTLINE 
NOVA A behind-tha-ecenee 
look at a team of ■■anoat daargn- 
ara trying to butld a tachmcaay au- 
panor boat capabta of wawwig 
back tha Amanca'a Cup from tha 
Auatrakana. Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0   0   LATE   SHOW Hoat 
Joan    Rrver*      Scheduled      actor 
Charia Shaan. kt atarao. 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:66 
O MOVIE **v> Tha Gna- 
•om Gang' (1B71) Kan Darbv. 
Tony Muoanta. Baaad on a novel 
by Jamaa Hadkry Chaaa. A pay- 
chopatfHc kidnapper fata at (ova 
with ha beautiful, wealthy wcum 
12O0 
0KOJAK 
0 JIMMY SRESLIN'S PEO- 
PLE 
MNI SKI WORLD 
12:SO 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
actraaa Linda Gray (' Deaae' l 
comae Sandra Barnhard. rnuaioan 
Rodnay Crowaal   In itarao 
ITWlrGHT ZONE 
THE JUDGE 
(ESPN)    SKATE     AMERICA 
n IRI 
•tan *•*■» 
Outaundng ... »*«. 
E   III! 1    .   . ...***M 
VavGood.  . ....   *** 
OoM .... ....**» 
HatUt. . .  *# 
rod ... .  * 
^M&rlnnm 
Poinsettias $5°° and up 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
428 Ecwt Woostsf Slr«ot 
SkxeFronlOnWoorter 353-1045 
r " ■ ■" 11' ■,r|,TTrr 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
NOW SHOWING: KUtaiY 
swoTUkBrrr 
mmtm 
SffMAItVACAnONS 
MY UTIU PONVIW MOVK 
HNT TWO kfOVKt 
GCTONEFKE 
■XMMSn/rt/M 
STALLONE 
■W 
1     112 E.WASHINGTON 352-4171 
111111 M ii 11 im 
FOR A PERFECT RARTY, 
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER... 
ELK'S CLUB 
LKusp 
youayou 
cakrwbt 
haaiMaai 
■aiMtaarj 
CCHWIUIS 
ErayM 
ikkaakMka 
aradnaart 
srrMMoi 
rwywkrky 
ka it 0010 
1.30. MM ft* 
paly, tanqurt a 
CtmaaeH Hal Rd. «■*»•<« 
.:• 
